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"Orizzonti Trasversali" - which literally means "Transverse Horizons" - is the title of
the summer exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. The aim of the exhibition is
to involve artists in exploring the different facets of things, of people and in particular of
reality. This is possible only by constantly changing one’s perspective and opening
oneself to new horizons. Everything existing in nature does not possess a single
dimension, it does not possess a single meaning or a single objective truth. An object
seen from different angles changes shape as it changes our perception. The attention
then moves from the subject in question to the observing subject and its location around
it. The emblematic example is offered by the Cubist artists with their works, in
particular those of Pablo Picasso. Visually, the challenge of Cubism was to bring the
three-dimensional vision of the human eye back to a two-dimensional medium like the
canvas. It was a disruptive movement because it overturned the idea that art should
faithfully reproduce nature and put the artist’s perception of reality first. The subject of
perception is also widely discussed by Philosophy, George Berkeley, for example,
regarding the reality argues that "we can say that it is perceived but not that it exists in
itself" while Thomas Reid refutes this argument by distinguishing perception from
sensation. What is certain is that every human being makes different experiences in
similar situations and this is due to the different perception that every person has of
reality, which is filtered by individual psychic processes and by the physical condition of
the subject. M.A.D.S. therefore invites artists to explore the world from different angles
and to create works that are the product of this process of filtration of reality, born as a
result of an individual reworking of objects, situations and people, creating a place
where individuality is celebrated, welcoming every point of view. Because the "true"
reality is nothing more than the set of all our perceptions.

Concept by Giorgia Massari Art Curator  



Every thought, every emotion, every slightest sensation, takes shape in
our mind, takes on a shape, a color, moves, changes continuously,
evolves or even disappears at times. Everything we see, every sound we
hear and every perfume we smell triggers in us an explosion of different
sensations that follow one another frenetically, without interruptions: it
lights up our mind with shapes and colors. The mind is free to travel,
lightly, to go beyond reality without limits of space, time, concreteness.

Adriano Lombardo

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Color Mind

Adriano Lombardo



From the 17th century onwards, copying became a genre practiced by the greatest masters, who
considered it an exercise in style, as a tribute paid to other masters. Thus, works by Rubens copying
Raphael have come down to us, by Watteau copying Rubens and so on. After the end of the 19th century,
copying no longer has the same vogue as it once had in painting schools: it is no longer literal, but
becomes interpretative. Once again therefore, what was previously camouflaged in the method,
increasingly becomes the very message of the work. Aga Hayat fits with her peculiar manner into this
panorama of artists who allow themselves to be inspired by others, who appropriate their point of view to
elevate it to their own, unique, new one. Thus, not only can these works be a sincere homage to the artists
of Cubism or Frida Kahlo herself, a homage that is dedicated to showing a sincere admiration, a certain
emotional involvement in another artist's work that has something admirable about it; but they become
new foundations for the layering of new points of view. A meta-discourse on art for art's sake. A painting
that is looked at by a viewer who has seen another painting, someone would say, and so would we.

Aga Hayat

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Revolution is the harmony of form and color and everything exists, and moves, under a
single law: life."
(Frida Kahlo)



Woman with a hat II

Aga Hayat



Woman with a Clock II

Aga Hayat



Hommage to Frida Kahlo

Aga Hayat



The artist Agustina creates works full of energy and positivity, a work that embodies the great power of color
and brushstrokes. The artist manages to condense an infinite series of emotions in her works, color is the main
element, it is the real protagonist, it is on the canvas and comes out of it as if to invade the surrounding space and
to get in touch with the observer. Agustina's painting is clearly abstract, even if it refers to and describes a real
environment, in fact it is extremely true, it is tangible, it is full of expressive force. The color that one next to the
other creates unique shades, layer by layer becomes true, it is alive even if immobile. The work of the artist
Agustina tells a journey, a journey characterized by reflections, thoughts and experiences to treasure, secure
foundations, true and solid thoughts. Although she does not tell us everything, the artist gives us the gift of
reflection, her works can be a starting point for each of us to understand and investigate existence. Without a
doubt, the viewer is pervaded by a strong feeling, in fact Agustina's work is able to impact the soul of the
beholder, it is suggestive and full of power. The works tell us about landscapes, moments, events and people
who lived in those places, the animals and plants that animate them, but the artist does not tell everything, she
leaves us a small opening to free the imagination. The colors, in some way, become the element through which
the artist expresses herself, she puts all her thoughts and feelings on canvas. If on the one hand the artist's work
appears strongly abstract, however it wants to draw our attention to more real and tangible elements, somehow
Agustina pushes us to observe carefully, to seek beauty, her works are the starting point to learn to look at the
landscape around us with more sensitive eyes.

Agustina Ronconi 

Art Curator Vanessa Viti

"A landscape is a state of mind"(Henri Frédéric Amiel)
 



Agustina Ronconi 

 Campo de tulipanes 
 



Agustina Ronconi 

 Selva misionera 
 



Agustina Ronconi 

 Vuelo de pajaro 
 



Artist Aiopimuchi manages, through images, to represent himself, express his feelings and create
works of art inspired by the emotions of his heart. The work "Japanese summer festival" is an
explosion of life, joy and feast. It represents a wish of happiness and emotions that make the
viewer's gaze move from one point of the work to another. The flow of movements makes the
noises and sensations concrete, tangible, the twirling of people stimulates our imagination, which is
catapulted into the colours of a day of festivity, of joy, of merriment, where everything moves in a
whirlwind of emotions. The work is also a clear reference to swirling, violent movement, to
vivacity, to everything that cannot be stopped. In the main subject lies the artist's narrative capacity.
An internal story, which takes place in the work and which the subject is living at the same time as
we observe it. An entropic and experiential painting, which characterises all the artist's pictorial
activity. There is a profound synesthetic capacity that characterises painting. Although based on
visual representation, pictorial art not only stimulates optical perception, but is also capable of
intervening in other sensory channels, moving different dimensions of perceptual experience. In
this way, Aiopimuchi's figurative art does not only stop at the gaze, but builds configurations that
address both sight, hearing and touch.

Aiopimuchi

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“Art should be something that liberates your soul, provokes the imagination and encourages
people to go further.” (Keith Haring)



Aiopimuchi

Japanese summer festival
 



It is inevitable. Existence is marked by continuous change. In vain are the efforts to stop this flow, useless are the desires to want
to live one day forever. It is not possible; change is inherent in our lives as well as in the entire universe. Biologically speaking,
entropy is a measure of the degree of equilibrium achieved by a system at any given time. With each transformation of the system
that causes a transfer of energy, entropy increases, because equilibrium can only grow. The human being, through his metabolism,
tends to seek a state of calm, of balance within his body. It so happens, that the energy emanating from the individual dissipates
into the environment and produces, inevitably, disorder in the Universe. Entropy thus always tends to increase; what happens
when the latter becomes blocked? When energy exchange relationships between bodies no longer exist? On a huge scale, when
the Universe stops producing heat and dissipating energy, the so-called thermal death of the latter will occur, the final state of the
Universe in which there is no more energy available to do work. What about the human being? When our body's metabolism
ceases to function, when our body no longer produces exchanges with its surroundings, it dies. The system that was previously in
motion, continually seeking balance in the disorder of biological processes, is now calm and perfectly balanced. Everything is in
motion, everything is changing by necessity. Time moves forward inexorably; it is a straight, continuous line that we follow
without having the power to do anything against it. If time were to stop, we would stop too, or would we? And that is how, in this
works, Akatsuki reworks this process of continuous, inexorable change. The blurry element, the insertion of one color into another
are all elements that contribute to a feeling of movement and disorder. Yet, this is a silent chaos that suggests an invisibility to the
human eye and our perception. It is the disorder in our bodies and in the universe that literally takes shape. The continuous
motion, the perpetual moving forward is thus identified by the presence of circle-shaped elements that peep within the works. The
circular entity picks up, in "Nothing More..." the peculiar silhouette of a black hole. We seem to be drawn toward that dark and
infinite space, our limbs seem to be twisting all around the bright red event horizon. And again, if in "Light" the circular element
is faintly visible, in "My Roots" the entity is literally composed of light. Orange and reddish flashes make up a circular outline
that almost resembles a magnifying glass. It is as if we are seeing a reality that to the naked eye cannot be assimilated, cannot be
understood. The artist in this works summarizes the rules of life and the entire universe. The drive for change, the exchange of
energy, the inexorable flowing timeline are all elements that live here in Akatsuki's works.

Akatsuki

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Akatsuki

Light



Akatsuki

Roots



Akatsuki

Nothing More...



It burns… our planet, our home, is burning relentlessly before our eyes. Every day we receive
dramatic news from all over the world. What years ago was just a disastrous prediction of
what could have happened if we had not drastically reduced pollution to our planet, is already
happening, it is already here knocking on our door to collect the bill. The Earth is asking,
indeed screaming at the top of its lungs, for mercy for the nature that we are inexorably
destroying. The artist Alejandra Abad with the work presented here "Slow dancing in a
burning world" is the spokesperson for this scream, showing us, through her art, a dramatic
photograph of the situation: oceans that suffocated due to water pollution, entire areas
burning, entire forests lost forever, and glaciers melting at a rate never seen before. Alejandra,
with her work, through the material spread and the shades of color, the signs engraved in it,
the movement she instilled in the lines and brushstrokes, it is as if she had taken off in flight
to observe our planet from the other and had taken a snapshot of this disastrous moment: a
real awareness for each of us. This work is her scream against this massacre, her calling
attention to the beauty and colors of nature that still remain and that we absolutely must keep
as the greatest treasure we possess.

Alejandra Abad

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Slow dancing in a burning world 

Alejandra Abad



Italian artist Alessandro Vicentini, a carpenter restorer by profession, became passionate about sculpture
by exploring the modelling of wood in all its forms. Soon, the artist was able to combine his passion by
transforming pieces of wood into sculptures and working with different materials such as clay and
marble. Alessandro's works convey tranquillity and hope, characteristics that he manages to combine in
all the artistic forms he creates. For the work 'Colour the world', the artist immortalises, in three shots, a
graffiti on the street while walking through the streets of Rome. The depictions dialogue with the public
and the observer, creating a common thread that links us directly to the people walking by the graffiti.
Through art, images and colours are given voice; it is an invitation to love the colours of the city, to travel
and explore. It seems that the artist is inspired by the urban landscape, by what surrounds him and
through art, he manages to express your feelings to communicate something deeper. But he does not stop
there, through digital manipulation, Alessandro creates a new kind of art, a new work, a new scene that
captures us and enlightens us, enraptures us and makes us identify with the characters we find in the
shots. He involves us and makes us believe that we too can be those who colour the world. 

Alessandro Vicentini 
 

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“You don’t take a photograph, you make it.” (Ansel Adams)



Alessandro Vicentini 

Color the world
 



Stop and think, take time to think, to ask yourself questions: each of us should carve out this time. This
process is often long, complex, sometimes not simple on an emotional level, because it questions our
choices, our way of dealing with life. The artist Alexandra Lehmberg, through her art, is able to visually
visualize this process which, as she herself tells us, is both emotional and rational, both concrete and
abstract, but also curious, romantic: it embraces different facets of our deepest being. In Alexandra's
works, analogy photography, a symbol par excellence of the representation of reality, blends perfectly
with the infinite possibilities of digital, thus expanding the vision and interpretations of reality itself. For
this exhibition in which the artists were asked to explore the World from different angles and show us the
result of their process of filtering reality, Alexandra presents three works that show three fundamental
aspects of her life, but also of the life of all of us. What place, if not uncontaminated nature, allows us to
really take time, to detach ourselves from the frenzy of everyday life and think for a moment about
ourselves, about what we really want. In “Forest”, the silence of the forest animated only by the trees
moved by the wind and by the animals that live their environment undisturbed, our mind opens wide to
life and nature, which we should take as an example. In "Growth", in fact, Alexandra shows us just how
we should follow the example of nature which, undisturbed, despite the presence and continuous
interference of man, continues to grow, to prosper, to show itself in his magnificence and beauty. Finally
she shows us in "Dream" the world of dreams, in which, better than any other, we are able to live the
reality we want, truly be ourselves, without restraints, without too many thoughts: only us, what we love,
what we it makes us happy, serene, which makes us feel really good. Here we are pervaded by a sense of
freedom, we are free to fly just like a butterfly. Here the gaze is projected towards the future, at what we
would like for us to feel truly satisfied.

Alexandra Lehmberg

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Dream

Alexandra Lehmberg



Forest

Alexandra Lehmberg



Growth

Alexandra Lehmberg



An emotional connection causes strings to form. These strings are not physical. These strings are astral
and etheric and only transfer energy. Spiritual energy produces very strong developed connections. And
these strings or connections cannot be broken, no matter what you do. If you continue to build spiritual
energy where connections already exist, you will turn this connection into something ethereal and surreal.
Alina Șomodi works with her acrylics to strengthen these connections, with her abstract paintings she
allows the transition to the more ethereal dimension of her own thoughts on canvas. These paintings
encourage the true possibility of love, they become inspiration for the artist herself as well as for the
viewer. There is a metaphysical encouragement within these works of art that thus urges the search for a
spiritual connection and bond with self and others. The potentialities of our consciousness are
innumerable, but only some of them are fostered and utilized, while many others are not, either because
they are inhibited, or because we are unaware of their existence, or because they have atrophied through
disuse. Some of them, however, are only latent and wait for the appropriate stimuli to emerge. Alina
Șomodi and her work generously and gracefully provide precisely these incentives.

Alina Șomodi

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

“Capturing an image of the world with a glance is art. But how many things go into an eye! "
(Karl Kraus)



Breathing windows

Alina Șomodi



Between the lights

Alina Șomodi



Serene

Alina Șomodi



For Anastasia Mihaylova, photography turned out to be a real vocation and her photographs speak of
purity, truth and connection with the surrounding world. They speak of the deep bond between Nature
and the human being, which is represented in all its natural essence. No clothes, accessories or
retouching, just the wonderful nakedness of female bodies and the immensity of nature. In the age of
perfection and aesthetic conformity, Anastasia Mihaylova challenges today's aesthetic canons, proposing
a simpler and more natural vision of women, but no less powerful and communicative. A real woman,
who shows herself as she was created, a woman first of all a child of nature. Almost like a puzzle, each
body represents the missing piece of the photograph, fits perfectly and becomes part of the landscape, a
key element to understand how simplicity is the winning formula. Love yourself without filters, love
ourselves for how we were created, majestic, magnificent, alive, like Nature. 

Anastasia Mihaylova 
 
 

"Seeing you naked is like remembering the Earth." 
(Federico García Lorca) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck



Anastasia Mihaylova 
 

I am Planet Earth



Anastasia Mihaylova 
 

I am Planet Earth



Anastasia Mihaylova 
 

I am Planet Earth



What is infinity? How many different meanings can we attach to this word? Can we manage to contain the infinity in a simple
and coherent idea? Throughout history, the concept of infinity has been studied in many languages, from mathematical and
scientific to metaphysical and philosophical. Infinity is, for Romania-based artist Andreea Marinescu, the pivotal focus of her
art, which is based on “exploring scientific and philosophical concepts” that the artist translates into paintings. The creative
act allows Andreea to explore and experiment with her ideas and interest around the concept of infinity, by creating something
that, as she explains, “responds to a context of profound upheaval”. We are so familiar with the concept of finite that we are,
at the same time, so attracted to the infinite and its forms. Andreea moves, in fact, between finite experiences found in larger
horizons that are impossible to be understood fully. By combining spontaneous gestures with what she calls “decision-based
interventions on canvas”, she explores the tension between known and unknown, order and disorder: two antagonistic ideas
that interact by leading to a creative way to represent the concept of infinity. In the painting “Quantum Infinity”, Andreea
presents this tensive interplay where the rigidity of physics and science opposes the elasticity and transcendence of
philosophy. This interplay is translated in the composition of the work, which is what catches the eye immediately: a
continuum of bright and vibrant light blue shapes intersect each other by following opposite directions. These shapes are
angular and rounded: some recalls bones and diamond figures, while other resemble leaves and ocean waves. Through her
paintings, Andreea unveils the urgency to question and go beyond the finite horizon also from an artistic and creative
perspective. In this way, Andreea plays with transcendental and immanent dimensions, inviting the viewers of her paintings to
do the same, because certain tensions cannot be expressed with words, but only shown and felt. 

Andreea Marinescu

Art Curator Martina Lattuca

"The idea of infinity cannot be expressed in words or even described, but it can be
apprehended through art, which makes infinity tangible. The absolute is only attainable

through faith and in the creative act." (Andrei Tarkovsky)



Andreea Marinescu

Quantum Infinity



Angela Pencheva is an artist, NFT creator and designer from Sofia, Bulgaria. Although her passion has
brought her close to the digital world of art, she has never stopped experimenting with her creative vein,
generating a personal style that approaches the world of cinema. Experimentation is the vital impulse that
pushes her to dare, to constantly change her vision, the elements that make up the work to push herself to
the maximum. But what distinguishes her work from that of others lies in the ability to reveal the true
essence of people, focusing on authenticity and consequently moving away from the idea of   aesthetic
conformity typical of modern times. The eyes are, as for Modigliani, the revealing elements of a person's
soul and, through the help of strong and vibrant colors, the artist is able to focus attention on this element,
enlarging it until the person portrayed assumes an almost fairytale aspect. The artwork "Laura" wants to
inspire the observer, inviting him to be himself and to make diversity a virtue. Angela Pencheva's art
focuses on the psychological side of the human being and, through an imaginative and almost surrealist
reworking, aims to achieve originality, both aesthetic and interior.

Angela Pencheva
"Be yourself; everyone else is already taken."

(Oscar Wilde)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck



Angela Pencheva

Laura



The artist Ann-Brit Christoffersen presents on the occasion of the international art
exhibition the artwork titled Window to another world. The painting with abstractism
wants to represent another world different from the reality around us. As the artwork was
a pretext for the artist to imagine another reality, that is her parallel world. As she says:
<< The author Philip Pullman wrote a trilogy about dark matter and their people
transported themselves from one parallel world to another. I was fascinated by the
thought and tried to picture how one parallel world would look like.>> So this means
that with her composition the artist wants to tell us about this world. As if the art was her
way to intend her personal transversal horizon. 

Ann-Brit Christoffersen

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio



Ann-Brit Christoffersen

Window to another world



The link of art with the inorganic, with what is a material external to subjectivity, on which it impresses
its forms, is fundamental. The resistance over time of the material makes the shape imprinted on it
persistent, able to pass on what it wants to communicate without ever losing its effectiveness. It gives it a
temporal solidity that makes sure to keep the creative gesture alive. In fact, a perpetual movement of
forms persists in inorganic matter which remain open to new perspectives and go beyond the space in
which they are contained, expressing themselves and evolving in the different gaze of the observer. In the
works presented here by the artist Annan Shao, it is inorganic creatures that inhabit and move real
landscapes. In the works of 3D graphic illustration, Annan inserts her experience of physical installations,
shaping forms that thus come to life. Annan opens the door to the viewer to another world, a futuristic
world, in which everything remains the same, but at the same time changes considerably and
continuously. Observing these three works juxtaposed one can read a story of transformation and
evolution. In the work "Buds Eye", the artist offers us a new perspective of the world we are observing,
filtered by her art and by what composes it. In the work "Fetish" instead we see our reality animated by a
new reality, as if we were observing it under the microscope and at the same time it was transforming its
own forms, to adapt to the changes that occur every second that passes, to give live to something new,
curious and extremely fascinating. A new reality that the artist shows us in "Waterfall" where, perhaps a
little bewildered, we do not recognize our world as we are used to seeing it: we only see elements, lines,
shapes familiar to us but completely decontextualized and transformed into something new and unique to
our gaze. This creates an atmosphere of mystery and a desire to investigate further: the viewer would
simply like to reach out and touch what he sees in order to immerse himself completely in this parallel
reality in continuous transformation.

Annan Shao 

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Buds Eye

Annan Shao 



Fetish

Annan Shao 



Waterfall

Annan Shao 



Annica Hallman is an autodidact artist from Gothenburg (Göteborg), Sweden. Having gone to
art school for one year, since 2020 Annica has painted more regularly and been more
productive, painting in acrylic, figurative and intuitive, so art creates during the process. At
“Orizzonti Trasversali” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Annica presents two
paintings: in all of them, we can find woman as subject, always represented in a different
way. We could therefore think that Annica represents herself, in order to investigate the many
and different facets of her personality and character, always infusing strength and energy. In
"One woman's power" a female figure is represented in the center of the canvas, flying in a
cloudy sky that seems to promise a great storm. Taken in profile, she has long blond and red
hair, is elegantly made up and wears a tight black onesie that enhances her shapes and
femininity. 

Annica Hallman



This woman looks like a super heroine: flying over the city, with her hands in her hair that
bring out all her sensuality, she is endowed with a superior, supernatural power, making us
feel lacking in strength and energy compared to the great power she emanates. Even "The
golden lady" has a woman as its subject who, however, unlike the previous one, is portrayed
as more calm and reflective. Surrounded by golden bands that give the painting its title, the
woman, shot in three quarters and recalling in her pose and elegance the Mona Lisa by
Leonardo da Vinci, emanates strength, authority and femininity: Annica's hymn to the beauty
and depth of feminine soul.

Annica Hallman

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 



Annica Hallman

One woman's power



Annica Hallman

The golden lady



Catapulted into Pop Art, generous shapes, bright colors and flags of the United States of America: this is the world of Anouck
Jourdaa, who participates for the first time in an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of "Orizzonti
Trasversali". The artist succeeds, in the best way, to give shape and brilliance to the figures and subjects she represents: as she
herself declared, she celebrates the joy of being a woman by blending playful sensual women with semi-abstract shapes that are
part of her everyday life. Her compositions draw elements from Cubism, Fauvism, Art-Deco and Pop Art, with a personal
interpretation of Matisse, Gauguin, Picasso, Klimt and Miro’s colors and structures. Anouck Jourdaa, in the space of two years,
has made thirty flags that, starting from what it means to be American, explore various contexts, situations and people. The series,
"United Strokes of America (USA)" was born during the controversial 2020 US presidential elections. The first exhibited artwork,
"The United States of My Heart-Make Love Not War-", has three great protagonists: love, sex, freedom. Between hearts and stars,
the artist’s ability to grasp the intimacy and delicacy of important and delicate moments as a couple, such as an embrace, a kiss
and a hug while sleeping together is astounding. "Race to America" is a wonderful tribute to the Native Americans, African
slaves, conquistadors, missionaries and Latin migrant workers. The spangled stars of the American flag have now become seeds,
and femininity takes the place of the protagonist of the painting, highlighted by fleshy red lips, hoop earrings, enamel, necklaces
and turbans. The latest artwork is a drone video of the whole flag series "United Strokes of America (USA)" shot on South Beach
Miami sand, which gives us the opportunity to see all the wonderful creations of the artist who, from above gives us the
impression of being on a long flying carpet: after all, "United We Fly". The concept of the exhibition fits perfectly with the artist’s
desire to look beyond the horizon, not to stop at the appearance, but to go to the bottom of reality and the things that make it up, to
capture the essence of the people who draw, to overturn the canonicity that often accompanies certain arguments and, above all, to
grasp details that often go unnoticed to most.

Anouck Jourdaa

Art Curator  Sara Grasso

“I paint to express the feminine energy inside of me. I create to bring joy and acceptance in a
flow of popping colors and shapes.”

(Anouck Jourdaa)

“No borders, just horizons,- only freedom.”
(Amelia Earhart)



 United States of My Heart-Make Love Not War-

Anouck Jourdaa



Race to America

Anouck Jourdaa



United We Fly

Anouck Jourdaa



In Greek mythology, Oniros often appears depicted as a young man dressed in white for daytime
dreaming or black for nighttime dreaming and carrying a horn from which dreams flow. Homer, in
particular, presents us with Oniros as a winged nuncio, sent by Zeus to mortals to communicate divine
wills to them in their sleep, or to insinuate divine advice. Asuka Ripple in producing her paintings of a
dreamlike nature, dresses herself in white, and colors and shapes come out of her horn and join together
in fantastic colors, flowers and shapes seem to float in the air but at the same time occupy a real and
earthly place and time. The divine counsels and divine wills of which the author makes herself the bearer
are simple and at the same time indispensable. Be flowers you flowers, be birds you birds, fly then and
participate in the mystery of nature, be yourselves in your unique shoes, this is the true divine will. A true
message of love that through the gentle brush marks become aesthetic motifs. Before our eyes we have
heavenly visions that come into contamination with our reality perpetuating an ideal of inner harmony
leading to the beauty of souls. Asuka Ripple's painting is dedicated to hope as an eternal possibility of joy
and fulfillment.

Asuka Ripple 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



Singing love

Asuka Ripple 



「Imagine×Create=∞Spaces∞」

Asuka Ripple 



Airy spirit

Asuka Ripple 



Interference. Superposition of two elements, with the relative possibility of summing or eliding. In today's state of the art, we are
accustomed to thinking that there is a univocal reality, free from change and mutation. The real world is one and only one, and the
same applies to our existences and experiences. Space-time is actually represented through the use of two dimensions (X,Y) on
which our universe rests. From the plane then, rises a third Cartesian axis that identifies time. The intersection between these two
planes thus produces the past, the future and the precise instant we are experiencing at this moment. There is no time for
interference in reality. Yet, there is a way to represent what, nowadays, is indescribable: art. Through art all worlds become
possible. It is possible to represent places deprived of gravity, landscapes without sunshine, purple grass and yellow sky. With art
anything is possible, and because of this, interference between reality and unreality is the order of the day. Ayaka Kurihara in
"Afterimage of March" makes an intersection between different planes of reality that, in the real world, would be physically
impossible. In this way, two events from two different realities merge inextricably, producing a completely unprecedented visual
and poetic result. What we observe in the work is a contemporary still life with exquisitely gentle and calm tones. Balloons on the
side illuminate the scene and give a place and time to the representation. There has probably just been a party starring some
children. The balloons and toy areoplane are vivid evidence of this. In the center of the play, a heavy drapery of fabric falls upside
down from a chair. In front of it, a lush floral bouquet. Wildflowers and tulips are interspersed on each other, flooding the
representation with freshness and color. Up to here, everything would seem normal. Yet, there is something jarring, something
strange at the very center of the representation. A girl in dungarees and with cropped hair is kneeling in the center of the work,
holding a picture frame in her hands. What is going on? The girl seems at ease although she is completely transparent and is
depicted solely through a vivid orange outline. She is fine, looking healthy despite being composed of a single line resembling a
thread of wool. Where has normality gone? What are we observing? Interference. Or rather, the ability of art to create impossible
results through form and color. Ayaka in "Afterimage of March" literally combines two levels of representation belonging to two
different types of reality into one work. This is the magic of the artist's art and intuition. Our brain keeps asking questions, does
not give up and tries to find a solution. But the one-size-fits-all solution we have realized does not exist. And that's the beauty of
it.

Ayaka Kurihara

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Ayaka Kurihara

Afterimage of March



AyaNe's artistic talent is evident at first glance. Her artworks express joie de vivre, lightness and vivacity. The
artist lets herself be guided by her feelings, unleashing passion and strength with vibrant, incisive colours. Swirls
of colour, emotional explosions and lines come together to create an exuberant mix. AyaNe's works are
distinguished by their originality and creativity. The artist creates various creative processes and uses different
techniques ranging from digital drawing to paper cuttings and collage. In 'Like a butterfly' she uses few shapes,
stylised symbols and few colours, so that the viewer can dwell on every detail. The profile of a young Japanese
woman is stylised and elegant. The black contour lines echo the other elements in the painting such as the
butterfly that is about to settle on her dress. The colours used are few: red, pink, gold, yellow and black. But the
real protagonist is the colour white to which the background function is not restricted, but he fills the cons,
becomes the protagonist and an integral part of the artwork. Everything is elegant, tidy and synthetic, in perfect
line with the oriental world and the concept of purity of lines, order and elegance. The lightness of the butterfly
echoes that of the two-dimensional geometric shapes that like stencils decorate the background. In the work
'MMM 2-A' the colours spread over the entire space, occupying every centimetre. Among the bright colours,
flowers of different types merge. On a higher level, black lines of different thicknesses decorate the composition,
creating movement and dynamism. These marks draw the most disparate shapes, stylised men, faces, fantastic
animals, turtles, objects. A tangle of elements that together create harmony and liveliness. A work that makes
you smile and takes you back to the world of childhood where shapes and colours reign, where everything is
more beautiful and innocent, pure. In 'Electric Shock' AyaNe uses the technique of digital art and collage. The
artist gives space to her creativity by creating a spontaneous artwork where signs and colours have no boundaries
or limitations. Everything moves harmoniously, as if to the rhythm of music. The artist inserts red flowers that
create a link between the objective and subjective worlds. The painting is graphically impactful, striking the
viewer because it is dynamic, innovative and explosive. The lines are spontaneous, sparse and impulsive. AyaNe
creates unique pieces in which viewers can identify, connect because the good vibes they emanate are evident.
Her art is free of all constraints and has the sole purpose of creating a positive interlude in a difficult world full
of obstacles.

AyaNe

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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The art of Ayelet Rosenberg, an Israeli artist and painter, is a window into the moments and emotions that
influence people throughout their lives. For the artist, every feeling contained in a single moment makes
up a piece of human reality and has an important weight in defining each individual. Our being is
constantly evolving, as is our perception of reality. Ayelet's works don't represent an inescapable reality
that is the same for everyone, but can have a subjective interpretation. The four works that the artist
exhibits in this exhibition are figurative representations of moments in life that are interpreted differently
depending on the experiences and background of each viewer. The artist succeeds in her intention by
creating simple works with a single subject and few colour variations. 

Ayelet Rosenberg



 As in a modern photograph, the artist paints the subjects at the peak of the action. The lack of further
details focuses the viewer's attention on the subjects and the emotions they are experiencing at that
moment. When observing these works, the viewer is led on a journey into memories of his past
experiences and interprets them according to his subjective reality. Life is a balance between subjective
and objective reality. Quoting the artist, 'being is existence, life and reality' without experiencing
moments of strong emotions we could never define who we are. 

Ayelet Rosenberg

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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When you dance, you do not listen to music with your ears, but with your whole body. Likewise, one listens to the emotions,
memories and presences of the surrounding space, audience and the dimension that opens up beyond this dimension. Becoming
like flowers and looking the way trees look are some useful exercises since from their roots to their petals and branches they are
expressive. Kazuo Ohno said to make one's dance like life by simply studying how a tree grows. From the firmly planted feet to
the firm torso, from the strong arms to the fineness of the fingers. For the dancer, the audience does not need to see that you are
moving, but they need to feel that you are growing, just as happens with the tree. Growing in a swirling vortex of emotions and
feelings that are hermetic in their meaning and shocking in their form. Butoh dance is an extremely disturbing and provocative art
that lives between cultural interstices. Disrupting traditional gender distinctions and differences between East and West, this type
of dance was born to be forbidding, subversive, cathartic and liberating. And this is precisely how "Morning Sun" reveals itself to
the viewer's eyes. A beautiful snowy setting welcomes a backdrop composed of red and silver circles of various diameters. They
are placed in rows and create a high contrast with the surrounding snowy landscape. Bambi stands there in the middle. At first
glance the eye struggles to catch a glimpse of the human silhouette then at some point the epiphany. The artist begins her dance by
raising her torso off the snowy ground to soar into the air. And then, in succession, a series of sensations and emotions engage the
soul and heart of the viewer. Depending on the moments "Morning Sun" is wild, spiritual, mystical, rough and violent and then
returns sensual, decadent, hypnotic and above all cathartic. The energy emanating from Bambi's sometimes fluid, sometimes raw
and sinewy movements is incredible. One has as it were the perception of being invested by a ritual or rather alchemical dance
where the human being performs real transmutations of himself by passing from one phase of the dance to another, from one
movement to another dictated by the music. In butoh one gets the impression that there is no goodness and badness; the beautiful
and the ugly rather, these elements all come from the same matrix and complement each other in the mixture of steps and
positions that Bambi's body manages to achieve during the dance. Butoh is a transformative art that brings within itself continuous
and inevitable changes. Like searing lava pouring from the bowels of the earth, "Morning Sun" is multifaceted and ever-changing.
Watching Bambi dance, our eyes are flooded with shocking energy, in the most wonderful sense of the word.

Bambi Okumura

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Close your eyes, imagine you are on top of a mountain, right at the highest point. You know that until
recently you would have seen an immense white expanse, a glacier on which cold air lashed. But now?
What do you see? Only earth and rocks, only furrows and deep gorges. At that precise moment something
breaks inside you, a deep groove also crosses your heart, you feel a strong tightening in your stomach.
Your conscience really realizes what is happening to our planet, how man with his actions is destroying
it. In front of your eyes you have the suffering of the earth. The artist Bernard Garo, through a large
artistic project, of which the works presented here are part, catapult us on a journey into the heart of the
glaciers and the mountains to show us up close, with our eyes, the dramatic consequences that climate
change they are bringing, how the activities of man impact on nature. Observing a mountain is like
opening a huge history book that tells us about the origins of our territories: the mountains tell the
evolution of our planet, they are our door to the past. That is why we should take special care of it.
Bernard, with his works, goes far beyond the simple glance of what is happening. He transports the
structures of nature and the movement they create in painting. Now we have it on hand and we really see
the consequences of our actions. His art thus becomes the means of reflection on the issue and a starting
point for dealing with this problem that afflicts us and that will be increasingly present if we do not say
"That's enough!" really. Our planet is trying to resist with all its strength, but it is fragile and delicate.
Nature is as vulnerable as man, indeed perhaps more, because it is defenseless in the face of the abuses
that we bring to it. Bernard's art therefore places itself at the service of a common purpose, of the Earth,
but also of men who really want to change things and reverse the course. By observing, for example,
these three works side by side, we really immerse ourselves completely in nature. The impact with his
works is really strong, no one can remain indifferent to the emotional force they emanate. Our mind is
transported within the shades of color and the movement of the lines. Everyone is led to immerse
themselves in the strong message transmitted, in the shared ideas and values.

Bernard Garo

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Between crevices and tarpaulins

Bernard Garo



 Blue fluidity

Bernard Garo



Deep groundwater

Bernard Garo



The artist Bibiana Ulanosky has approached the world of art from a very young age; from clay, to the
creation of concrete sculptures, to drawing, she has always used colours to express her creativity in all
forms. Bibiana's paintings externise her soul: the explosion of colours represents a temporal and
emotional movement, the shapes describe the path she has thought out for the creation of her subjects.
The resulting images are full of light, they carry a strong and explosive emotional charge, a combination
of meaning and vigour. Bibiana's paintings are the fruit of her feelings; the artist succeeds in conveying
her sensations to her hand, which pass from the brush directly to the canvas. The canvas becomes the
field of feelings, where shapes and colours meet to tell us the artist's story. We witness a veritable
explosion of life and matter. Thick, light touches of colour define warm chromatic surfaces, where the
artist tells of the joy of living and its benefits. At times, however, this vitality stretches and expands into
large, well-tuned colour fields that call the viewer to relax and surrender to the painting. With an artistic
journey that recalls the different forms of art, Bibiana investigates the vital and material force that drives
her subjects. Her personal experiences influence her conception of the painting as an expressive and
experiential place, where feelings and stories of a life can be found. His paintings show forms in dialogue,
depicting an intimate narrative between souls and human beings. We also find the nuances of colours in
dialogue, addressed by the desire for transformation between the visible and invisible, between inside and
outside. 

Bibiana Ulanosky

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“To my mind one does not put oneself in place of the past, one only adds a new link.” 
(Paul Cézanne)
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Japanese art is famous all over the world for its beauty and elegance. Nature plays a central role in Japanese
culture and art due to Shinto. According to Shinto, everything that exists in nature is an expression of a deity.
Consequently, paintings depicting landscapes or natural subjects do not represent only a physical object of the
earthly world, but a true image of the sacred world. The technique, subjects and colours used inspired many
European painters and artists at the end of the 19th century. This passion for Japanese art would not have taken
place if Japanese prints had not come to Holland through the East India Company, and then spread throughout
Europe. These prints portrayed scenes of everyday life and were set on two-dimensional representation, and then
on flat color and the absence of chiaroscuro, but dynamic; the curved line, simple and sinuous suggested the idea
of movement. The baggage of this tradition is present in the works of the Japanese artist Bishow(美照 ). Her
work is a synthesis of tradition and contemporary techniques like fluid art. "Expression of inner possibility and
impact" is a splendid example of fluid art; the colors are mixed in a balanced way creating a work full of
suggestions. The resulting shapes seem to reflect a marine universe. Jagged edges suggest coves in the earth
instead. Nature, once again, is the inspiration and protagonist. "One descision and hope" instead presents sharper
contrasts, as the title suggests. Light shapes stand out against a blue background, revealing the texture of the
canvas. The delicacy of Japan emerges in "Blessing": the delicate tones elegantly overlap to create a work that
speaks to us of grace and sublime nature. The slow movement from left to right has a relaxing and calming
effect, it seems to represent rest after a day of work. These are works by Bishow (美 照) that remind us to look
inside ourselves, find our inner self and establish a dialogue with it.

Bishow(美照)

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto

 



Expression of inner possibility and impact

Bishow(美照)



One decision and hope

Bishow(美照)



Blessing

Bishow(美照)



Brad Sane is a contemporary British Surrealist whose art is diverse in the materials and forms
he undertakes to create literary and visual art. Digital collage, oil painting, performance art,
poetry and installation are all strings to his creative bow. The themes of his art revolve around
the absurd tragedy of existence and the marvellous way subjectivity is shaped, altered and
destroyed by tragedy and Surreal art; allowing objective trues to be buffered and
contemplated by the sensitive mind of the human. At “Orizzonti Trasversali” hosted by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Brad Sane exhibits “131”, a digital collage belonging to a larger series
developed and created in 2021. At the center of the work, located on a small stage in front of
a theatrical tent, lies an animal skull, which looks just like that of a dinosaur. At the center of
one of his eyes, a smoking cigarette comes out, which obviously increases the sense of
strangeness and absurdity of the scene represented. To increase the disquiet of the work, a
blood red color pervades the whole image, making clear Brad's desire to reflect with his art on
the absurd tragedy of existence. As the artist declares in fact, the reality we humans thrive in
and wish to maintain, is a subjective veil. A tragic play in our egos multiplex cinema of the
conscious, the Apollonian mind. The objective absurdism of reality is made beautifully clear
through Surrealism and the Marvellous. An art and literary aim to slash open the veil of our
subjective egotistical mindscapes. The Marvellous is the moment when our view of reality is
broken by contradictions. The uncanny being the most vibrant and the one that can take the
most forms, or as Freud put it ‘The uncanny is the only feeling more powerful in art than it is
in life.’ So, whether through word, action or visual, Sane’s desired outcome is to search for,
manifest and manipulate the moments that warp our mundane egotistical views of existence
into the moments dubbed by the early Surrealists as the Marvellous. Eruptions of the
dreamlike, uncanny, chance encounter, automatic and absurd.

Brad Sane

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Brenda R. Fernández, a Mexican artist, ranges from painting to installation, proposing works of art, with a
strong impact, which reflect on the theme of memory. A profound memory, relative to the subconscious
of the human being, a memory that hurts and that manifests itself as suffering. And this element is
represented by the artist through elements that recall a brutal, powerful, disarming gesture. Cuts and
mutilations speak to us of uncovered, lived, fragile souls. Souls with a strong memory behind them that
tell through their wounds. They become the key to reading her entire artistic poetics, focused on breaking
the silence and opening up to the world, looking not so much for compassion, but for understanding and
closeness. Taking up the concept of "Skin-ego" by the French psychoanalyst Didier Anzieu, Brenda R.
Fernández emphasizes the similar functionality of the ego and the skin, both connected to the human
psyche, going beyond the two-dimensionality of the canvas and exploring its poetics of space surrounding
the artwork.

Brenda R. Fernández
 

"Memory is a very strange tool, a tool that can return, like the sea, shreds, debris, perhaps
years later."
(Primo Levi)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Yuku
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Las redondeces de mi YO
 



Brenda R. Fernández
 

De tripas corazón
 



On the occasion of the seventh exhibition of the year 2022, entitled "Orizzonti Trasversali" organized by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, with physical headquarters in Milan and Fuerteventura and active all over the world, the
artist Bridget Loftus presents a series of four incredible digital artworks, created with mixed techniques. Bridget
is a multidisciplinary artist, who through her art holds a memory and creates a narrative about her current
environment and her experiences, which she creates due to the need to detach herself from her ego. Her creations
transcend the conscious mind being a direct link to her imagination. As well as a visual of her personal
evolution.

Bridget Loftus

"All my works are fueled by the desire to free myself."
Bridget Loftus



The technique involves an overlay of images. In the case of "Hidden Hope", the background is quite evident: an
urban space, which she has managed to make dynamic and sci-fi. The final visual effect, in all of her works,
undergoes a process of abstraction, although the elements of reality and the fragments of everyday life remain
visible. Another element that leads back to our world and that suggests a message is represented by small phrases
or single words. They try to be the focal points of the work, in which the human eye leans to seek a pause for
reflection. Her goal is rarely to replicate something that already exists, but rather it conveys a new emotion and
the beginning of a different thought pattern. The colors are pop, lively and bright. Bridget's art is a tribute to the
intricate lives.

Art Curator Carola Antonioli

Bridget Loftus



CELEBRATION SOCIETY

Bridget Loftus



HIDDEN HOPE

Bridget Loftus



POSTED

Bridget Loftus



WAY OUT

Bridget Loftus



Dr. Bruce Barber is an interdisciplinary media artist, cultural historian and curator whose research and
writing explores the representation of art, artists and art history in film, television, cartoons and comics.
Since the 1970s, Dr. Barber has been working from an interdisciplinary point of view in the fields of
sculpture, performance art, in the making of films and photographs, thus developing works that aim to
express social, cultural and political issues. The artist is again the guest of an exhibition organized by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" he exhibits three video
works that have different atmospheres and convey different moods. "Breathe in Breathe out" almost
recalls meditation, the need for relaxation and peace that the artist embodies in the vision of the sea, the
movement of the waves gives rhythm to breathing and in this way there is a profound connection between
sounds and movement. "Park Trace" takes you back to travel, back to nature and your roots by observing
where you are going and where you came from, thanks to the use of stop motion the artist puts together
different elements and points that all lead back to the same destination . Finally, "Urban Tracer" made
with the same technique as "Park Trace" brings together many small details that create an incredible
homogeneous work full of elements. 

Bruce Barber

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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On the occasion of the international art exhibition Orrizzonti trasversali the artist Cam
Villar presents the artwork titled Andromeda 2. The painting seems to be divided into
two parts of colours that seems to go towards a monochrome. The technique used by the
artist is action painting. The language used of the action painting is connected to the
intention of the artist to use the art to communicate his personal way to communicate.
The process of the creation wants to be instinctive and reveal the emotions of the artist in
its immediacy. This could be seen as the transversal horizontal of Cam Villar. Where the
feedback to give to reality is harmonic in its instinctiveness. 

Cam Villar

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio



Cam Villar

ANDROMEDA 2



Candi Soul Sparkles is a young Icelandic artist, with various origins (a bit Irish, French,
British). Candi soul Sparkles is the artist who moves our soul with beauty, peace, love, fills
its viewers with positivity and energy. Candi has an imprint style, predominantly
abstract...her paintings are made of textures, colors, but sometimes her style is also more
introspective, narrative, expressive. This is the case of "Ghostly figment", an artwork painted
in 2022 and exhibited in M.A.D.S. Art Gallery in the exhibition "Orizzonti Trasversali",
which with a simple image leads us into another dimension of thoughts and deep analysis.
This image is a woman, dressed elegantly. Her shape is not defined, but blurry and apart from
a few stripes of color on the contour is immersed in a neutral environment, gray, black and
white, without color. It is a timeless image, it leads us to reflect on the non-corporeal
dimension of the human being, trying to analyze our inner being. Candi leads us to think of
another face of ourselves, the one hidden behind the exterior, behind the dress we wear and
how we are outside. And she does this by slowly touching our soul.

Candi Soul Sparkles

Art Curator Giulia Dellavalle

Beauty is not in the face; beauty is a light in the heart. (Khalil Gibran)



Candi Soul Sparkles

Ghostly Figment



Art is shaped in the hands of the artist: from the mind, heart, the most intimate part of the
artist, it travels to the hands that become the means of creation that makes a thought, a
concept, an emotion tangible and visible. The artist Carola Orieta-Sperman shapes matter,
thus also and above all shaping energy, light, a thought, a feeling, giving life to an
unpredictable movement. The fluidity of her sculptures is then transported and transposed by
Carola also in her two-dimensional works, such as the one presented here. We are thus
transported to a new world, created by the artist, in which fluid forms intertwine and cross, in
an incessant, continuous fluid movement. Observing this work we are overwhelmed by
"Igneous Energies" as the title itself suggests. We enter this fire that is raging. The artist
manages to show us the profound force that represents fire and that allows the union of
opposites, it is in fact the engine of the periodic regeneration of Nature. And we feel a bit like
the birds represented, because it seems to us to fly through a warm wind inside the work,
juggling these shapes that fluctuate in a continuous fluid movement and a warm light that
vibrates and penetrates between the spaces left by matter; but we also feel a bit like feathers,
because we let ourselves be carried away by the energy emanating from the work, without
putting up any resistance, but simply letting ourselves be rocked.

Carola Orieta-Sperman

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Igneous Energies

Carola Orieta-Sperman



In front of a work of art with a harmonious appearance, we find ourselves trying to decipher its hidden
intentions, we try to understand the path from which such a peaceful vision of the world comes, or we
search for the therapeutic idea of the artistic gesture as a cure for inner unease and chaos. But artistic
enlightenment is a moment of inner awakening that unveils the profound meanings of what is perceived
through the senses. Therefore, the true function of art is to reveal the hidden beauty and divine harmony
in all things. In their balance, sensitivity, intuitiveness and inspiration are used to give concrete form (the
work) to thoughts perceptible only to the inner vision. Perceptual sensitivity is therefore a spontaneous
aspect close to empathy, which finds its development in empathic intelligence, capable of grasping the
hidden side of every idea. It derives a vision with which one meaning is connected to many others. And it
is from this point of view that we can broaden the horizons of aesthetic understanding and enjoyment.
How Caroline Svennerstedt finally came to produce these images is of no importance, but it is crucial to
be able to grasp the ideal she presents to us, as an emotional horizon. Harmony, nature, life forms in
peaceful existence, incompatible floral elements floating in the non-place of the artistic image.

Caroline Svennerstedt 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Steal all the colors of the world and paint the canvas of your life by eliminating the gray of
fears and anxieties. Give up your old mental clothes and clothes of cheerfulness."

(Omar Falworth)



Growing

Caroline Svennerstedt 



Midsummer Bloom

Caroline Svennerstedt 



Seaweed and Jellyfish

Caroline Svennerstedt 



Catarina Diaz is a dynamic artist whose artistic achievements allow her to express herself and her vision
of the world, very interesting of Catarina's artistic production is the concentration on the female subject,
almost considered a totem for the artist who tells the stories, dreams and fears, thanks to the use of the
collage technique that allows her to combine reality with what is surreal. The women represented by the
artist seem, almost always, to come out of dreams or fairy tales, they are always iconic, imperturbable,
with a sure and inscrutable gaze. "Reminiscing I master" has a different composition than the rest of
Diaz's works of art, in fact a circular composition is unusual, this choice, however, gives it the possibility
to create a precise, almost regal atmosphere, it seems to be in front of a woman who comes from another
time, elegance is also underlined by the choice of colors: a certain shade of yellow attributable to gold and
a certain shade of purple, which have always been combined with aristocracy and royalty.

Catarina Diaz



In this work, everything is delicate, from the position of the birds, from the world in which the model
holds her hands, to the position of the neck and the flowers. "True blue master" instead presents a
mysterious and rare atmosphere, Catarina's choice in the use of the elements is precise, each combination
is always well calibrated and coherent, the mystery is what is pre-eminent, in fact only the shapes and The
outlines of the woman are beautifully outlined, the face is covered by a blue flower that brings back both
the colors of the hummingbird and the eyes of the tiger, both rare and precious animals.

Catarina Diaz

Art Curator Martina Viesti



Reminiscing I master
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True blue master

Catarina Diaz



The masterpieces of Belgian artist Cathy Ghyoot are extraordinarily evocative and inspiring. What is most
striking when you look at her works are its soft waves, the movement of these shapes that seem to float in the air,
or under water. To achieve this effect, the artist uses several interesting techniques ranging from macro
photography through the manipulation of light and digital art to the use of liquids, paints and much more. For the
creation of her floral works Cathy Ghyoot begins with an extensive reportage of photographic images that
creams up to get a selection of 15, maximum 20 images. The photographs depict flowers, herbs, grains, textures
and liquids. At this point the artist uses digital technology to assemble the various images in a new multi-level
composition where light, whether natural or artificial, plays a fundamental role in the realization of the final
work. The artist works the image to obtain a work that is often inspired by 17th century wallpaper. The colors
used are lively and vibrant, and the final feeling when observing the work suggests a super zoom on natural
details. The artist’s aim is this: to create works that start from a defined image to end in an amplified distortion
of the same subject. An example of this is the work "Blue Abstract" which, with its movements and well-
balanced colours, perfectly conceals the starting subject. The observer is lost observing the various levels of
color melt and get confused as if they were light sheets in the wind, or fluid in the act of merging together.
"Green Silk" instead recalls in a more defined way the movement and the reflections of the silk. In this work the
trails of changing color are evenly distributed over the entire surface, as in a painting. The work "Warm Vibes"
dazzles with its bright colors. The orange background invades the space in which new movements, new subjects
stand out. The feeling is warmer and more enveloping, this time it seems to be a liquid that melts, like lava,
bringing with it traces of other natural materials. The different levels Cathy Ghyoot works with are like layers,
they are like the time that passes and stratifies our experience making us more aware.

Cathy Ghyoot

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Catrice Austin, presents three acrylic paintings “DREAMSCAPE”, “A Japanese Garden” and “Blue
Magic” for the “Orizzonti Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. The reality
to coexist in a same perspective leaves the private ego completely undisposed in order to satisfy the
public ego, which could distract the focus to fulfill an objective leading to the final evolution of the
private self. “DREAMSCAPE” creates blue tones setting the poise required by taking care of the previous
stillness to generate a solemn environment eager to showcase a ritual of purple movements. “A Japanese
Garden” depicts the importance of silence, an imperative pause. A white space in the left remarks the
light green and cool tones from the opposite side. The last artwork acts as the conclusion of what happens
after a ritual and a pause, where the forms are moving and blue tones are standing still. Catrice Austin
presents three coexisting realities for the evolution of the private self: the ritual of dreaming, a silent
pause and a magical contrast to start creating again and again. Imperative evolution, transversal horizons.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Catrice Austin



DREAMSCAPE

Catrice Austin



A Japanese Garden

Catrice Austin



Blue Magic

Catrice Austin



A great charge of energy and a whirlwind of emotions that follow each other continuously come to life
thanks to the strength of color. Contemporary artist Chris Barley creates abstract expressionist paintings
behind which profound stories are hidden. He does not tell the viewers about them because he wants them
to immerse themselves between one brushstroke and the next, starting a personal journey in search of
meanings and new sensations. The three works analysed are part of a series consisting of nine paintings
made with the technique of acrylic on canvas: the protagonists are the Muses of Greek mythology who,
thanks to their gifts, inspired great poets and musicians. Chris has chosen a color for each Muse that in his
opinion represents the art and knowledge she is associated with. In "Clio" the protagonists are warm
colors such as orange, yellow and red. The muse of epic song and history received from her mother
Mnemosine - personification of memory - the great power to hand down the memory of events. The artist
decided to associate Erato with cold colors such as blue, green, and white. She was the muse of choral
singing and love poetry, and her name derives from Eros. Finally, in “Urania” we see a strong contrast
between the black background - the dark sky - and splashes of bright colors - the stars that light up the
night. She was the muse of astronomy and knew every corner of celestial space. Chris combines research
and study together with instinct and magic to create works that speak of his experiences, his passions, and
the world around him.

“Music and rhythm find their way into the secret places of the soul.” (Platone)

Chris Barley

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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The Nine Muses - Erato
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 The Nine Muses - Urania



The artworks by Claudia Huizar Robles, a contemporary Mexican visual artist, accompany the viewer
into an unconscious world, where dreamy settings and surreal characters enveloped in suspended
atmospheres inhabit space with elegance. She portrays her subjects with mastery, creating plastic
compositions with an extremely photographic language. Anthropomorphic figures adorned in fine clothes,
whose expressionless faces are replaced by elements such as flowers, light bulbs, cups or fruit, show
themselves in perfect poses. In the work 'Hello Stranger', a sensual female bust in a large, veiled black
dress holds, instead of her head, a bowl whose interior is gilded. In the right hand a small bird with blue
plumage watches her. Everything is portrayed in shades of grey and black, only the inside of the bowl and
the bird show a coloring. Claudia Huizar Robles takes a completely conceptual route, presenting us with a
true analysis of aesthetics in its deepest sense. The absence of a face, the first place of encounter with the
other and an important reference point for interpersonal communication, disrupts our senses, disorienting
us and, at the same time, enchanting us with the beauty of the composition. It becomes a play between
fullness and emptiness, between presence and absence, underlining how the concept of appearance, in a
society where the image has become predominant, leads reality to seem increasingly distant. The small
blue bird resting on his hand, on the contrary, seems to want to remind us of the necessary bond with
spirituality and the origin of everything. 

“But above all, in order to be, never try to seem.” (Albert Camus)

Claudia Huizar Robles

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Inspired by the Brazilian countryside where she has always lived, the artist Claudia Vasconcellos creates lively paintings
that scream with its colors and shapes. She courageously and continuously deconstructs the forms and shapes in her
paintings, in order to create new ones. She paints, repaints, destroys and transforms. Her paintings are full of forms
inspired by nature, traces of flowers and plants can be found all over her artworks, which shows her close relation to the
nature of her birthplace. Her style is unusual, it might be perceived as midway between abstract and cubist, although she
had her own original way of depicting things that can hardly be categorized into any of the known art movements. What
Claudia appreciates the most in the deconstructive art style, is that it gives her the freedom to create and recreate,
obtaining unexpected results that she would have never been able to obtain otherwise. Through her artworks, she tries to
offer to the viewer the world seen through her eyes and unique perspective.

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy

Claudia Vasconcellos

"I paint, repaint, destroy and transform." (Claudia Vasconcellos)



Untitled

Claudia Vasconcellos



Through our eyes we look at the world around us, the noises whirl in our head and the scents bring back
memories in our mind. Sometimes the senses are not enough to perceive the true essence of things: you
need to go further; you need to overcome the limit of reality and enter a totally new universe. Claudy
Reinalda is a contemporary artist based in Amsterdam, who through her works accompanies the viewers
in her magical world where imagination has no limits, colors release all their strength and emotions are at
the centre of existence. M.P REINALDA and L.M.M BRUINS (2022, acrylic, oil, metallic leaf and resin
coating) are part of the "FAMILY PORTRAIT" series: the first work is the representation of the artist's
father, while the second of the mother. In M.P REINALDA geometric shapes, curved and broken lines
meet on the canvas creating a game of dynamic movement. Cold colors such as blue and purple contrast
with fiery red: Claudy paints a complex personality of which contrasts are the hallmark. Geometry is also
a great protagonist in L.M.M BRUINS. The background of different shades of blue is coloured with gold,
a symbol of splendour and preciousness. A balanced and peaceful personality - blue - which feeds on the
light that every beauty in the world emanates. With AURUM (2022, acrylic, metallic leaf and resin
coating), the artist invites viewers to begin the journey that leads to the search for the purpose of their
life: what is our role towards the world in which we live? Set your intellect and creativity in motion and
find it. Dive into Claudy's art and let the flow of emotions lead you to new magical horizons. 

“Imagination is the only weapon in the war against reality.” (Lewis Carroll)

Claudy Reinalda

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Constantin Spinner, presents three acrylic paintings “Blooming Cotton Candy”, “High on Berries” and
“Verloren” for the “Orizzonti Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. The
artist's brushstrokes are bold and decisive, where details are implied in order to manifest simplicity in its
execution. The first artwork is created with purple and blue tones as the background, which presents the
main force in warm tones. Orange and yellow tones react with pink layers trying to separate themselves
from the background’s colored stillness. The brushstrokes are fast and organic eager to evolve into energy
itself. “High on Berries” is a vertical dynamic composition painted at the top with shades of magenta and
fuchsia carrying the elegance of dashes of purple and at the bottom we witness a white distance. At the
top of the painting a group of strokes is levitating, waiting for the beholder’s imagination. The last
artwork “Verloren” a group of green strokes going quickly into the light, a group composition, which also
recalls due to the harmonies of colors, to Fernand Leger’s “Nudes in the forest”. It is a fight to survive
oblivion. To remain part of a group, part of society without loosing your entire self. “Verloren” asks for
an imperative individuality, always pursuing the spotlight to avoid oblivion. Constantin Spinner, presents
three starting points: to obtain energy, to start levitating from imagination and to start to be always aware
by loosing parts of yourself.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Constantin Spinner
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High on Berries

Constantin Spinner



Verloren

Constantin Spinner



Coralie Loftes' art can be defined as an admirable combination of a remarkable technical skill with a
spiritual component, which constitutes the very soul of the artist's production. Coralie, in fact, uses the
pouring technique to elaborate intimately inspired works, full of a profound meaning, which transcends
the limits of what is visible. This peculiarity arises from the awareness of the communicative power of
art, and from the ability of colors and shapes to touch the heart of the observer with incomparable
lightness. Star - Burst - the work presented by the artist for the Orizzonti Trasversali exhibition - is a
shining emblem of Coralie's artistic intent, and invites the viewer to an emotional and instinctive
contemplation. The gaze, in fact, lets itself be guided by the sinuous contours that the colors create when
they chase each other, and lingers on the vibrant notes of blue, purple and gold. The sublime moment
when day merges with night offers the wonderful spectacle of a fiery twilight, ready to give way to the
soft moonlight. The artist focuses on two different sources of light, the sun's rays and the moon, on the
one hand to embrace the chromatic richness of the sunset, and on the other to metaphorically indicate an
inner light that shines differently from one person to another.  In this way, Coralie Loftes manages to
elevate an individual point of view to a broader and more universal perspective. This ideal is also
reaffirmed upon a different observation of the artwork. Taking a step back and therefore changing the
original point of view, you almost seem to glimpse a vision of the Earth from space, whose majestic
beauty leads each to a reflection on human limitation, which can only be boldly overcome by the infinity
of an inconsumable inner light.

I need an inner light, which I feel I can never get enough of. (Lev Tolstoy)

Coralie Loftes

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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The Chilean sculptor Cristian Diez started working in his family's arts and crafts business at a very young
age and continued his career by studying architecture. Thanks to the contamination of these experiences,
he has created an entirely personal sculptural language that is based on the dialogue and interaction of his
sculptures with the viewer. The fil rouge of his artistic language is the human figure, where the viewer's
mind is guided by the minimalist textures to our history. Isolation and loneliness, lack of dialogue and
incomprehension are recurring themes expressed in works that follow one another in series or intertwine
over time. Cristian Diez creates sculptures where processuality is both method of investigation and
subject of his research. These sculptures appear fragile, but are made strong both by their history and by
the artist's intervention. A metaphor for human relationships, where in union one loses something of
oneself in order to open up to the other, gently. This is what the artist does, offering the history of
mankind all the fragilities of the earth, giving us a unique act. In addition to encapsulating the concepts of
Minimalism for the modulation of surfaces and Arte Povera for the decision of materials used, Cristian's
art also encapsulates the concepts of Brutalism and Rationalism. The former refers to the subtraction of
matter down to the bone, playing with the material solids and conceptual voids that a feeling can create,
and the latter because nothing is improvised. The three sculptures are presented as synaesthetic
instruments that lead the viewer to distant worlds. In them one can perceive the intensity of an embrace,
the importance of contemplation and the heaviness of life. All locked in a vital matter that is timeless,
unprejudiced and above all free. The work moves between the concepts of decomposition, solitude and
movement in a moment of personal trespassing, a personal instrument that can relate to others through the
sharing of an experience. 

Cristian Diez

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“I saw the angel in the marble and carved until i set him free.” (Michelangelo)
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An art that enters powerfully into our contemporary world by welcoming within it a millenary tradition. Pop and ancient imagery
merge in Daisuke's works creating unprecedented and extremely fascinating results. This mixture of elements is possible and
benefited by the use of the collage technique. Regardless of the history of collage, we can define it as a technique used to produce
art that uses the assembly of different parts. All those "pieces" are put together to construct a new artwork. In painting, a collage
can be composed of photographs, wood, leather, newspapers, magazines and everyday objects. The term collage comes from the
French "coller," which means "to attach," and was coined by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque. Because of this, it became an
important part of modern art in the early 20th century. Still, it is believed that it was Picasso who invented collage in 1912 with
his painting Still Life with Grid Chair. However, Georges Braque is said to have already used collage in sketches. The former had
been gluing photographs to his drawings since 1899, and in the spring of 1912 he incorporated grid rubber to his painting Still
Life with Grid Chair. More than a century has passed since the first experimentation with heterogeneous materials in the field of
art, and yet, the substance and meaning have not changed. For although there has been a technological leap in mediums-just think
of the differences between analog and digital collage-that feeling of critical irreverence remains the same. With Collage one
literally twists space-time by superimposing on a backdrop elements from who knows what place and who knows what year. The
two dimensions then, are no longer unique and measurable but rather are mixed going to create unprecedented and totally
contemporary works. And this is how "Distress" comes to life. Against an extremely clear backdrop characterized by leaden
clouds, a reddish circle is installed. It looks like a portal to a new world or a planet a little too close to our own. The interior,
painted with the typical Marble Art technique, is characterized by undulating movements produced by layers of different pigments
overlapping one another knowing each other. Above him are two arms with two hands outstretched to grasp what looks like a
raven black, transparent crystal. Although here the reference goes to Michelangelo's famous fresco housed in the Sistine Chapel,
here the hands would like to grasp the object and not touch each other. Further below, another reference to ancient culture with a
marble statue with a skull sawn in half. Snakes and frogs emerge from the skullcap to keep company with the animals that
populate the statue's arms and shoulders. Although the artistic intervention is played on the tones of classical art, the feeling one
gets when looking at the work is one of lively contemporaneity. This is precisely the beauty of collage and Daisuke's work:
combining elements that are far apart to formulate new spaces and new insights. 

Daisuke Sasaki

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Dalia Utiu is one of those artists who put all of themselves into what they create. Painting is, for Dalia, a way to express
and find herself. In her works, you can feel her emotions and her innermost self, see and hear her soul; at the same time,
she dives into a self-discovery voyage throughout the performance of painting, with the hope to find her voice and
herself. “Hope. Freedom. Resolution. Love. Light. Dark. Despair. Life. These are the things, the emotions, the sensations
that guide my existence, the key elements of my creative process”, Dalia explains. Dalia’s way of painting seems almost
a personalised version of expressionism, where she privileges the deepest parts of the human soul instead of focusing on
the mere pleasure of the sight. She, in fact, favours the emotional aspects of reality to the detriment of the visible and
objective eye by turning the ugliness, desperation, looniness, suffering and darkness into beauty; a beauty that possesses
the ability to regain light and hope. Her paintings are imbued with a powerful and communicative dark mystery that
invites the beholders to explore what is behind it. Veiling the figures’ faces is one of Dalia’s hallmarks, and “The
Woman with no Face” is an example. The title suggests that she is a woman, but nothing of the figure resembles what we
can associate with a woman. She is painted in profile, her body is covered by a long and dark robe that melts with the
dark and brownish background, her face is hidden by a white veil. She is a woman with no distinctive form, she is the
depiction of what this woman has inside herself. Dalia explains that the painting “depicts a self portrait of my inner
conflict”. Here, everything is in constant tension: dark and light, despair and hope. The painting evokes a sense of
macabre stillness that does not frighten or alarm, but invites the viewers to confront and accept what is inside one’s
subconscious mind. This woman with no face is Dalia but it is also you; she is the painted depiction of your fights and
fears, your hopes and your courage, she is the very essence of yourself and your life. 

Dalia Utiu

Art Curator Martina Lattuca

“I wish for the spectators to experience my paintings the way they experience a circus
spectacle.” (Dalia Utiu) 
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ve power, Dave has the ability to create atmospheres and worlds that represent his perception and vision
of reality. The typical subject of Dave's works of art is the woman, the artist chooses women as subjects
precisely because of the possibilities that they allow, the intention is to represent delicacy, sweetness and
elegance. Dave is again the guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion
of “ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" he exhibits five works of art that tell about feelings, human
relationships and complicity. "Into the Light" underlines the artist's skills in the creation, the use of
chiaroscuro allows him to be extremely communicative and impactful. "Look Back" sees as the subject
two extremely complicit and united women, the existence of a relationship between the two is evident and
this is deducible both from the physical proximity that the artist has chosen to represent and for the looks
that the two women have , who, despite not looking at each other, seem to be extremely aware of the
present complicity. "Silent Reflection" has a very elegant and deep atmosphere, also in this case, the use
of chiaroscuro gives Dave the opportunity to emphasize some elements rather than others, such as, for
example, the eyes that are particularly bright. In “Stay” the bond between the two subjects is strong and
deep, Dave's communicative talent gives him the ability to convey messages of different intensity in a
very direct way. This also happens in “Together” which concludes the storyline of this collection of
works, which unites “Look Back”, “Stay” and, precisely, “Together”.

Dave Thomas

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Decolorferoz is back with the international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art
gallery M.A.D.S. The artist who makes colors explode returns to the gallery. The artist who gives strength and
expressive power to color. Life has granted Decolorferoz few moments to dream and even fewer to paint; practicing
other occupations has not harmed his idealism, but has allowed him to learn how to convey concepts and emotions in an
understandable and enjoyable way. Each of his works tells a complete and different story, whether emotional or
descriptive, usually critical with human indignation, or scientifically instructive. His works are not quiet melodies of a
steep tempo swimming in the wonder of the comprehensible. His works invite the viewer to reflect but at the same time
arouse strong visceral emotions. The artist looks at the works and embarks on a journey into the color and narrative that
Decolorferoz has decided to give to the world. Decolorferoz shows a cynical view of the world but also a hopeful one. In
the shadows of humanity there is a glimmer of light and hope for the future. In his scenarios there is the desperate desire
for humanity to become better than it is and the realization that this is a dream that is difficult to achieve. Decolorferoz
makes freeze frame that tell part of reality, part of humanity, human feelings, and human actions. Decolorferoz speaks
through metaphors and strong images. Such as Anthropocene, the image of a man in the corner of the work taking in the
colors of the background, which explode above him. The man has a concentrated gaze. The subject has dynamism in
power, unfolding with the riot of colors above. Below him is a golden egg. To explain the inherent message, the artist
states: "The age of involution or extinction? No edible egg in the frying pan. Like a weed, pride is blind, never dies and
destroys everything. Or is it just ignorance? I plead my ignorance, but let's see: pride + ignorance = stupidity?". 

Decolorferoz

Could be a good approach for man-kind to respect human rights avobe any other human law
or belief? (Decolorferoz)



The dynamism in the power of the subjects, which explodes instead with the colors is a feature also present in Dark
energy. The artist states: "Dark energy is so transparent that it cannot yet be detected with any instrument...but science is
about to discover what it is: an imbalance in the quantum vacuum. This imbalance created the universe, increases its
entropy and will eventually destroy it. We usually think that it is good for life to be balanced, but the reality is that only
imbalance enables life and moves us forward". The man within the work is potentially seeking balance or losing balance.
He is holding on to a strip of white color with one leg within what can be described as an energetic explosion of color.
White patterns run across the top and bottom of the artwork. Graphically they succeed in bringing attention to the scene
in progress, as if it were represented on a stage, that of existence. A bodice is symbolic of this concept expressed by the
artist: "Your freedom ends where mine begins. or does mine end where yours begins? Every time we dress libertarianism
up as freedom, every time we disguise prejudice as freedom, we are being unfair to someone and causing them suffering,
no matter which side we're on. Freedom is not the supreme value; it is not causing suffering". Here it is important to
accentuate how effective our beloved artist's metaphors to images are. Decolorferoz proves brilliant in synthesizing
through an image some of the hot issues of our times. Not only of our times, but universal. A garment becomes the clear
image of the deprivation of freedom; immediacy is one of Decolorferoz's talents.  Finally, Decolorferoz offers us an
enigmatic journey in the latest work submitted for TRANSVERSAL HORIZONS. it is a work that describes new facets
of the human soul, positive ones that fill our souls. The artist leaves an opening on the reading of the work, he states:
"Basil omelet deconstruction on a bed of banana and freeze-dried strawberries, or the joy that floods my heart when I
look at you?"

Decolorferoz

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Diane de Chatillon's pictorial works take their cue from certain decorative patterns typical of interior
architecture. Images with a mythological flavor that condense the artist's point of view. The body in the
foreground, be it a face or a part or a whole figure, these paintings convey the idea of a past awareness. A
journey into one's own consciousness, at times psychedelic. Where the psychedelic somehow connects
what we know as the clearly separated Greek vision of reality and its origins, a dualistic vision therefore
that through myth sometimes allows for intrusions and mixing. The body, perhaps divine perhaps earthly,
which through the disturbing aesthetics of these paintings takes advantage of the loss of lucid vigilance to
reveal itself. Compositions that seem to halt moments of transition and transformation, similar to those
aesthetic transformations that occur in comic strips and cartoons when the human being becomes a
superhero. These images have a strong connection with the idea of the superhero, where epic and
mythology are a mine of cues, they are two imaginaries that provide figures and elements to tell the
world, understand it, analyze it and through its stories create new ones.

Diane de Chatillon

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"The unconscious is a very important element of modern art and I think that the drives of the
unconscious have great significance for those who look at a painting."

(JACKSON POLLOCK)



Anadyomene Pheugei - The One Who Arose From Foam Vanishes
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 Tristesse and Orphic Clock -Series Lockets of Lust & Loathing #4

Diane de Chatillon



Dominika Stanczak is an artist who is able to create very strong connections between the artwork and her audience. Her ability lies
in creating works somewhere between the abstract and the figurative, so that everyone is free to interpret subjectively and attribute
different perspectives. Dominika transcends limits, goes beyond human knowledge and allows access to unknown worlds guided
by imagination and fantasy. Her artwork is clear proof that art unites people and creates indissoluble connections. She often
includes the human figure in her creations so as to encourage an even more intimate and profound reflective meditation. The
viewer is invited to reflect, to make the work her own and to release her emotions as Dominika herself does on the canvas in a
genuine and explosive way. In 'Spiritual Landscapes', a symbolic and abstract forest provides the setting for a faceless character
with no identity. That stylised human figure represents each of us, in search of our own being. The artist encapsulates a story full
of meaning in a few brushstrokes, but extremely symbolic and evocative. The way she lets the colour take possession of the
canvas is revealing of the concept she intends to express. The colour is material, dense and full-bodied. The brushstrokes are
among the most varied, sometimes fast and dynamic, sometimes more careful. The colour drips, creating spots and splashes,
manifesting itself in all its forms. Man wanders, searching for answers in this enchanted forest in which his consciousness and
existence are reflected. Deep is the sense of loneliness that manifests itself. The same feeling is present in the work 'Souls
Embodied' where a single human figure contemplates, seated, a landscape. Here too the colour is material, free to create
incrustations and to overlap, giving volume and movement. The figure seems emptied, as if only its soul, its deepest part, were
represented. The colour shades are explosive, impactful. Orange and black prevail, while white contributes light. The symbolic
and abstract atmosphere blends harmoniously with the profound sense of the artwork. Solitude becomes reflection, art is the
medium through which man can connect with the world. In 'Shangri-La, 2' a lonely little girl, characterised by typical childhood
elements such as pigtails, a skirt and a balloon, walks through the streets of a deserted city. Here the contrasts clash. The purity of
the child meets the brutality of the city. The beauty, fantasy and magic that characterises the age of childhood clashes with the
brutality of the contemporary world where everything is the same. The little girl is a symbol of hope for a better future and walks a
road where there is no end, it goes on forever. The presence of the little girl is connected to the freshness of spring, represented by
the flowers, and to the shining light of the sun. The city is characterised by equal, insignificant shapes and monotonous colours.
Dominika once again proves herself to be an artist with much to say and communicate. Her ability to portray human emotions is
unique and allows the viewer to enter into a symbiosis with her creations. 

Dominika Stanczak

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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In Eisui's works there is a feeling of sensing something invisible. This feeling permeates the entire body of works in the artist and
dwells in the forms, pigment and color tones. Although the type of paintings is figurative, there is something that makes one go
beyond the vision of what is in the work, something that manages to connect the painting, the viewer and the whole universe
through a unique dialogue. We perceive balance, an indissoluble calm that is nourished by color and at the same time shaped in
the form of fluid and soft elements. We perceive a look above things as if the artist's works are telling us archetypes and stories
above earthly systems. We perceive the union of the whole through full space and the return to the one through the high harmony
between forms and color. What is this feeling? This harmony between what we are looking at and ourselves? It feels like standing
before the mysteries of existence revealed. In this regard, "All things have the Buddha nature" sums up within itself these feelings
that fill our souls. A girl is seated to the right of the work. Her dress is richly ornamented with whitish and golden patterns, and
the blue of the atmosphere reflects off the latter, incorporating the girl's body into the environment. Her gaze is calm, her attitude
is reflective. All around her an explosion of natural elements follow one upon the other. There is a small lake, then a waterfall that
recalls in its features and forms the Japanese tradition of Ukiyo-e paintings. At the foot of the waterfall and all around a multitude
of plant elements peep out from the representative plane. Climbing plants, mosses, lichens burst into the composition creating
important lines of vision. It is a splendid representation of nature in a reserved corner of the world. Yet, there is more. Behind the
girl we glimpse natural elements that remind us of plants but are actually anything but. Filiform beings with branching habit,
pinkish globules from which small tentacles emerge, light and airy circular elements. What are they? They are corals, anemones
and algae. We seem to be observing a portion of a coral reef. Let's look more closely: are there also fish swimming in the water-or
hovering in the air? What place is this? Where on earth do fish fly through the air and corals live and breathe on land? The
solution to this question lies in the fact that Eisui's works are archetypal images. "All things have the Buddha nature" is concept
matrix, original principle of everything in our world. The rules, the feelings, the pillars of existence are all here in this work to be
deciphered slowly, element by element, to reach the knowledge of things. The water element is fundamental. The composition,
played all in the cool tones of blue, green and azure refers to that ancestral perception of union and cyclicity that only the water
element can give. Anything in this world is inextricably linked to one another, anything in this world has a right to be represented
and at the same time raise its being and then fade away, just as the cycle of life exhorts. In front of the girl we notice a skeleton. In
Eisui's work she does not depict a memento-mori symbol but rather the endless cycle of nature and its wonder.

Eisui

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Ekaterini Koliakou is an extremely talented Greek artist. Her works are exhibited and sold all over
the world. Ekaterini uses art as a means of expression par excellence. She does not just paint but
lives her creations, creates a close bond and leads the viewer to identify with them. On canvas, she
gives vent to her feelings, has no limits in expressing herself and what she feels. The canvas is her
diary and she cares for it, realises it and guards it as if it were a precious object. Her hallmarks are
strong colours and decisive marks. The silhouettes of the subjects are provocative but at the same
time ethereal, pure, free of excess. Man is shown as he is, naked, equal and fragile. Art has the
power to strip man of his insecurities, his fears. In 'La vita è Bella', the artist creates two
contrastingly coloured characters. They wear masks that conceal their faces and emotions. They
show themselves richly dressed as if masking traumas and fears. The title of the artwork reveals a
second vision of life. Joyful and cheerful on the outside but difficult. Obstacles are masked by
aesthetics, by what appears on the outside. What others see of us does not always reflect what we
feel. In everyday life we wear masks, we hardly reveal ourselves to others as we really are. We
often wear a mask to protect ourselves, The brushstrokes are sinuous and free. Different artistic
stimuli can be read within the painting. Ekaterini has a unique style that blends different artistic
movements, from abstractionism to primitive art. The artist paints with pure instinct, letting herself
be guided by her feelings and creating provocative and cynical yet meaningful juxtapositions. It is
impossible not to empathise with his works. They are truthful, a mirror for the soul. They
encapsulate deep meanings in synthetic lines and explosive colours. 

Ekaterini Koliakou

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Elena Disabato is a contemporary visual artist from the United States. Her artistic research is eclectic in its
representation, giving life to very different works, while remaining faithful to geometry. Her abstract
compositions are deeply influenced by the art of Wassily Kandinsky, an unconventional artist, precursor and
founder of abstract painting, who opened up art to new horizons. Elena Disabato's need to be inspired by the
imprint left by the master comes from a visceral need to free herself from the schemes imposed by the academic
path of architecture. In this way, her works maintain a geometric stylistic style, but abandon design discipline in
favor of expressive independence. Her works are often modelled on original paintings by great masters such as
Miró, Klee or the aforementioned Kandinsky, modifying certain details in order to tell something new. For
example, in the work "Several Circles (Kandinsky)", the artist reproduces the master's original work in its
entirety, changing not only the colors but also the shapes. In fact, this masterpiece by the Russian painter dated
1926, is built on a series of circles of different sizes that intersect each other, creating a vision reminiscent of the
universe with its planets. "The circle," claimed Kandinsky, "is the synthesis of the greatest oppositions. It
combines the concentric and the eccentric in a single form and in equilibrium. Of the three primary forms, it
points most clearly to the fourth dimension." Elena Disabato makes an interesting intervention, transforming
circles into amorphous forms, as she says, "I turn the notion of universal precision upside down. Nothing is exact
in the chaos of life, not even a perfect circle." 

“There is no must in art because art is free.” (Wassily Kandinsky)

Elena Disabato

Art Curator Francesca Brunello



Elena Disabato

Several Circles (Kandinsky)



Elena Polupanova is a contemporary visual artist who lives and works in Dubai. Her artistic research,
influenced by early 20th century Expressionism, is deeply linked to an introspective imagery, where
human nature is analyzed in its intimacy through a language that tends towards abstraction. The body
dissolves in spots on her canvases and deep blacks absorb light until they completely cancel out the depth
of the image, leaving the subject in a limbo between form and inconsistency. In the three works ("BODY
TWO / SOUL"; "BODY ONE"; "SELF PORTRAIT") exhibited at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion
of the exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI, we can see how these characteristics emerge with
intensity. Elena Polupanova's aim is precisely to recount what is not visible to the eye but what, as she
herself says, we are lucky enough to feel. Inner conflicts, the human psyche and the unconscious thus
become important sources of inspiration for her in her desire to give form to something fluid and
impalpable. Her works are mainly marked by whites and blacks in different shades and intensities, while
color, in the form of small details, shows up occasionally, assuming an almost central role. For example,
in the work 'BODY ONE' we see how in the interweaving of black and grey patches, details in red
suddenly appear, which only accentuate the drama of the vision. The body, our main means of
communication with the world around us, for Elena Polupanova becomes a wrapping, a box into which to
enter in order to shed light into the darkness of the mind and of the unconscious. 

“No longer shall I paint interiors with men reading and women knitting. I will paint living people who
breathe and feel and suffer and love.” (Edvard Munch) 

Elena Polupanova

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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SELF PORTRAIT



Entre la naturalez y el espiritu is the name of the amazing masterpiece by Elvira Fustero at the
international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art gallery
M.A.D.S. Elvira Fustero López is an established visual artist, painter and sculptor in the art world. Elvira
shows the world her interiority on canvas, and not only that, Elvira's art is much more than that. Colours
and movements give structure to Elvira's works. In Entre la naturalez y el espiritu, Elvira expresses
herself through a melody of lines, visible gestures on the canvas and colours, in a composition that shows
awareness and mastery of movement in space, of the distribution of colour in space, of the architecture of
forms. The result leaves room for conscious emotionality. Numerous critics speak of Elvira's works:
"Elvira Fustero practices a vigorous poetic abstract painting, which undoubtedly speaks of a strong
personality and attentive to change. In her works coexist the emotional element that coexists in the stain-
mass of color and gestures of expressionist roots. Color and gesture expand through the pictorial plane
transforming itself, with light, in rhythms that provide volume and depth. Constructive and even
architectural values" and "A meditation on space, that space in which sensitively and intellectually she
develops and expands her sensibility, the life of her senses extroverted towards her interior", finally
"Elvira's painting is based on the good knowledge and use of techniques, media and artistic procedures,
and on the exhaustive work that the artist practices until she reaches the desired response".

Elvira Fustero

“Being a woman and an artist: A personal commitment, the sensitive vision of a social
reality” (Elvira Fustero)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Entre la naturalez y el espiritu



Yearning for perfection seems to be, since time immemorial, the goal of the human being, the incessant
desire for progress, evolution, and improvement, appropriates in the human and human soul alone, as the
only animal that drives itself to the annulment of error and the disavowal of the typo as unacceptable.
Man, in his function as demiurge, stands toward technology as if he were a god, proud of his ability to
create something infallible. Our seemingly flawless devices are subject to errors, brief and sometimes
inexplicable, reminding us how perfection is not attainable. 

Emiliano Pizzuti



In electronics, this error is called a glitch, The main characteristic of the glitch is distortion. And here
what is called error and probably discomfort, for the artist EmilianoPizzuti, becomes food for thought, a
generator of beauty. It becomes a work of art. The level of control the artist decides to have over the
glitch is not as important as the choice to erect as necessary the presence of an error, which tells the real
story. A fantastical horizon magically made real through distortion. A shower of light and colours. The
sparkle of things in the making, of things in flux. Pizzuti’s images contains new emotional landscapes and
point of views.

Art Curator Erika Gravante

Emiliano Pizzuti



Fioritura e ascesa

Emiliano Pizzuti



Via della mente

Emiliano Pizzuti



Although her primary training is addressed to the scientific world, Enrica Toce has never ceased to feel
curiosity and interest in the artistic world. Similarly to the world of science, for her art is research but,
above all, experimentation. Through artistic creation, Enrica Toce searches for herself, the authenticity of
her soul, to reproduce it on the canvas. "LUMINESCENZA" is a simple and colorful artwork at first
glance, but it hides a profound inner research within it: the various brushstrokes of color touch, intertwine
to converge at the center, painted black. The colors dance among themselves and to bring out the black of
the work that emerges as the main point of attention of the entire composition. The work, vibrant and
colorful, speaks to us of facets of the soul that intersect and thicken and the artist's intent is precisely to
dissolve, through self-analysis and research, the dense plots of the human soul. Almost like a scientist,
she analyzes every little part of herself, to reproduce it on the canvas and give the observer a general
vision of the complexity and wonder of human thought.

Enrica Toce
 "Being authentic, few are capable of it."

(Friedrich Nietzsche)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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LUMINESCENZA



Fresh, positive, colourful is the art of Erika Munguía, introduced at the international art
exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S.
Erika's works are the perfect combination of collage and acrylic. The artist succeeds in
combining the two artistic techniques, creating dreamlike scenarios populated by creatures
that belong mainly to the animal world and human creations. Everything is skilfully created,
everything contributes to shaping a dream universe: from the choice of colours, to the choice
of subjects, to the arrangement of them within the work. Another characteristic that makes the
art, of our Erika, unique is the positivity, the calm, the inner peace that they transmit to the
observer. Erika's works are daughters of good humour and positivity and succeed in
conveying these emotions to the observer. Frente al mar represents an elephant landing on the
sea pulled by origami birds, Alegría is a positive version of the Trojan horse, the horse is
animated by fantastic creatures belonging to the animal kingdom. The horse takes on a playful
aspect as it is pulled by balloons and carried on a small boat with wheels. Motivos is an
origami boat pulled by butterflies. 

Erika Munguía
Art for me is like life, a journey in which I can experience, create, dream, express, feel. By
painting I express my dreams, longings, madness, love, freedom, the magic of life (Erika

Munguía)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Alegria



Erika Munguía

Frente al mar



Erika Munguía

Motivos



Since ancient times the natural world has been the object of symbolization by man according to his own vision of
reality. In art, nature has known ambivalent conceptions that can be reduced, on the threshold of humanism, into
two fundamental tendencies: one negative linked to unknown nature, the other positive linked to the known
nature. Artists from all over the world have ventured into depicting contemplative landscapes now sublime with
brutal power in order to depict, each according to his own soul, the changing and unpredictable nature. The study
of artists such as Leonardo Da Vinci, for example, helps to transform the landscape into a real space that does
not want inconsistencies or marginal details. This attitude makes clear the Renaissance vision of the landscape,
where the real protagonist always remains the man, but lowered into a well thought-out and built space, where
the landscape is an essential element of contemplation. The German artist Ewald Schlachter proposes here his
personal vision of the landscape, his works, the various horizons he proposes are different and we reflect each
different motions of the artist’s soul. "View to Oberstdorf" for example is the result of the assemblage of various
photos, of various impressions. The diagonals that characterize the composition accompany the viewer’s eye to
the center of the composition, to the small town enclosed in the mountains. The bright, full-bodied and bright
colors are spread out in large brushstrokes and suggest a beautiful sunny day. Looking at the work you get the
impression of being able to smell the grass while a light and fresh breeze caresses our skin. In "Chapel in the
Allgäu location Gerstruben" instead, the various elements are more defined, the vision is closer and the entire
composition is very illuminated by sunlight. From the colors of the sky we denote that it is a soft but powerful
enough light to leave dark shadows and illuminate the white walls of the small chapel. The whole composition is
a vision of the artist who with his poetics manages to create a calm and relaxing vision of his inner self. The
work "Angry sky" that closes the series differs from the first two for its cool colors and for the important
volumes of clouds in the sky. It almost seems to be a snowy landscape, ready to welcome a new storm.

Ewald Schlachter

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto

 



View to Oberstdorf

Ewald Schlachter



Chapel in the Allgäu location Gerstruben

Ewald Schlachter



Angry sky

Ewald Schlachter



“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, while
imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand.” (Albert Einstein)

She uses her imagination and dreams to visualize them in paintings. The artist Fatima Haddad dives deep
inside herself and paint the complex mysterious rooms of the human soul. She creates an unreal world, a
world of her imagination, where she can live freely and walk across magical places. “I love to paint at
night, because I depend on what is in my heart, and can only find this moody situation and imagination
after midnight." Said the artist. Her artworks explore the universe, her painting No beginning..no end,
tries to portray the fact that everything in the universe has a projection of itself, an opposite, a mirror
image. Women and man, fire and water, the past and the future, the sun and the moon, our joys and
sorrows. One can't exist without the other. The work revolves around the journey of the soul, the fate of
human, the gates of heaven and hell, the cycle of life, which at the end, depend on the imagination and
beliefs of each person. At first sight, you may focus your eyes on all these rooms in her paintings and
think that they exist in parallel worlds, but the truth is that they are all inside us.

Fatima Haddad

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy
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My answer to life



 Gray rooms 

Fatima Haddad



Fatima Haddad

No beginning.. no end
 



The artistic movement of Expressionism is, in chronological order, the first of the artistic avant-gardes of the last
century: it breaks through the '900 with an angry, powerful and sometimes dramatic cry. The expressionist
movement collects different facets that develop especially in northern Europe, united by the need to express
through figurative art moods rather than objects or phenomena of vision. The inner movements become
protagonists on the canvas and, in addition to the representation, the action also takes on a fundamental aspect.
Already at the end of the 19th century there were the first isolated attempts to break with tradition and liberate
the interior: we think of Van Gogh’s swirling brushstrokes, Gauguin’s search for essentiality, Munch’s
emotional shocks, artists who, in fact, are recognized as precursors of the expressionist language, as its
indispensable premises. These artists investigate their emotions, hopes as well as fears and, by portraying reality,
distort it on the wave of their own inner feelings. The American artist Favian Expósito follows the trend of these
artists of the last century representing on canvas their most innate feelings. The tools used: brushes and spatulas
are his greatest allies in this mission. The bright and full-bodied colors used by the artist express all the energy of
his soul. The work "El sueño deslumbrante" enchants with its bright colors. The face of a boy observes the
viewer with a decisive look, almost challenging. The proud aspect of the subject shows great confidence and
self-awareness. Is it reality? Is it a dream? Most likely, the unnatural colors of the composition denote not only a
great psychological character of the subject but also a dimension of alienation. "Dos perfiles una sola alma"
instead offers two profiles side by side. In this work the colors get warm and the two figures look like two
reflections belonging to the same soul. Good and evil, the thousand facets of each character emerge together to
show themselves to the viewer. Two opposite feelings but forced to share the same mind, in constant struggle
with each other. The series ends with "El espejo del mundo", a work that could worry for the expressive power
of this look of woman. Mother Nature observing creation waiting for the ideal moment to act. " The mirror of the
world", in fact, the luminous iris that contains the whole of creation and preserves its secrets.

Favian Expósito

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Favian Expósito



El espejo del mundo

Favian Expósito



Forest Paintings introduces us to his creative jouney at ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI, the new international
exhibition hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S. Jose Pesquero's innate artistic talent is matched by his
skill as a photographer and a wonderful spirit of observation and attention to detail. As he himself explains, his work
originated when the artist started collecting hundreds of photographs of different forest areas and then began making
paintings based on those images. He demonstrates his talent by combining painting and photography: a collection of
more than one hundred works that are manifestations of his original painting on photography. The result is what we
could call a new kind of Impressionism, one of the most striking features of which is the focus on light and
atmosphere, rendered by the application of colour. The works selected for TRANSVERSAL HORIZONS are based
on cold tones, the works are: Forestpainting 001, Forestpainting 025, Forestpainting 048. The artist explained the
entire process of the 'Painting over Photography' paintings. It is divided into three phases: the artist starts with the
photographic work, then moves on to the digital painting treatment phase, and finally to the final derivative painting.
The photographic work process involves a whole series of actions starting with the original shot taken in ambient
conditions by capturing the right light in the right place. Knowledge and intelligent use of camera settings, filters
and other photographic tools are the key points, together with shooting in RAW format, which allows more flexible
image editing actions and ensures high quality photography as a good basis for each painting. Digital pictorial
treatment involves a multi-layered digital treatment process and the use of various editing tools to achieve the
desired pictorial appearance and pixelation. Once ready for painting, each work is printed on canvas and receives its
final pictorial contribution. 

Forest Paintings

"This project was born more than three years ago when started gathering hundreds of
photographs of different forest areas..." (Forest Paintings)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Forestpainting 001



Forest Paintings
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Forestpainting 048



Art and emotions have always had an inseparable bond. Without emotions, there would be no art, at the same
time without art, man would not be able to express emotions locked in the unconscious. Emotions are the engine
of our lives, they drive us to act, overcome our obstacles, pursue our goals. However, human beings are not
always able to externise emotions correctly, causing inner blocks that can lead to psychic or psychosomatic
illnesses. Art is the most popular way to process one's experience and overcome problems that cause emotional
discomfort. The artist Frances Seungeun Sung, who grew up between the United States and South Korea,
suffered from identity problems that she was able to overcome through painting. The act of painting
horizontally, overlapping layers of colour, concentrating on creating and not on the end product, allows her to
calm her mind, making her experience feelings of peace and tranquillity.  During the creative process, the artist
lets herself go, freeing herself from impulses and fears. Important in this process is the choice of colours, which
influences the artist's state of mind and well-being, allowing her to focus on harmony and balance. Through
painting, the artist has been able to understand herself, overcoming her desire for perfection and coming to the
conclusion that it is not essential in art or in life. This is why she does not use rulers or guidelines. Wobbly or not
perfectly straight lines give the painting character and movement, without falling into repetitiveness. Frances
Seungeun Sung's works also have a therapeutic power for viewers, who are enchanted by the colours and
delicate nuances. They are works that calm the mind and spirit of the viewer, who can hardly detach themselves
from them.  

Frances Seungeun Sung

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane



Frances Seungeun Sung

Untitled #14
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Untitled #26



Francesco Rosina is a contemporary Italian visual artist, whose artistic research, influenced by early 20th century
Expressionism, focuses mainly on the female figure in an attempt to investigate its most controversial and
intimate aspects. The sensitivity that distinguishes his expressiveness allows the observer to perceive the
delicacy, the fragility and at the same time the strength inherent in the female body, giving the vision unexpected
and contrasting sensations. His canvases are filled with faces imbued with feeling and bodies in contorted poses,
enveloped in monochrome backgrounds that, surrounded by a decidedly marked black stroke, accentuate the
drama. Intense, bright colors are distributed in the space in dynamic, thick brushstrokes, abandoning the
description of details in favor of mere unconscious expressiveness. We come into direct contact with the
personal experience of Francesco Rosina, who chooses to narrate himself through the feminine universe, leaving
room for vulnerable sensitivity. In the work "Sentimenti di cera" (Wax Feelings), blacks and whites describe a
face of which one part is illuminated while the other remains in shadow. Only the hair and full lips stand out in
an almost fluorescent orange. The closed eyes speak to us of a moment of intimacy and recollection with oneself.
Light and shadow, good and bad, calm and unease. The wax feelings the artist wants to tell us about are delicate
and changeable feelings, which melt and then thicken again. Feelings that pervade and permeate our lives,
enriching them with beauty, as much as they can drag us into the deepest darkness. Ultimately, however, the
mutability of feelings is nothing other than the color of life. 

“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched. They must be felt with
the heart”. (Helen Keller)

Francesco Rosina

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Born and raised in an artistic family, G.GRAAM has been gifted for drawing since he was a child. Self-
taught man, he tried his hand at various areas drawing types such as comic book, nature, portrait and
human body. The common feature of all his drawings were the black and white color. From his young
age, G.GRAAM wanted to demonstrate that we can enhance the soul of the items, scenes and people
through a variation of light, shadow of gray or a very light color. It was during his teenage years that he
discovered two amazing painters who will be greatly influencing his artwork: the French artist Pierre
Soulage would bring him the mastery of black and light colors, creating “l’outrenoir” concept; and the
American painter Edward Hopper taught him how to draw emotions with his life scenes full of
tremendous emotions. At “Orizzonti Trasversali” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, G.GRAAM
presents three artworks that perfectly embody this style. “Balade romantique” portrays a couple who, in
the middle of a large tree-lined road, kiss while taking shelter under an umbrella. In fact, it rains around
them and the effect of the soil and wet leaves is perfectly rendered by the artist through the vibration of
lights and shadows that enhance the sense of depth but also the reflection of the environment on the pools
of water, giving the scene a sense of great romanticism. “La sensualité” instead portrays the naked bust of
a female figure, whose face we do not see. Also in this case, the lights and shadows play a fundamental
role in the scene: the lights caress her skin, enhancing the shapes of the woman and consequently the
sensuality and femininity she emanates. Lastly, “Rendez-vous furtif” again portrays a couple in front of a
shop closed with a grate. Although we do not see their faces, the two seem to have a very intimate
relationship: they look straight into each other's eyes, she’s placing her hands on his shoulders, he’s
looking back. The strong light on the right casts a large shadow at their feet. The image, which portrays
the two beyond a wall on our right, almost as if it were a theatrical backdrop, seems "stolen", as if we
were spying on an intimate scene that does not involve us, developing a strong sense of voyeurism. His
own signature emerges strongly from the works of G.GRAAM, a black and white hyperrealism approach
with a light color, playing with lights which brings to his paintings a particular atmosphere and making
his universe known and accessible with his light. 

G.GRAAM

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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At the international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art gallery
M.A.D.S. the colourful art of Gabriela Iventa. Gabriela is an eclectic artist, she can skilfully create
figurative and extremely abstract scenarios. Her talent leads her to excel in any artistic and expressive
code. Her art follows modern and contemporary strands, from post-impressionism to pure abstractionism.
At the centre is one constant, the skilful use of colour that succeeds in creating scenarios, atmospheres,
depth. Colour is the absolute protagonist in her works. Gabriela in each case expresses her emotions, her
interiority. For example, a naturalistic landscape with a cold palette is a representation of a calm mood, as
in Calm and Quiet.  The artist states “I loved this piece because, I was inspired by the nature around me.
When I look at the artwork it makes me feel calm and peaceful. I used a combination of colours, blue,
white and black. The contrast of these colours make me feel like I am there. I used a knife and a brush with
acrylic. This piece fills me with positive and joyful energy”. As for City on Fire Gabriela says "My
inspiration for this piece came from a day of blistering sunshine above the city. I used a knife and a brush; I
used a combination of acrylic colours to portray the heat of the day as if the city was on fire. This piece for
me brings out a lot of positive energy”. Finally, her abstract artist's vein shows itself with Life “In this
artwork I portrayed my point of the view of the contrast between happiness and sadness as how I see it.
The combination of colours aided the contrast as I used light and darker shades to differentiate between the
two themes. I used a knife and a brush in acrylic”.

Gabriela Iventa
"Life is art, Love is art, Nature is art, everything is art. My happiness comes from painting,

where I can see the multitude of colors that represent me and my life" (Gabriela Iventa)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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The artist Gabriele Utech works intuitively, without any specific motive. She is inspired by her inner
experiences and emotions and transports his feelings to the canvas, in a continuous artistic flow.
Gabriele's drawings are plastic, a telling of a story, a reflection of suggestions, a memory of a journey, a
vision of a landscape, they contain a set of perceptions that are transmitted directly to the observer. The
artist works abstractly and expressively with different materials that are applied to the canvas to create
different effects. This results in rough and fine structures, plastic images that take on relief and bring out
impressive effects that are always different and unique. These forms are then coloured by pigments that
reflect the artist's soul and make ours vibrate. It is precisely the pigments that tell a story, their origin
story. Gabriele has a great interest in the production processes of pigments and binders, so he is able to
create a completely new and meaningful material. 

Gabriele Utech

“Great art picks up where nature ends.” (Marc Chagall)
 



She is able to express what he wants to convey and touch people with his art on a deep level. All the
sensations we experience when admiring his paintings are different, they are the fruit of our feelings
before the vision of colours, before the perception of shapes, before the discovery of nuances, before the
suggestion of materials. We witness an explosion of life and matter, touches of thick, light colour define
warm chromatic surfaces, where the artist recounts the joy of life and its benefits. At times, however, this
vitality stretches and expands into large, well-tuned colour fields that call the viewer to relax and
surrender to the painting. The colours are few in number but juxtaposed with an expressive force that
hypnotises. When observing Gabriele's works, one regains the power of time, the calm admiration for
beauty, observation and attention to detail almost to the point of entering the work itself. 

Gabriele Utech

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi
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Colourful and abstract are the paintings exhibited by the artist Georgeta. Each of them with a deep meaning that expresses her
state of mind or her behavior while working on them. Brilliant colors are used to highlight the emotions and the feelings
transmitted, as in ‘Beyond’ and ‘Carpe Diem’ where the red background transpires among the abstract brush strokes giving a
dynamic sensation to the scene. ‘Beyond’ symbolizes an empty circle reminding the Japanese ‘enso’ of the monk-artists that, in
this case, invites the viewers and the artist herself to go over the appearances. The little spots of green, yellow and blue here and
there in the background are the representation of the myriad of possibilities that this ‘beyond’ can hide. However, with ‘Carpe
Diem’ the artist wants to remind us that it is necessary to live the moment without hurry. The scene is more luminous and the red
of the background is well applied, polished, interrupted only by the abstract signs reminding of the humans’ thoughts fluctuating.
The same thoughts are represented into a ‘colder’ piece, ‘Colorful Thoughts’. Here, the light blue background highlights the
presence of these colorful brush strokes almost in connection between them. Similar in their composition and softer in the
restitution of colors are ‘Dancing with my soul’ and ‘Leaf’. The dynamism is more accentuated and the abstract elements are
almost confounded with the background. Here, the artist has played with the bush strokes and the colors almost being a whole
with them. Also if it seems that everything has been made by accident, Georgeta has been moved by her emotions.  

Georgeta

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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Think of eccentrically dressed Jimi Hendrix leaning over and distorting his electric guitar from the stage
at Woodstock The Star-Spangled Banner, the American anthem. that what was the quintessential patriotic
song has become, under Hendrix's distorted and ultra-acidic treatment, a subversive song, apt to
stigmatize the war in Vietnam, the explosive noise of bombs recreated with its striking strings. A
provocation? Also. Art that accepts its role of responsibility in the world, preferred. Provocation in
contemporary art is a functional critical and desecrating tool capable of stirring public opinion and
entering the meshes of society. Sometimes it can slip into mere intention to attract the eye, but more often
than not, artists deal with their heart to convey their strong and precise thinking. 

Giulia Mastracchio 



Art like the middle finger Maurizio Cattelan erected in front of the Milan Stock Exchange, in Piazza
Affari, title of the work L.O.V.E., passing by Damien Hirsts corpses but already Caravaggio provoked his
patrons, using as models for his paintings depicting Madonnas and saints of prostitutes. Provocation
becomes not only a thing to hide in method, but a main subject. As in the artworks of Giulia Mastracchio,
an artist with a direct, frenetic, daring hand. Her projects speak to the public unabashedly. Giulia gives us
her point of life and thus allows us to look at her own horizon. A tense search for an idea of a better
world, one that adapts gracefully to the sign from which it derives rather than forcing it into a new
product of human capital.
 

Art Curator Erika Gravante

Giulia Mastracchio 



 Get out of my head

Giulia Mastracchio 



I’m hooked

Giulia Mastracchio 



At the international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S. the deep
art of Glenn Richard Lumen. Inside I heal is his masterpiece in the exhibition. The artist defines it as a symphony of
strong colours, his work highlights the power of colours sublimated by the shapes it takes on. Colour is the absolute
protagonist of the scene and develops harmoniously like notes on a score on canvas. If we could summarise this work with
one word, it could be 'strength'. The strength is in the powerful expression of the colours, the strength is in the decisiveness
of the brushstroke, the strength emerges from the architecture of the forms that take up space in a completely harmonious
manner. Strength is in the variety of the palette that can be described as brilliant. Part of Glenn's interiority and expression
is in Inside I heal, his movement is on the canvas, this introduces the component of time. This art follows the line of
graffiti and the motifs of a part of street art. The bright colours convey positivity to the observer, the geometric
architecture tells a story, the title of the work tells a story: Glenn Richard Lumen was a happy child, growing up in the
Norwegian forest, always smiling. Music and art characterised his life, as did poetry. Until one day, in his early twenties,
he began to have a strange headache. He began to have a strange headache. Days went by and it got worse and worse. He
stopped doing music and art. He stopped doing anything and the pain only got worse. He had a rope in his pocket in case
he wanted to end it all. One day he found a tree. He prepared the rope. He climbed the tree, took the rope around his neck
and jumped. But the rope was not strong enough. The situation only worsened, he stopped talking and merely survived
painfully. Only his inner life remained and Glenn began to work on himself. After eight years of work some changes
occurred, one morning he woke up feeling good. So, he bought some sheets of paint and began to paste the colours on the
paper. It was his first action in 8 years. The love of art became an important healing process. 

Glenn Richard Lumen

"The process of creativity heals the world" (Glenn Richard Lumen)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Stains of colour blend into each other, dispersing on the canvas in search of an unattainable balance. The
paintings by Gregory Logan Dunn, a contemporary American artist, are composed of bright colors that,
dragged across the surface, separate like oil in water, giving life to imagery in eternal movement. Vibrant
visions that tell of tumultuous inner experiences open up before the gaze of the observer, who can do
nothing but allow himself to be absorbed by the infinity of details that now surround his gaze. Just as the
stratification of rocks tells the story of our planet and its evolution, so too the works by Gregory Logan
Dunn, speak of his experience and the continuous change of his feelings. In fact, the artist creates his
pieces through the use of a huge spatula that, when dragged across the canvas, distributes the color in a
completely random and uneven manner, depending on the density and drying of the previously spread
color. This technique sees strong influences from the German painter Gerhard Richter, although it is a far
cry from his vision of lightness and permeability, seeking instead to place himself as a witness of an often
bloody and unjust reality. Gregory Logan Dunn's poetics are closely linked to the American chronicle
and, blending with his emotions, he moulds the material of color into a profound interpretation imbued
with feeling. A journey through the veils of time that the artist imprints step by step on his canvases,
tracing memories of a complex and intricate history. 

“But how could you live and have no story to tell?” (Fyodor Dostoevsky)

Gregory Logan Dunn

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Guilmette's artistic work is a continuous research, it is an expression of inner growth and discovery, it is the way
to observe the outside and peer inside itself. For Guilmette, art becomes the means to express oneself, to give
voice to ideas and emotions. Guilmette's abstract art is completely free of lines, shapes and figures, the only
elements that refer to reality are the hands, symbol of great humility and goodness of soul. The artist uses all her
great pictorial skills, the works that come out appear balanced and of great aesthetic impact. Guilmette
approaches with strength and determination, colors, one next to the other dominate the canvas, take possession of
it and within it they move and create dynamism. In fact, color plays a fundamental role, it is the only protagonist
of the work and is the means through which the artist intends to express herself. Guilmette's artistic work
possesses great strength and evokes strong emotions. In fact, the artist's work is of great visual and emotional
impact, the viewer is captivated by the colors and emotions it transmits. Guilmette's artistic work is a
condensation of energy and vitality. The encounter with the artistic work of the artist Guilmette represents for
the user a sort of exchange of emotions, those of the artist and those of the observer himself. Abstract art has the
great task of escaping reality to go and creep into more secluded corners, the artist succeeds in this purpose and
brings out moods, memories and emotions. Through her art, the artist brings out her great skills, that is, her great
pictorial ability and knowing how to use colors well, and that of being sensitive, of moving the observer.
Ultimately, Guilmette's art represents a concentrate of energy, it is a true explosion of emotions and strength that
finds a perfect balance between colors and sensations, between reality and abstraction, between good and evil.
The colors stand out on the canvas as strong emotions are imprinted in the hearts of the observer.

Guilmette Baghdadi 

Art Curator Vanessa Viti

“In nature, light creates color. In painting, color creates light "(Hans Hofmann)
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Pretending to ask Descartes what he sees in H.'s paintings, the traditional answer is that he does not see a
face, but the image of a face or the idea. However, this explanation is still mysterious. According to
Descartes, the idea of the apple, in our case of the face is not seen, at most we have the idea of the apple.
But the fact of having it is as mysterious as the fact of seeing it. the only solution is that we are the idea of
the apple, we are a thing, a thinking thing. H.'s work, her faceless faces, portraits without expression,
suggests this reflection, requires us to ask ourselves: are seeing or being so different? This surely
existential question is at the heart of much contemporary research spanning the most diverse fields of
knowledge: philosophy, neuroscience, theology. Art likewise, if not before, has investigated the question
of identity. Who we are, how we place ourselves in the world, and how we are seen by others. H. adds, to
this list, whether it is possible that being and seeing are somehow related and/or necessary to each other.
Do we really need to see a portrait in order to consider it as such? Do we have the ability to see being and
thus the essence of what is in front of us? Not only do these paintings result in a pleasant and powerful
presence but they open important and indispensable doors of reflection.

H.

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Art is a lie that allows us to recognize the truth."
(Pablo Picasso)
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Heewon Cho, presents “Space Flowers blooming in a waterfall”, “Space Flower no.5 Poppy, Console”
and “Space Flower no.6 Cactus, Courage” for the “Orizzonti Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at
M.A.D.S. Art gallery. “I’m right here right now and I want now to be the Golden Age …if only each
generation would realise that the time for greatness is right now when they’re alive … the time to flower
is now.”- Patti Smith. And you might also think “I must have flowers. Always and always.” - Claude
Monet. Think that the time to flower is right now and that we must always have new beginnings, always.
The first artwork depicts the moment in which a new beginning is blooming, while its surroundings is
standing still being portrayed in blue and green cool tones. “Space Flower no.5 Poppy, Console” depicts a
gift in the form of a new starting point, portrayed in red tones we witness the main red flower character,
surrounded by bold pink and dark green layers. The third artwork is the persistence of nature created as a
green cactus in an orange background, whose authority is ready to be shown. Heewon Cho presents three
oil paintings depicting nature’s transformation from our persistent vast existence, in order to witness
ephemeral beginnings to accomplish a solid evolution.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Heewon Cho
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Space Flower no.6 Cactus, Courage

Heewon Cho



Why wander on the surface without understanding the true essence of things? Digging deep and going
beyond mere appearances can reveal magnificent surprises. Heike Kuhn is a German contemporary artist
based in Hamburg whose abstract paintings are the mirror of her deep inner world. Experimentation and
instinct come together during the creative process that gives life to works in which colors release all their
strength. KOI was created in 2022 with the acrylic on canvas technique. The blue background is
illuminated in some places by white and in others it is contrasted by pink. The perfect chromatic balance
and the delicate brushstrokes convey feelings of peace and harmony. The title suggests which is the
protagonist: the KOI - a Japanese carp - usually lives in ponds or decorative gardens, but in this case,
Heike wanted to represent it free from all limits by imagining it wallowing in an infinite expanse of
water. Art has the power to make us dream and imagine great things when life shows us the harsh reality
and closes the doors in our face; art is universal and each of us while watching it can travel with the mind
to unexplored and surprising destinations. Heike invites us through her works to get in touch with her, but
also to get to know ourselves better.

“I never made one of my discoveries through the process of rational thinking.”
 (Albert Einstein)

Heike Kuhn

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Helena Engström is a Swedish contemporary artist whose works are mainly created using the watercolor
technique, in an extremely delicate and realistic language. Her subjects often come from the Hollywood
world of the 1930s, portrayed mainly in black and white, completely abandoning color to allow the
refinement of facial features to emerge. Fine black lines and light shades stretch into the white space,
transforming the surface into a place where the beauty of the past meets the contemporaneity of the story.
In the work entitled "All that glitters", the artist draws attention to the duality between beauty and
sadness, commonly thought to be distant and detached concepts and instead so closely linked according to
her vision. This watercolor portrays Marlene Dietrich, one of the best-known icons of the film world in
the first half of the 20th century. The story of this actress is deeply intertwined with the concept behind
the work, as through her acting, Dietrich left a lasting impression by introducing the femme fatale model
par excellence into show business. The archetype of the femme fatale has existed for millennia in the
mythology and folklore of many cultures and is characterized by provocative beauty combined with
ruthless cynicism and seductive morbidity. The perfect combination of beauty and sadness, behind which
lies a deep darkness. Helena Engström's works are therefore a perfect representation of the contrast
between light and shadow and their eternal dialogue, as one cannot exist without the other. The water in
her watercolors wets the darkness, diluting the fragile boundary that separates it from brightness. 

“Look at how a single candle can both defy and define the darkness.” (Anne Frank)

Helena Engström

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Fascinated by the universe and its limitlessness, the artist Helena creates bright abstract paintings inspired by galaxies.
Her artworks provoke different emotions and feelings, mainly a sense of optimism and joy, although they give so much
possibilities of interpretations, almost endless. "What I really love about abstract art is that there are no rules for what I
can make, no limits" said the artist. Helena mostly paints what pops into her head, other times, she has an idea in
advance but let herself be guided by her heart and soul. Her style could be described as colorful, flowy and bright, she
alters the technique from physical fluid painting to a digital one, using any media through which she can express herself.
The process of Helena’s painting can be described as a form of "meditation", emptying ones mind and soul into an
artwork. Her artworks create new worlds and universes which she invites the viewer to explore. Her artwork entitled
"Melting", for example, invites the viewer into a long path where the colors melt and blend, becoming one with the
viewer, bringing them into a deep journey inside her art.

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy
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"The sky has no limit." (Helena)
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Pluridisciplinary artist, Hélène DeSerres is a photographer, a watercolorist, mixed media painter, sculptor
and jewelry designer. Her art could be described as an intuitive art, based on the expressive immediacy
and interiority of the artist. Through a conscious use of a very bright, strong and vibrant color palette,
Hèlène DeSerres gives shape to a new and, at times, mysterious universe, a reality to be discovered. The
colors and gestures of the brushstrokes speak to us of an expressive need that takes up abstract art, to then
insert a small, but fundamental, reference to the theories of surrealism, recognizable in the freedom of
interpretation that the artist has granted to the observer. Nature, secrets, mysteries but also personal
visions, reflections and personal transposition of one's own vision: this is what makes the artist's poetics a
winning poetics, which combines chromatic dynamism, marked gestures and variety of forms with a
common expressive freedom.

Hélène DeSerres
 "Colors, like features, follow changes in emotions." 

(Pablo Picasso)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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At least once in our lives we have happened to wonder what certain people were thinking about at one moment. It is a question
that can arise and crowd the mind while you are waiting for the subway train or while, in the morning, you are standing in line to
go to work. What must the driver who is driving the car in the lane next to mine be thinking about? What must that girl sitting on
the bench on the subway platform be thinking about? It is quite improbable that, in our minds, these questions have never peeped
out. This desire to know the invisible comes from that mixture of human curiosity and pure empathy urges us to imagine what is
going on inside the minds of the people around us. After all, the universe of the mind is as large and boundless as the real
universe. Whether infinite or finite, both cosmos are governed by chaotic laws, by energy fields that, in the former case give birth
to intuitions, in the latter give birth to stars. And so it is that the slightest movement of a person's body gives rise in us to
suppositions, theories and mental gyrations that justify what we are observing. A person who makes his leg move rhythmically is
definitely nervous, probably having to take a job interview or an exam soon. A boy with earphones in his ears is smiling, a wistful
smile is printed on his face. Perhaps that song reminds him of happy moments that can no longer be experienced. And so it is that
a girl makes her way through a dense thicket of vegetation. She seems absorbed in her thoughts. Her eyes are half-closed and her
mouth is relaxed, a hint of a smile peeps out from her snow-white skin. All around, foliage, lush flowers that are one on top of the
other in a chromatic and formal dance all centered on wave-like movement and a gray-purple color palette. What if these flowers
are connected to the girl? Both elements are characterized by the same chromatic symphony. What if the flowers act as a sounding
board for the thoughts and insights that populate the woman's mind? It is no coincidence that right behind her is another human
figure. She is portrayed in profile, her pale complexion blending with the more yellowish hues of the dress she is wearing. Behind
her, a curtain of golden floral elements catch the viewer's eye. The flowers are large, blooming and ripe and literally shine with
their own light, flooding the work with luminosity. Whether the golden flowers are indeed the thoughts of the girl portrayed in
profile? We cannot know for sure. Yet, this doubt is precisely the engine that makes us dream, that makes us elaborate thoughts
and theories. The mind is capable of making endless connections and, like these flowers, has the ability to make insights blossom,
hopes wither and desires ripen.

Hideshi Nagayoshi

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Art that smells of serenity, works that induce us to savor the wonders that nature offers us. The crisp smell of the sea breeze
tickles our nostrils. The air is fresh, brisk and full of vital energy. It is still perceptible the moisture of the night resting gently on
our skin. The scent of salt floods our senses, and we remain spellbound by the sun that, tirelessly, is about to cross the threshold of
the horizon. He has not yet risen, Hiro portrays the aurora, the moment between dawn and sunrise. It is a narrow instant in the 24-
hour time frame and yet, along with twilight, it is one of the most striking. The sea, painted an almost leaden blue, yields some of
its darkness to be bathed in the shy rays of sunlight that, reflecting in the atmosphere, begin to radiate into space. The sea becomes
shiny, on the waves it is possible to glimpse the whitish crest. And in the sky? In the sky are the most beautiful colors that nature
can give us. The cerulean blue, the indigo, the barely perceptible purple he fades into a cold, shyly energetic yellow. The orange-
pink replaces the darkness to initiate one of the most beautiful phenomena a person can witness. Hiro's art is an exhortation to
contemplation, rest, and the emptying of any thoughts that plague our daily lives. It is a prayer to never take for granted what we
see and perceive. In today's fast-paced world, time has become something unnatural. Human beings, while remaining animals,
have lost touch with nature, with the day-night cycle and that of the seasons. We do not remember the feeling of walking in the
grass or wetting our skin with the rain of a summer storm. In our gray cities, all we do is look at a Led screen for eight hours a
day, missing all that nature has to offer us. Hiro, with her works, gives us a window on the world, moments of serenity and
lightheartedness that cheer our souls managing to erase, at least for a moment, the oppressive thoughts and daily commitments
that blur our vision. In the presence of artists' works, the eye rests and shines with new light, as does our heart. The sky has the
magical power to make us forget for a moment who we are and where we are, and Hiro knows this. She depicts the clouds, the
aurora, the scorching sun illuminating a tropical paradise, and even space. For, if we forget the sun, the clouds and the color of the
sky; even more we forget what lies beyond our atmosphere. Squeezed into our anthropocentric vision, we have forgotten the
infinite vastness of the universe, forgotten that we are one speck among many specks in the cosmos. Our hearts, as well as our
minds and our concerns are a nonentity in regard to space. By observing Hiro's art, we slowly realize this and lose our arrogance
towards creation.

Hiro

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Pictures and words; shapes, colors, and a story to tell. The contemporary Japanese artist Hiroaki
Furukawa through "Storyteller" represents an ancient cultural tradition of his country: Kamishibai
presupposes the presence of a gaito kamishibaiya that is a narrator and an audience of children. The
figure of the gaito as we know it today becomes famous in Japan during the period between the two world
wars. He traveled by bicycle from neighbourhood to neighbourhood and brought with him the butai, a
wooden theatre in which he inserted the sheets on which there were images on one side and the text on
the other. The work was created in 2022 with the highlighter, blush pen, pastel, crayon, Aqyla, oil
coloured pencil on paper technique. The inspiration for this work came to Hiroaki during a walk on the
hill of Yanaka Tokyo during which he was able to pleasantly note that the most beautiful traditions do not
die but continue to live forever. Four seated children do not lose sight of the narrator's finger who,
moving on the sheet, indicates and describes the characters drawn and tells the thread that binds their
stories. Hiroaki's style is unmistakable: it is not the features of the faces that suggest the emotions and
thoughts of the protagonists, but their movements and the strength of color. Streets of his city, people he
meets during the day, traditions to which he is linked: Hiroaki invites us to become gaito kamishibaiya
who, with imagination and ingenuity, tell stories that leave their mark on those who listen to them.

“I know nothing in the world that has as much power as a word. Sometimes I write one, and I
look at it, until it begins to shine.” (Emily Dickinson)

Hiroaki Furukawa

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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I AM NOT AN ARTIST is a provocative and ironic pseudonym that hides an amazing technical,
stylistic and semantic ability. Behind this name, in fact, acts the creative flair of a young artist
endowed with a natural and inspired talent, which comes from a deep admiration for the artistic
medium and for its manifold expressive potential. The favorite dimension to give vent to her inner
world is abstract painting, which better than any other form manages to capture the elusive
essence of every thought or sensation. With the artwork Eve through the colors of life, I AM NOT
AN ARTIST transposes on canvas a splendid glimpse of one's inner cosmos, dominated by a
mesmerizing rainbow of colors. In the swirling vortex of colors, which flare up in the composition
like multicolored flames, a discreet presence is perceived, which has the contours of a young
woman from behind. Her slender figure blends almost entirely with the brilliant shades of color,
metaphorically alluding to the achievement of harmony between her own interiority and the
surrounding world. The artist creates a poetic composition of rare depth, and manages to make the
whole representation universal. The hidden face of the protagonist allows each spectator to see
part of himself, to recognize himself in the work and to enter into communion with the positive
perspective implicit in the artwork. All that remains is to let oneself be guided by the empathic
and dreamy perspective that the artist shares, and to draw from it a teaching of trust and renewed
optimism.

I AM NOT AN ARTIST

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

Nature always wears the colors of the spirit. (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
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To understand the artistic language of the artist Inma Luna it could be really helpful to start from a
consideration made to describe her work. As it is said: << The colours of her paintings are bright
and fully saturated, representing the vibrancy of Life itself. And using thick layers of paint, she
creates a story over the canvas for the eyes and fingertips to feast on. Her artistic voice is loud and
unapologetic>>.  This means that the compositions made by the artist Inma, is a crucible of
different shapes and elements. The artist goes from more defined shapes to less ones. This process
create an allegorical surface on the canvas that communicate with the intention of the artist to
interpretate the canvas as If it was a tales that send an exact message to the viewers. From the other
side of the canvas the observer seems to enjoy this game of forms and shapes and try to give to all
the elements an exact meaning. That’s why we can see that her voice is loud and apologetic,
because we soon understand that the artist Inma Luna wants to say a lot with her art. Wants to show
us her personal why to see the world around her and maybe also her transversal horizon.

Inma Luna

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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In everything there is a crack through which light enters and in the crack of the present the poet looks,
writes Giorgio Agamben in Nakedness. The poet, as a contemporary, is this fracture, he is what prevents
time from composing itself and, at the same time, the blood that must saturate the rupture. It is a
magnificent image that reminds us how the strength of thought does not reside so much in the
completeness, in the determinacy of each of its intuitions, but in the gap it produces with respect to its
own time, in the obstinacy with which it avoids letting itself be 'blinded by the lights of the century' and
keeps its gaze fixed on its shadowy side. The postulate of inoperability is perhaps nothing other than this
shadow zone of which a critical thought must make itself the tenacious guardian. Galaxies that move
away from us at a speed greater than light, writes Agamben, project a luminosity that does not reach us, to
the point that we perceive large areas of darkness in the night sky. To look 'into the darkness of the age',
but to perceive in it 'a light that, directed towards us, recedes infinitely away from us', is the task of
critical thinking turned to current events. In Irena Procházková's oil paintings, this idea of inactivity and a
glance into her own time is treasured by the artist. A limited horizon that makes the inaccessible thought
of others accessible, a glimpse into the crowd, into the privacy of the home, a non-invasive but almost
investigative intrusion that somehow narrates one's own time. 

Irena Procházková 
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

“There is a crack, a crack in everything That’s how the light gets in."
(Leonard Cohen) 
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No face, no landscape, no representation of reality as we see it. Abstract art is free from any constraint: it
allows the artist to travel elsewhere with her own mind and the viewer to give vent to the imagination by
reaching distant horizons. Splashes of color, lines and particular chromatic effects characterize the
contemporary Ukrainian artist Iryna Barsuk's works. "Earth" was created in 2022 with the technique of
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas. The ochre background - the earth - is contrasted by white and black - two
opposite colors that symbolize the great differences in the world. White represents the purity of sincerity,
the kindness of good people, the power of light and the grandeur of freedom; black is identified with the
darkness of the night, the pain that affects the heart, the fear that oppresses thoughts. American
philosopher and writer Henry David Thoreau argued that it doesn't matter what you look at, but what you
see. The eyes observe what surrounds them, but the emotions allow you to have a different vision of
reality. Listen to what your heart and your thoughts suggest to you and let yourself be overwhelmed by
the whirlwind of sensations. What will the destination be? Observe the works of Iryna and let them
accompany you on this incredible journey to discover a new world.

“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” (Henry David Thoreau)

Iryna Barsuk

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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It is a source of pride for M.A.D.S. art gallery to host the works of Isac Gres for the international exhibition ORIZZONTI
TRASVERSALI. Isac Gres introduces us to a pictorial universe that goes beyond talent. A great soul, deep and reflective, is
sublimated by a vocation for painting that goes beyond imagination. Isac introduces us to original scenarios, he tells us stories,
he gives us his artistic genius. Isac Gres is a tireless creator, influenced by contemporary trends. A journey to discover the
interiority of mankind and the universe. Conciencia shows the anatomy of the naked woman with wings, where the honeycomb-
shaped head is the product of the fusion of flame, and wax takes over her body. Subjects are the focal points of Isac's works, the
idea is at the centre and is enhanced by the choice of colours that trigger psychological mechanisms to connect with the work. In
this case, the subject, a hybrid of female figure, mythological creature, chess queen and candle, represents, as the artist states, an
ephemeral, unconscious and disposable society, where it does not matter "why" or even "with whom", but only that the skin
feels excited, forgetting that we have wings to fly and escape. La gran manzana is no ordinary apple, it is a masterpiece of
painting and contains an important message. The apple is a symbol of sin in Western figurative conception, representing
mortality and suffering the artist encourages "viewers to sit and reflect on the decadence and destruction of this world. I used
surrealism to merge and express the elements of this artwork. A big apple is decomposing and inside it there are many bodies,
one part is in the foreground with a skull and hand marks, in the background rocks with details representing inter-space".
Finally, Flor nocturna depicts a lantern merging with the silhouette of a woman shaping fire and illuminating the whole scene,
in the background the plume of a peacock bordering them. "The fire in the woman means that they are light and play an
important role in the process of man's personality, but being watched from afar in the lantern shows that many times they are not
given the true value they have. The peacock, as always, maintains a slender posture with its plumes reflecting the ego and
virility that are associated with it by nature, and the eyes of the plumes that are empty see only the fire and not the true light of
the woman'.

Isac Gres

”Universe, the obvious, creativity, instinct; transformation of the essence that we are and
self-discovery of soul and mind” (Isac Gres)

 

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Figurative paintings are the ones exhibited by the artist Jasmine Demir, in art J.ART. Each scene presents the same subject, that
differs coinciding with the title of the painting that has its own meaning. The association between letters and images is the artist’s
calling card through which she emphasizes the meaning of what she wants to represent and transmit. A naked and newborn baby
is the main character of ‘Oha’ and ‘Fast Money’ two artworks that differ from their concept but that both explain the actual
condition of human society. Chaotic pictures made up of just some colors composing the background, with some spots
confounding the viewers and guiding them to focus their attention on the baby, exalted at the centre of the canvas. The paintings
are close to contemporary society in which money and how to get it are the main goals. The way in which the artist debates it
arrives at the viewers in a fun and pleasant way, thanks to the presence of the little baby and its portrayal. A sort of consequence
of what the previous scenes can bring to, is represented into ’Mirai/Future/Zukunft’, as the title itself explains. A darkest
atmosphere is given by the subject refigured that, similar to a porcelain broken doll animated the scene. Into a blue background
this female figure is the personification of the future that she visualizes thanks to the big and yellow eye at the centre of her
forehead. 

J.ART

Art Curator Martina Stagi 
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Jamie Lee is an artist who places great emphasis on the creative process. Each of her works is designed around
instantaneous emotions, created from fleeting feelings that characterise the human experience. Art is therapeutic. The
artist uses colours and shapes to forever imprint positive feelings that dissolve at the speed of light. The very act of
creating a work of art requires one to leave a mark, to make eternal something that is fleeting. And so does Jamie Lee.
Art is a means to escape from the reality that is too often difficult and unmanageable. Her paintings are elegant and
impactful, they adhere well to every human being because the artist simply tells her experience through the universal
language of art. Jamie Lee has respect for all emotions and is not afraid to externise them because she wants to get the
message across that art can chase away pain and bring light back into one's soul, just as it did her. In 'A desperate
romantic' a wonderfully abstract landscape opens up before our eyes. The colours are unreal but charged with
melancholy and expressive power. The water reflects the vegetation, which is coloured in yellows, greens and oranges.
The brushstrokes are soft and blend into the background. All the colours blend harmoniously, melting into each other.
The focus is on the tree on the left. It is beautifully realised, taking into account the play of light and the materiality of
the wood. The foliage is coloured a bright pink that contributes to positive and cheerful vibrations, recalling the feeling
of love. Everything is mixed, nature becomes art and emotions coexist. To find balance and serenity, it is necessary to
connect with the natural world. In 'The net' the artist shows a vulnerable part of herself, a continuous circuit of thoughts
that surrounds his mind trapping it like a net. Abstraction of the canvas is clothed in emotion. The two colours are
contrasting and generate irreconcilable feelings that nevertheless coexist in the heart and mind of every human being.
Everything is abstract and everything is ephemeral in everyday life. It is up to us to give the right meaning to what we
see and feel. In 'A self-conscious governance', the artist becomes more aggressive with colour tints. Cold, dark colours
clash with fiery red brushstrokes, charged with passion and energy. The colour is textural, stormy. Jamie Lee gives vent
to her psyche, to unconsciousness. She destroys the walls of rationalisation through dots, lines and colours. A mix of
overwhelming emotions enclosed in a boundless space. An endless circle of streams of thoughts that find no peace unless
painted on canvas. The artist invites the viewer to enter into a direct relationship with her canvases, so that man can free
himself of his fears and fagilities, making him realise that he is not alone but that someone else understands him too. Art
will save the world by forever imprinting the positive emotions that govern the laws of the universe. It is necessary to let
go of that which makes one feel bad and to welcome only that which is good.

Jamie Lee

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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With the triptych He She It, eclectic artist Janusz Tworek represents his vision of the contemporary
European family: a woman, a man, and a child. Each is characterized by three different faces decomposed
prospectively. She, represented by pastel colors and with her hands in her face is flanked by two profiles
that seem to symbolize the security and insecurity present in every woman. On the forehead, there is a
staircase  that refers to the relationship of size between everything within the image: the woman as a point
of reference. He, represented by wavering lines presents stronger and contrasting colors. The heads seem
to emerge from a fiery lava flow. As in Kandinsky's geometric art, the geometric figures surrounding the
two works theorize an abstract art. In the center of the triptych against a splintered background between
Cubism and Surrealism, the artwork It depicts the disheveled faces of a child in which feet and hands
predominate. The triplicate gazes seem alienated by an ever-changing frenetic technology. Just like the
cubist painters, Janusz Tworek proposes a distorted reality by depicting objects not as they appear but as
our minds perceive them: intersecting images to recompose the totality of the image embraced by
variegated sober colours. 

Janusz Tworek

Art Curator Marina Maggiore

“I paint objects as I think them, not as I see them.” (Pablo Picasso)

“Today, people are more multidimensional like cubism, but definitely more devoid of 
contours” (Janusz Tworek)
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Jasmine BlueRay, presents three acrylic paintings “FIRE”, “RISING” and “LIMITLESS
POSSIBILITIES” for the “Orizzonti Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery.
The first artwork depicts an intense energy by using warm tones such as red and orange in order to evoke
a starting point from which we could then rise to pursue limitless possibilities. Fluidity is often
understood as a natural order but it could also be stablished as a guided one. A controlled fluidity to
mimic nature’s transition to evolve. “Rising” carries the responsibility to follow the path created by
“Fire”, where purple tones are guiding the flow into an answer. “LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES” are being
shown as an imperative contrast between the beginning and end of a cycle. “We know what we are, but
not what we may be.” ― William Shakespeare. A diagonal force of vivid colors surrounded by a black
background presents two choices: to stand still in the dark or to recall nature’s fluidity to emerge and seek
new paths. Jasmine BlueRay’s vibrant colors reminds us how to pursue life with the awareness needed to
not be afraid to start as many times as possible.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Jasmine BlueRay
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Jasper Borup’s art is a hymn to life to freedom to free thought from preconceptions, judgment and concern. What
he transmits on canvas is an act of vindication of his ego, of his identity, of the freedom to feel himself in spite of
everything. His work is therefore first of all a great analysis of our society, of human behavior, of what we
decide to be in life. The various elements and the different symbologies used are then assembled to create
coherent and mysterious compositions with a great charge of energy and lyricism hidden within them. At first
glance the work "Amazing People" might seem like a composition of white butterflies, birds, hearts and small
red flowers, elements dear to the artist for their positive connotation, loving and saving. The only yellow and
white dots derive respectively from the artistic tradition of the Native Americans and from that of the Aboriginal
civilization; civilizations dear to the artist for their genuine and free lifestyle, very distant from today’s society.
At a closer look, however, we realize that it is not a simple combination of elements but a real work of social
denunciation. In the background emerges the figure of a well-known American hip hop artist who, with his
proud gaze, looks at us almost mocking us, strong fame, success and money that he probably obtained by
harming someone else, trampling on the soul and purity of the true people of this society, good people who
believe in values such as loyalty, love, trust, meritocracy. All around we find scraps of graffiti contemporary
elements and characteristic of this world where too often arrogance wins. In the work "Anxiety" we find similar
elements, this time a tribal woman’s face emerges, a tribute to goodness, charity and sweetness. We find in the
painting symbols that refer to these feelings as fish, birds and traits derived from Japanese culture. In "Hiding
behind a living mask" we see a face that hides behind a mask. Many people today are not allowed to show their
feelings, fragility and vulnerability. Wearing a mask is easier, it shows you strong, confident, funny and happy
with people, such as those with whom you hide. Jasper’s rigid upbringing at a young age has conditioned him to
emerge a feeling of anger and frustration at not being able to be who he wanted, being forced to follow a path
that did not belong to him. Denial and mortification have made it very difficult for him to grow and be approved
in this world but his strong soul, love, have won by freeing an artist from the extraordinary sensitivity.

Jasper Borup

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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It was the 70s when the first examples of graffiti appeared in the United States. It was mainly a movement of
revolt of the black underclass of the great American metropolises destined to establish itself in a short time as a
true frontier art. In no-man’s-land, between the false values of the opulent consumer society and the angrier
fringes of social and racial marginalization, artistic experiences of great expressiveness have matured. The spray
colours with shocking shades, the various layers on the walls, the cracked walls, the abandoned buildings have
fascinated the artist Jeremy Brustein who, having spent his childhood in the Bronks in New York he learned to
love this art form by absorbing it and making it his own to process it. It was mainly a phenomenon of revolt on
the part of the young people of the great American metropolises, in particular New York. The graffiti artists,
gathered in gangs, dirty the city to protest against the society that marginalized them. After years of painting
traditional portraits, Jeremy Brustein felt the need to incorporate that point of view into his art to express and
represent the dark and uncertain period the world is facing. The looks and attitudes of his subjects transmit great
strength and dignity at the expense of the turbulence of life. "Kim" was born initially as a traditional portrait that
the artist takes at a later time to manipulate it according to his new style. Jeremy then begins to interact with it;
he rips paste, scratches and paints over the original. The relationship of friendship that binds the artist and his
subjects guarantees the final result a deep and relevant psychological charge. The work "Robbie" was an early
experiment. Once again the artist intervenes on the work after time increasing the meaning of the final result,
giving a new one. Fascinated by the tags on the eroded walls mixed with tags and writings, the artist modifies his
initial works that are configured in this phase as starting points to be transformed and enriched with new
meanings and symbols. The sign and the action become uncalculated, instinctive steps and, for this very reason,
true and authentic. The series continues with "Robbie 2" which, unlike previous works, was conceived as such
from the beginning. The artist creates various versions of the same subject posing as if she was holding a rifle.
However, the weapon is not there. This is to denounce the indifference towards certain people at least until the
moment when they burst making their existence impossible to ignore. The contemporary dress of the subject in
contrast with the urban and mountainous landscape is proof of the fact that all this happens indistinctly in every
part of the world.

Jeremy Brustein

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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"The Little Prince" is a book by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, which is often regarded as a children's read
but is actually a book for all ages and of magical appeal. In the story, the little prince, the main character,
is very attached to a rose on his land, because he has seen it grow and taken the time to care for it. This
unique relationship of care and love has created an unbreakable bond between the two. The famous
phrase 'what is essential is invisible to the eyes' refers to this very flower and emphasises that even though
the little prince's rose is aesthetically the same as the others, it is completely different for him; it gives
him emotions that no one else will ever make him feel. Simply, that what you see is an illusion and does
not represent reality. To see anything in depth, you have to listen to your feelings and emotions. So, it is
only with the heart that you can truly see, the essential is invisible to the eyes, as the fox in the book says.
Jette Blicher Buch seems to see clearly with the heart, the emotional sincerity with which she looks inside
and translates her most genuine self shines through in her work. Here the colours, the curved lines,
everything becomes a dance to the rhythm of the music she herself generated, absolute vibrations with
which to create that bond invisible to the eyes that we have heard about.

Jette Blicher Buch 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"As paradoxical as it may seem, it is no less true that life imitates art more than art imitates
life."

(Oscar Wilde)
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José Camilo Ambrosio Utard is a Chilean artist, his artistic and expressive production is constantly
renewing, the artist, in fact, is always in search of expressive and artistic topicality. Utard is, for the first
time, the guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, on the occasion of “ORIZZONTI
TRASVERSALI" in which he exhibits three works of art whose creation recalls the influences of abstract
expressionism. The works of art on display perfectly represent the pictorial and communicative style of
the artist, for which the figure is in the background, in fact there is a total deconstruction of the image
whose outlines are completely eliminated and the concentration is all on the color and its forms. The
brushstrokes in all three works of art are decisive and hard, the grooves of color are perfectly highlighted
and this demonstrates the artist's profound intention. The rules are completely left in the background, in
fact, the artist's interest is to give free rein to his expressiveness and emotionality. Despite an academic
career, the artist himself explains that he has always felt "restless and daring", which makes clear the
spontaneous and decision-free nature of the artist's works of art. All three works of art have pre-eminent
colors compared to the others, this provides a profound line of interpretation and above all makes
observation subject to visual and emotional stimuli that change according to the predominant color. The
lines and shapes lead the observation and allow those who watch to feel shaken by the emotions that arise.

José Camilo Ambrosio Utard

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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José Talamas Abularach is a Bolivian artist who lives in Santa Cruz da la Sierra where he is an architect.
In his career as an artist, Abularach has experimented with different techniques and styles, only to find the
best tools for his artistic expression in photography and digital art. The established rules are outside the
Abularach's artistic production, who expresses himself and his own vision of the world without taking
into account the formal rules. The artist is, for the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" exhibits a digital work
with immense visual impact and incredible communicative power. "M9" is an extremely impactful work
with bright colors and sometimes surreal shapes, it turns out to be dynamic and full of movement. The
artist's aesthetic taste is particularly vivid in the work, being a self-taught artist it allows him not to take
into account the artistic formality so José expresses only what he desires without any prior decision by
eliminating irrelevant details and superstructures. What is interesting by observing "M9" as well as the
other works by the artist is its ability to investigate the depths of the world and of the human psyche,
making it easy for the observer to identify directly both with the subject of the work and with the artist
himself. The girl represented on the one hand expresses a sense of sensuality, on the other a sense of
sadness, which from one point of view can be confusing, but in reality it is very coherent on a
communicative level.

José Talamás Abularach

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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The digital era and advanced technology had made the production of ideal yet unrealistic human bodies very easy.
Through the use of certain perspectives and lighting, poses and backgrounds, and especially the photo manipulation, the
fashion industry is able to create fake beauty standards and reinforces them. The artist Julia Überreiter, in a strong
rebellious act, creates ironic artworks that protest against these standards and fake advertisements. She hides her face in
the picture as a symbolic act against this industry that forces the actors to show up. It also represents the photo-editing
process which unifies the women shapes and looks causing them a loss of individuality, becoming all similar and hardly
recognizable. By inverting her body and wearing clothes backwards, Julia produces optical illusions, which recalls the
illusions seen in the media scene. Also, the wallpaper on the background is arranged in a way to generate abstruse
landscapes with fictional perspectives. The artworks of Julia are powerful images through which she tries to deconstruct
the image manipulation and send strong messages that raise awareness about social issues.

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy

Julia Überreiter 

"This work is about modification of the body in fashion photography." (Julia Überreiter)
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Different from sadness and even depression, melancholy is a special state of mind, described by Victor Hugo as "the joy of feeling
sad "and can be defined as the longing for something one never had but deeply misses. In today's society there is almost a dictum:
the pursuit of happiness. And so far we are there: feeling happy is pleasant, generates good feelings and raises energy levels. But
there is a problem: in our contemporary times this pursuit has become spasmodic, with an exacerbated focus on the external
aspects of life. And this results in the rejection and nullification of anything other than happiness, or at least a pleasurable feeling.
Creating the imbalance of wanting to achieve something usually results in actually preventing us from achieving that very thing.
How many times when someone asks us "how are you?" do we claim to feel good even when we don't? Perhaps it can be said to
be counterintuitive, but it is: by eliminating the unpleasant, we also eliminate the pleasant. Without one, the other cannot emerge.
If we do not realize and embrace the unpleasant moments we experience, if we do not allow ourselves to feel it, we also close the
way to the possibility of feeling joy. Melancholy is a different state of mind from sadness and depression, which are usually
directed toward an object -- or its absence -- or a particular situation. We frequently experience it at times of "stopping" in the
course of our lives. Although akin to sadness, it is not as painful, and although somber and deep at times it brings with it
tenderness and a dose of intimate sweetness. Moreover, unlike sadness, melancholy induces reflection: it is fueled by
introspection and thinking perhaps more in touch with the heart, which, if welcomed, can give new energy and nurture sensitivity
and imagination, and consequently also the will to do. Basically, it is the time dedicated to listening to our inner voice. And that is
how June's art comes to life. Gently embracing melancholy, the artist has the ability to transform the latter into a propulsive drive
to implement her creative process "Cloud Head" is the direct consequence of this relationship. A dead end as the backdrop of the
representation. It is dirty and gray, a place where the sun's rays hardly penetrate. The walls of the alley are all crossed with wires.
Hanging wires, electricity wires, wires from air conditioners hanging below the windows. Who knows how many people live in
those houses, people we do not see but can perceive by observing the many signs that human beings leave behind. A bicycle, T-
shirts on hangers, a flower pot on a balcony windowsill, the only colorful note in this gloomy backdrop. Yet, there is something
that illuminates this closed-bottom street. A something with a surrealist appearance, to say the least. The silhouette of a woman
dressed in floral pants and an oversized blue sweater peeps out of the darkness. And her face? It does not exist; her head is not
there. In its place, a fluffy, white cloud contrasts with the dark atmosphere of the alley. For a moment, one feels as if we forget
where we are; the vision of the cloud-headed woman is so magnetic that it brightens even the deepest darkness. June has
succeeded in generating light even when the sun's rays do not reach; she has managed to lighten the air by nullifying that feeling
of heaviness and uneasiness that so often resides in our souls.

June

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Educated in the artistic disciplines since she was a child, the artist of Belarusian origins, Karina Uebelhart continued to perfect her
technique under the guidance of several important artists until she arrived at the particular style that we can admire now. Focus of
her art is to represent the spiritual world of humans and universal emotions through colors. It is evident, therefore, as her works in
general and the three under examination are much more complex than they may appear at first glance. "Him and Her" and
"Interior view" are both abstract works and we can read in them undoubtedly the hand of the same artist, yet they are quite
different at the coloristic level and for methods of realization. The black color is particularly present in both, but while in "Him
and Her" it serves as the background of the entire composition, in "Interior view" it is torn by yellow and orange. Here, black is
segregated at the edges of the composition while some filament detaches from them and dances toward the center of the canvas.
With a real master’s touch, Karina Uebelhart places her signature among them, thus integrating it perfectly into the canvases. In
"Him and Her", instead, the use of plaster in relief makes the surface look grainy and consequently the light "stumbles" on it
creating a play of light and shadows unexpected and interesting. Viewers can see in this canvas whatever they prefer, based only
on their thoughts and their emotions. They are in fact the center of this artwork and the artist reminds us that through them we
create the reality that surrounds us. "Fear", finally, is the only work that presents figurative elements. With an impeccable
representation, Karina Uebelhart paints two big heads of dragons at the lateral extremities of the canvases that open wide the
mouth and showing the sharp teeth and the bifurcated tongues. However, the artist reminds us that just as dragons are unreal, so
are our fears. It is just a limit to our minds and so we should follow "the light of Love through the tunnel of Happiness". Finally,
what most impresses viewers about the art of the Belarusian artist is her choice to divide the works into multiple canvases. In
doing so, Karina Uebelhart demonstrates her artistic maturity and her ability to think of a project larger than a single canvas; she
has full control of what she wants to represent and how she wants to represent it. Her works are therefore reasoned and it is also
for this reason that the result is always perfect: a concentration of colors that touches the right strings of our souls.

Karina Uebelhart

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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Katarzyna Barré is a Polish-French artist who has cultivated a love of art since she was a child. She
finds inspiration in her surroundings, observing the world with a different perspective, letting
herself be captivated by small things, finding beauty in the everyday. In addition to painting,
Katarzyna also carves wooden furniture. Her passion for the artistic world is therefore not limited
to just one discipline. She loves art and makes it her own, identifying with what she does with
passion and dedication. Katarzyna is genuine, and the passion and love she puts into her works are
perceptible. She paints carefree and through everyday subjects she manages to express
overwhelming emotions. The viewer easily identifies with her creations because they speak of
reality, they taste of real life. As in 'Bouquet of flowers' where the flowers come to life and it is as
if their scent reaches beyond the canvas. The colour of the vase and the pinks and purples contrast
with the shiny sunflowers. The green of the leaves gives movement and volume to the composition.
The brushstrokes are clearly distinguishable, quick and fast. With this technique, the artist captures
fleetingness, trapping a moment forever as if it were a photograph. Individual touches of colour are
juxtaposed against each other, giving shape to the artwork and drawing the subjects. The absence of
black outlines makes the whole more evanescent, real and magical. While remaining distinct, the
brushstrokes create harmonious juxtapositions. The composition is balanced and the position of the
vase, perfectly in the centre, is studied. Katarzyna gives light attarwerso small touches of white
colour that also give three-dimensionality. Amazing how a painting with a seemingly simple
subject is able to give emotions. Stillness and peace alternate in the vision of these bouquets. 

Katarzyna Barré

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Kathy, born in Saitama in Japan, got a diploma at the Japan Alcohol Ink Art Association. Kathy's artworks are a
transposition of her thoughts and her being: colorful, unpredictable and always evolving. From her painting,
formed by fluid but strong shapes of color, we can capture her personality traits to discover a new world
dominated by colors and poetry. Painting becomes a personal story, a transposition of emotions on the canvas
that leads us to stop and look inside us to discover ourselves. We are able to stop for a moment, we move away
from our constantly moving reality and savor the colors and flavors that her works produce in us. The
combination of different artistic forms and shades make her paintings a vibrant communicative force. Kathy
creates a language made of shapes and colors that find inspiration in sensations and become the expression of
her own experience. On occasion of the International Art Exhibition “Orizzonti Trasversali” at the M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, she presents a work titled “GARDEN”. An explosion of contrasting colors, outlined by gold lines, is
before our eyes that fill our sight and our soul. As the title suggests, the artist is inspired by external elements
such as nature and flowers. She expresses the passion for colors and beauty, she finds her corner of peace in
painting that helps her to express her deepest feelings and that is why her work also affects us, it allows us to
look into our interior but also to look far away. The combination of shapes and colors creates an intimacy
feeling that causes a strong emotional response capable of evoking feelings and sensations which can involve
and overwhelm the observer's look. 

Kathy

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

"The richness I achieve comes from nature, the source of my inspiration."
(Claude Monet)
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Katja Tomzig is a German professional artist taking part in international solo and group
exhibitions. At “Orizzonti Trasversali’” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Katja
presents two paintings. Her art is characterized by fantastic creatures and sceneries, made by
uncontrolled blob of colours, whose aim is to bring joy, light and love into the lives of the
viewers. In “A cosmic birth or Sandman's closing time”, a blue figure stands out against a
white background. As with all Katja's works, zooming in on the figure we can see many small
details that distinguish it, not only veins, bubbles and colors that mix with each other, but also
real profiles and faces of other figures. The character depicted in this work is Sandman with
Katja has a very special connection with: when she was a child, every evening the "Evening
Greetings" for children came on TV. The sandman came in constantly changing vehicles and
visited a family. There, everyone watched a short film for children together, then the sandman
scattered his sleeping sand, whereupon everyone was immediately tired. And then when
everyone was in bed, the sandman drove away again and the best thing was: no one knew
where and what he was doing then. When she was a child, Katja's dream was therefore to
become like him and take his place because, ironically, she thought that when she grew up he
would already retire from his job. 

Katja Tomzig



The second artwork exhibited, “The Making of a World”, is a diptych with an amber
background on which a series of colored figures stand out, intertwining with each other,
creating a heterogeneous set of shapes and colors. Once again, if you look in detail, we can
see many small mysterious entities looking at us, transporting us to a mysterious world but
also to childhood in which there were monsters and cartoon characters to play with. As with
any Katja painting each viewer can look individually at what he can discover and thus find his
own personal interpretation of the picture. In this one, a world is just coming into being. In the
middle the sun, on two sides water and everywhere ether as the original substance of all
known life. To the right of the sun, three beings that seem to float between everything and let
a kind of seed or eggs flow out of their nose, eyes and mouth into the room. The seahorse
family is complete and above the scene a jellyfish with a fly curled around its neck. The snake
is shedding its skin to become a heavenly miraculous creature. Above him, an all-protecting
small, delicate figure with a large hand. The dragon and the turtle - probably formed from one
- are just separating their bodies into individuals. At this point it becomes very interesting in
the hanging of the two pictures, which are framed in frameless picture holders - depending on
the distance between the two on the wall, the more the expression changes.

Katja Tomzig

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Essential cuts, neutral colours, simple but striking shapes and lines. Artist Kazu Tsutsumi's work, with its
minimalist matrix, holds a great and profound meaning, that of freedom and peace. The flower represents
a democratic society, and the golden ratio is used for its shaping. Through the shape of the pyramid,
Kazu, represents the order of society, which only translates into true freedom if everyone gives up a part
of their own. Through this process, the creation of people's wealth and happiness is created and change is
brought about. Horizon of Freedom investigates the possibility that architectural structures can offer to
achieve the ultimate in beauty, the potential of a simple form is in fact that of being able to assume,
depending on the context, an ever-changing, moving structure. Moreover, beyond objectivity, which is
the basic concept of minimalism, the work poses an alternative to the illusory gaze, posing questions to
the viewer. Kazu uses dots to express the feeling of freedom and peace. The pyramid design, which
alludes to the pyramid society, represents order but in this order not everyone is free, only dictators are.
The flower, on the other hand, represents the dynamism created by freedom. The artist's work provides an
opportunity to analyse current society in order to offer a positivist hook to use in interpreting the future. A
positive future, which has something in store for each of us if we know how to take the signs in the best
way.

Kazu Tsutsumi

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“Creativity takes courage.” (Henri Matisse)
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Reality has always been subjective, it is in the eyes of the beholder. Through his artworks, the artist Kefil Belkacem, in
the international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, gives a unique depition and
portrayal of reality, filtered through his unique perspective. He creates highly detailed, surreal portraits and landscapes,
that are a mix of different art schools: pointillism, expressionism, abstraction and many other art styles that he is able to
fuse in an outstanding way, creating his own distinctive style. Although he continuously experiment and incorporate new
styles in his artistic research, believing that the artist should not limit his creative urge, Belkacem is able to maintain his
own personality and originality in all of his paintings. The complexity of his artworks lies in the fact that they go beyond
the simple representation of things, they are based on the philosophical and psychological theories of perception, how
the human mind elaborates what it sees and the meaning of reality. The artworks can be perceived and interpreted in
hundreds of different ways depending on the viewer’s state of mind and experience. This means that the real artworks
are not the physical ones, but the images created and provoked in the viewer’s mind by seeing the artworks. That is why
the artist never names his artwork, to leave that duty to the viewer who can contemplate it and project in it their own
meaning.

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy

Kefil Belkacem

“The world ultimately is what we say it is.”  (David Friedrich Strauss)
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Art has the ability to evoke emotions, feelings as well as memories. Flashes of life are irretrievably imprinted on the medium to
escape the inevitable destruction of memories that time implements against our memory. Life flows placidly, following an ever-
straight, constant and inexorable timeline. As the days and years pass, we collect more and more reminiscences that, like small
stars, go to rest on that impassive and unchangeable timeline. Memories, after all, shape each of our lives. It can be said that we
ourselves live, change and modify who we are based on past reminiscences. Whether willingly or unwillingly, consciously or
subconsciously, memories accompany us throughout our lives, and this is a process that cannot be avoided in any way. Keiko's art
smells of flashes of everyday life, of reminiscences of a sweet and melancholy past. Tiny gestures, tiny details enrich the memory
blurred in the artist's mind, who, through color and brushwork, manages to bring the past to life so vividly that it moves the
viewer. The use of an earthy and guttural color palette has the power to make what is depicted warm and sweet; whether it is
reality or fantasy matters little. Through these works, one can sense a strong attachment to reality: from the light that is modulated
according to the time of day, to the physiognomy of the people depicted to the material representation of a body of water. Keiko's
works bypass the canonical space-time to graft themselves into a limbo of their own, where creativity is inextricably united with
the world of the real and the everyday to create unprecedented results. Impressionist inspiration is, in this sense, perfect for best
expressing the creative spark that the artist retains within herself. Attachment to the real is one of the foundations of the late 19th
century movement, and the Impressionist influence is highly palpable in both the modulation, the high presence of detail and the
systemic importance Keiko gives to light. The same eagerness and impetus is present in representing the atmosphere of events and
the air surrounding things as if the latter were palpable, tangible. With "The Summer" we are in the presence of an extremely
gentle work. Although a conspicuous amount of blue pigment involved, the atmosphere is warm and serene. A little girl is
portrayed as she is lowering her sunglasses onto her little nose while the blazing sun illuminates her face. In being impressionistic,
it is a work so real that it is capable of literally inducing a false memory. Indeed, the memory goes to a little girl who, during a day
at the beach, pulls down her sunglasses to get a better look at something that caught her eye. The ochre-colored sand, the sea as
bluish as the scrub present at the corner of the work, the clouds in the sky as white and fluffy as the milky patches between the sea
scrub and the guttural ochre of the beach. It is a false memory, I realize. Still, imagining the scenery is wonderful.

Keiko M. H.

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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A Koi
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The Early Spring 



Keiko M. H.

The Summer 



At the international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI hosted by the international art
gallery M.A.D.S.a great and long-awaited return, that of Ken Hunter's wonderful artistic
expression. Graffiti art combines with the memory of Gauguin's compendium paintings. The
King In I "is inspired by an old song from the 1970s called Deck of Life. It happened during one
of the first Jamaican lockouts where people were fighting against relentless propaganda that
generated a new way of thinking about political awareness throughout oppressed Jamaica'. Ken
gives us another glimpse of life, of sincere, honest art that comes from the concreteness of lived
events, a cross-section of life and society. The sincerity that characterises his works is
sublimated by his style: direct, confident, fearless. Primitivism returns, it is completely in the
artist's style and is his trademark, denoting a strong, confident personality. Ken gives us
straightforward, pure lines, decisive, clean colours, energetic brushstrokes. Our artist
communicates in a direct manner and for this reason he has the merit of creating a strong
connection with the observer, honest characters are back: the subject of the work presented has a
strongly characterised expression thanks to the skilful use of lines and colour. 

Ken Hunter

"I feel as though art is inspired by feelings" (Ken Hunter)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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Fatuous fires, small flames that may appear to be the result of magic, are instead the result of a chemical
process that, although it has not been thoroughly studied, seems to be caused by the combustion of
various substances, such as phosphorous gas or methane, produced by the decomposition of organic
material of animal or plant origin. Traditionally and according to popular folklore, fatuous fires represent
the souls of the recently dead, wandering until the time comes to enter purgatory. Seeing this
phenomenon can be considered a good or a bad sign; for instance, in some European countries, it is
considered a bad sign, because the fires are interpreted as evil spirits trying to distract the traveller from
the path he is on with the aim of making him lose his way. The fatuous fire has the characteristic of
moving away the moment you get close to it; when you are about to reach it, it 'retracts', moves a few
metres further away, and so leads you to wander and stray from your path, always under the illusion that
you are now close to it. Because of this characteristic, it has now entered the Italian vocabulary as a
metaphor for 'illusion, passing passion, unattainable ideal'. Kern's artwork seems to recall this idea of
fatuous fire and its image becomes a doorway to his ideal world, to be consciously or unconsciously 
 followed. This beautiful  and coloured image gives the audience a reason to stay focused and look for the
artist’s point of view which at some point will disappear to leave the viewer his own.

Kern from Art by Kern
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"The artist is a receptacle of emotions that come from all over: from the sky to the earth, from
a piece of paper, from a shape from a spider's web."

(Pablo Picasso)
 



Therapy 3

Kern from Art by Kern



According to neuropsychologist Rick Hanson, humans are designed for negative thinking: our mind focuses on ‘evil’ and
leaves out the ‘good’, he says. Although it is difficult to recognise and accept these negative forces, humans have the ability to
do so by turning them into positive ones and leading their lives towards a better direction. For Korean artist Kim Dae Gyeom,
art is his means to best represent this human condition. The artist seeks a new way of expression representing human figures,
some based on a personal re-interpretation of famous paintings, others coming from his imaginary mind. His painting
language is beautifully dramatic, as he follows a double principle of human life: the constant fight of darkness and the
acceptance and overcoming of it, which leads to a vital energy that addresses life. Kim Dae Gyeom wants to explore the
blurry gap between what one can and cannot control, that line that exists between the forced awareness of one’s self and the
complete loss of control of one’s stimuli. His artworks are enigmatic and mysterious, imbued with a dark atmosphere that
surrounds the human figures, which he depicts so vehemently and romantically. The artist pays particular attention to the
study “of the ills of the intellect that hinders reason” as Francisco Goya said and did, and it is Goya’s painting “Saturn
Devouring His Son” that Kim Dae Gyeom re-interprets in the work that he calls “Ego”. While the composition of the painting
is the same as Goya’s artwork, Kim Dae Gyeom paints Saturn with blue, dark and colder colours: his face is blurred as the rest
of his body, the colours are painted with long and quick brushstrokes, which lead the figure to almost melt with the abstract,
un-physical, dark background. The child that Saturn eats in Goya’s painting becomes a dark spot resembling a human body in
Kim Dae Gyeom’s work. In a very disturbing way, the artist emphasises human fragility by depicting the internal conflict of
human beings in their attempt to smooth their harder and negative selves. Here, Kim Dae Gyeom invites the viewers to take a
journey into themselves by discovering their innermost fears and evils.

Kim Dae Gyeom

Art Curator Martina Lattuca

“Every canvas is a journey all its own.”(Helen Frankenthaler)



Kim Dae Gyeom

Ego



Fantasy is the cornerstone of Klaus Bröking's art. It allows the artist to dare, to give voice to
his creative mind and concreteness to his thoughts. This unshakable loyalty to himself and to
his inspiring "muse" is in all respects an act of courage. The irrepressible inspiration that
resides in Klaus's artworks has the immediacy of those who have always experienced art as a
natural and spontaneous mode of expression. The WalkingOnSunshine series - admired on the
occasion of the exhibition Orizzonti Trasversali - allows the observer to enter a kaleidoscopic
and multiform universe, in constant change. The minutiae in every single detail pervades every
centimeter of the canvas, with a sort of frenetic horror vacui that captures the attention from
the first glance. And at this point Klaus takes another step in defining himself as a complete
artist.

Art is not what you see, but what you make others see. (Edgar Degas)

Klaus Bröking



If fantasy was the foundation of his creative nature, he also leads the viewer to exercise this
capacity of imagination when approaching the artwork. The artist, in fact, creates a colorful
world full of fantastic creatures without providing a unique interpretation. He lets himself be
surprised by his own imagination, and seems to wish the same for the observer. Precisely for
this reason, the series presents the same work rotated on all four sides. Just as there is no
presupposition of only one way of interpretation, equally there is no right or wrong way to look
at the work. Indeed, the artist suggests new points of view, new perspectives that give shape to
details hitherto hidden. Klaus Bröking's experiment gives life to a work that is both multiple
and unitary, endowed with a polysemantic and cryptic language, inaccessible to everything
except the imagination.

Klaus Bröking

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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WalkingOnSunshine2

Klaus Bröking
 
 



WalkingOnSunshine3

Klaus Bröking
 
 



WalkingOnSunshine4

Klaus Bröking
 
 



The artworks by Laura Chan, a contemporary visual artist living and working in Mexico, are magnificent
fusions of energy, beauty and intense dynamism. Linked to an abstract expressiveness, which at times
merges with a barely perceptible figuration, she takes us on a journey towards an imaginary world imbued
with emotionality and playfulness, where our gaze gets lost dancing between one color and another.
Blues, yellows and pinks alternate with neutral colors, filling the space with intriguing landscapes of the
soul. Her works convey vibrant feelings, managing to tell us a vision of life full of wonder. In the work
'SUSURROS DE COLOR', pastel colors form a backdrop for more intense and electric colors, allowing
the main subject of the work to emerge strongly: a sensual mouth with full lips. It stands out in the centre
of the canvas, in all its sensuality, as if it were about to tell us something. A cavity through which breath,
speech and food pass, the mouth is a symbol of the breath of the soul and creative power. In universal
iconography it is represented either by the jaws of the monster or the lips of the angel; it is the gateway to
the underworld or the gateway to paradise. Laura Chan's artistic research, characterized by lightness and
spontaneity, brings her attention to this element as an unstoppable source of communication. A place
where speech takes shape and where the beloved is met for the first time. Even in their silence these lips
radiate a passionate tranquillity, enveloping the observer in an echo of pleasant whispers that awaken our
soul between instinct and harmony.

“Colors, like features, follow the changes of the emotions.” (Pablo Picasso)

Laura Chan

Art Curator Francesca Brunello



Laura Chan

SUSURROS DE COLOR



When Napoleon Bonaparte embarked on the Egyptian Campaign in 1798, he brought with him not only
soldiers, but also a contingent of scientists. Among them was Monge, who observed and explained the
mirage: the air is warmer the closer you get to sunburnt ground, which means that the closer you get to
the ground, the less dense the air is. Now, light radiation, when passing through different materials,
undergoes a certain slowing down and deflection, depending on the magnitude of the refractive index of
the material. The warm air near the ground, which is less dense, has a lower refractive index than the air
above, and the light, as it passes through layers of air that refract it differently, reaches the critical angle
of total reflection: we, looking straight at the ground, are not actually seeing what is there, but something
above. So in the desert we see a lake on the ground, but it is a reflection of the sky.  The mirage. A
scientific explanation that apparently leaves us helpless, in the face of such a phenomenon, is instead an
opportunity to read art through, as always, light.This explains how what can otherwise only be imagined
becomes reality. Water in the desert, a burning desire, a yearning need, something that exists solely and
exclusively through a change in point of view. Literally, from another angle, this would be impossible to
see. And it is Laura Passeri's impossible imagery that we enjoy today, in front of this splendid oil painting
on canvas.  Two animals on their way towards the impossible and unreachable that slowly takes shape,
becoming attainable and tangible. A sunset made of lights serving the perspective of hope. 

Laura Passeri
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

“A journey, towards a mirage, never ends."
(Ehsan Sehgal)



Camel caravan in Salt Desert

Laura Passeri



If often the artistic expression is interpreted as the need to unravel one's torments, sometimes it
takes on an opposite connotation. Not of tribulation, but of serenity; not of anguish, but of joy. Lea
Nike's creative process can be assimilated to this second (and rarer) trend, and stems from a deep
sense of inner peace. Lea's art allows us the privilege of entering an intimate and ethereal world,
in which soft clouds of color illuminate the canvas with impalpable grace. Vertical Perception is a
wonderful example of the mental harmony that Lea radiates around herself and the uncommon
ability to visually concretize it. Abstract art thus becomes the privileged means to enhance the
ineffable object of the composition and to fully represent a plurality of emotions and sensations.
The soft tones of pink, the light white notes and the vibrant shades of green and gold envelop the
gaze in a reassuring embrace, and invite to a meditative contemplation. The viewer participates in
the sublime vision that the artist shares, and enjoys the sophisticated beauty of the painting from a
uchronic point of view. Approaching the artistic universe of Lea Nike means letting oneself be
guided in an atmosphere outside of time and grasping the natural spontaneity with which the artist
reveals the brightest part of herself, and encourages each one to discover a similar light within
himself. It is a real invitation to life, an ancestral hymn to introspection indicated with the
lightness of a petal on a flowery stream, but catalyzing and enchanting like a daydream.

How far that little candle throws his beams! So shines a good deed in a weary world.”
(William Shakespeare)

Lea Nike

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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The driving force that moves Léah Driessen's art can be defined as the ability to create something
unpredictable and out of any predefined scheme. This peculiar trend, originating from the
multicultural family context, has found its perfect expression in the art of collage, which by its
definition brings together different or even dissonant elements to create a unitary and harmonious
whole. Plutonic Collision - the work presented on the occasion of the exhibition Orizzonti Trasversali
- underlines the great affinity with the collage technique, and surprises the viewer for visual and
semantic juxtapositions apparently in contrast to each other. The composition, in fact, breaks the
rhythm of the two cosmic visions in the right and lower part of the work with the inclusion of an
image taken from a fashion magazine. This is a black and white photo of a beautiful model, who
seems to stand out on the interstellar explosion as a superior presence. With this visionary and
unconventional work, Léah manages to elaborate an interesting ensemble of contrasts, based on the
chromatic opposition between black and white on one side and vibrant colors on the other, between
abstract and concrete. But not only. One can also guess a deeper intent on the part of the artist, which
goes far beyond the visible form. She induces the observer to adopt her own point of view, pushes
them to question themselves and to search for a meaning to what cannot be explained by a fleeting
first impression. Léah Driessen thus realizes a visual metaphor of great effectiveness, and above all
makes us partakers of a fascinating and original perspective, capable of giving new stimuli to every
glance.

Léah Driessen

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

Vision is the art of seeing what is invisible to other. (Jonathan Swift)



Plutonic Collision 

Léah Driessen



American artist Lily Perry participates in "Orizzonti Trasversali" exhibition held by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery with three untitled masterpieces. What we catch in her
artworks is her audacity in creating paintings with pure abstractionism through
experimental processes such as the use of the most disparate media including
acrylic, home painting, graphite, markers and crayons. In fact, often in her artworks
we find unexpected elements such as glass or conduit tape. The artist is thus able to
express her creativity to the maximum without the need to transpose real figures or
scenarios. The three paintings exhibited consist so of geometric figures placed in an
abstract dimension, mostly made of squares and rectangle that break the harmonic
patterns in which they are placed. In particular, two of these artworks detached from
the third one, composed of shades of gray, showing the presence of strong and lively
colors that burst onto the canvas. Precise and irregular strokes are dampened by the
more instinctive and imprecise ones, breaking the balance of the representation.

Lily Perry

Art Curator Angela Papa
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Landscape in comics can sometimes play a more prominent role, moving from setting to subject.
Landscape plays a role that is traditional in Far Eastern visual art, where the representation of place has
always been deputed to convey what one does not want or cannot say directly. Landscape not only
expresses an emotional state, but directly so: emotionality and landscape are practically one and the same.
Linn Lovtjärn is inspired by this world of comics, manga, and graphic novels in general for his artwork.
The science fiction theme that can be inferred from his paintings is little more than an excuse, useful for
more freedom, and playing on large panoramic images. The landscape is somehow also the stillness of the
world around us, in itself neither beautiful nor ugly, but certainly enveloping. With these paintings, we
find ourselves embedded in a context that shifts from being ephemeral and temporary, as everything
around us we know it to be as everything transforms, to becoming an essentially eternal concept. Not just
an image then but an emotion, a condition of being. A gaze that once settled has no possibility of moving,
a dream, perhaps, an opportunity.

Linn Lovtjärn 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Architecture is a fact of art, a phenomenon that arouses emotion, beyond the problems of
construction, beyond them."

(LE CORBUSIER)



Crow Castle

Linn Lovtjärn 



Through physics we come to discover that the present is something to do with our way of perceiving a
reality that does not distinguish one present moment from another. From a physical point of view, in fact,
it is as if all instants of time were present, each from its own perspective, and therefore, in fact, none is
present. According to physics, the present depends on the observer living, experiencing, an event, and
therefore it is not the event itself, intrinsically and independently of us, that is present. Being present, in
fact, depends on an interaction between present and us. And so, the concept of the elusiveness of time
gradually becomes clear and tangible, of our presence we can only imagine a here but no longer a now. If
painting throughout history has also been concerned with marking the passage of time, distributing a kind
of flow of thoughts evenly along the line of space as we know it; we now see painting blending into the
currents. An artistic adherence to the main thought of the human being, being present. A gaze that turns
towards one's own inner time, an illuminating search and discovery of unlived moments, to be lived or
perhaps to be relived. Lisa Morantin paints the friction that inexorably takes place during these multiple
parallel paths, roads that meet, strata that belong to each other or have belonged to each other, come
closer and move apart, creating sparks and generating perpetual fires.

 Lisa Morantin
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

“Art is continuous research, assimilation of past experiences, addition of new experiences, in
form, content, material, technique, means."

(Bruno Munari)



Apocalypse

 Lisa Morantin
 



La Bataille des Dieux

 Lisa Morantin
 



Crépuscule

 Lisa Morantin
 



Liso Cassano is an exceptional artist and videomaker. Her creations range between visual and pictorial art,
cinema and poetry. She often creates a final product that encompasses all these passions. The artist likes to focus
on human faces, on the pure emotions that colours and landscapes evoke. She depicts the soul and interiority of
her subjects, capturing details that escape the human eye. She observes the world with curiosity, allowing herself
to be fascinated by sensations and suggestions. She does not limit herself to visually representing what she sees,
she wants to dig deeper. Through glances, attitudes, movements, she explores the soul and the psyche, gathering
different stimuli that tell of the human experience. His pictorial works include 'Blue Shell' and '6 AM'. The style
they share is evident: distinct brushstrokes that blend close together, creating contrasts of light and shadow that
give volume and three-dimensionality. What varies is the subject matter. In 'Blue Shell', Liso decides to make a
self-portrait of himself. Her gaze is fixed in the void and through her large, clear eyes. The viewer can see
himself again. What interests Liso is not the realistic representation but the symbolic and spiritual one. Simply
by looking at her face, one empathises with her. The brushstrokes are fluid and sinuous, following the features
without forcing or outlining them. In '6AM', on the other hand, the subject is the human body. Liso studies
position, perspective and the portion of the body he intends to show. The visual cut is oblique, concentrating on
the chest and gently exposed breasts. The artwork is free of obscenity, appearing elegant and sinuous. The
brushstrokes follow the body, enveloping it. The lighter brushstrokes reflect the light. The colour tones are on
the tone of yellow, very soft and refined. Liso chooses a captivating and evocative photographic cut. In the short
video 'Wind carrese gold'. The artist encloses a combination of cinema, photography and poetry. The video
follows a path that starts with the human face and continues by approaching nature. It refers to colours,
landscapes. Short poetic passages narrated in a soft voice overlap with natural sounds. She divides the video into
small chapters, focusing on different subjects, but always connected to the human-world-feeling relationship. A
bond, the one he narrates, that is indissoluble. A journey through visual and auditory stimuli that calls the five
senses relationship. Images and music caress the soul and accompany it to places without space and time,
surrounded by art because art is everything that surrounds us.

Liso Cassano
 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Lizel Bovit conceives artistic language as an indomitable self-expression. Her bursting creative energy
materializes in a unique and powerful style, capable of catalyzing the viewer's attention with a blink of an
eye. Thanks to an in-depth study as a self-taught artist, Lizel soon distinguished herself nationally and
internationally, conveying her great verve through her works. The artworks presented on the occasion of
Orizzonti Trasversali are a brilliant demonstration of this, starting with Ad Vitam, which underlines the
artist's preference for abstractionism. The work is presented as an unpredictable flow of acrylics and
mixed media that chase each other on the canvas in a frenetic alternation of straight and curved lines, and
amazing chromatic games. An irresistible dynamism, which transports the mind to an authentic joy of
living, a real tribute to life (ad vitam, in fact). The bright colors of Ad Vitam are tinged with a sumptuous
and bewitching darkness in Fuego in Obscuritas, in which the hazy shades of black and red dominate.
Lizel creates an enigmatic composition, which leads us to dwell on it to grasp its elusive and fascinating
nature. In particular, the artist alternates the indefiniteness of the leaden cloud of black with the precision
of the geometries underlined by white and red, which ideally pierce the obscurity. With Trojan Mystery,
Lizel gives shape and color to an apparently more subdued dimension, floating in the center of an ethereal
whiteness. However, despite the soft edges, on the canvas it seems to contain the power of a fiery fire,
which flares up in the upper part to sink into a leaden cloud in the lower part. The most amazing aspect of
Lizel Bovit's art is the ability to move away from the obvious, from refraining from offering a unique
interpretation and allowing the viewer the same imaginative freedom that guides her creative process. At
this point, it is no longer a simple contemplation, but an intense and complete emotional experience.

Be unpredictable, be real, be interesting. Tell a good story. (James Dashner)

Lizel Bovit

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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The artist Lorenzo skr was born in Brazil in 1990 and currently resides in France. His passion for drawing
and art accompanies him throughout his life. In particular, he is attracted to graffiti art, the Lettering
technique and abstract art. His art is influenced by his many travels and techno music. He loves to
observe everything around him in the city and in nature and turn it into art. Through abstract and digital
art, he brings images from his imagination to life. The work he is presenting in this exhibition, entitled
N.9, is a digital work created from one of his original drawings, which he subsequently modified in
Photoshop to recreate symmetry. Through the manipulation of the image, the artist transports the viewer
into a new reality. The kaleidoscopic images, which jabber with the viewer's perception, enchant him and
make him struggle to detach himself from the work. Thanks to digital art, the original image is distorted,
transformed and subdivided into a set of geometric figures, giving rise to a new work with an entirely
new meaning. The artist is driven by the quest for perfection and this allows him to create extremely
symmetrical and geometrically perfect works that enrapture the viewer's gaze, transporting him into a
meditative and hypnotic state. 

Lorenzo Skr

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Documented from the earliest antiquity, the Cross is, among geometric figures, the third fundamental
symbol, after the circle and the square. In Christianity it has successively taken on different
representations and meanings: the Crucified, the Christ, the Word, the Second Person of the Trinity.The
cross becomes, however, with time, a symbol of human suffering on earth. Suffering seen with a religious
sense of the term, an almost necessary suffering, devoted to the atonement of sins and finally to the
liberation of one's soul. Lotus' paintings have as their subject two cross forms, one more accurately
described as a cross than the other but with the same spatial setting. 

Lotus



Works of art that by their presence seem to emanate an illuminating light, expected, desired and perhaps
yearned for. In these paintings there is a sense of having reached an ideal point of arrival, an imaginary
and ethereal place where one can be blessed. The gold leaf winks at medieval art bringing the viewer back
to a sacred dimension that does not necessarily tie to a specific creed but suggests that something divine is
about to happen.

Lotus

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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Luciana Barbieri is a special artist able to create in every canvas a frame, as if the painting was a slide that
introduces us to an exact character involved in an exact action. If we start from the first painting she
presents titled back view naked Woman, we can see a woman from behind. The woman seems to hide in
front of the observer. The ability of the artist regards not just the representation of a singular character but
also she wants to describe correctly the action in which the figure is involved. As if she wants to tell us a
piece of a story. The viewer becomes attracted to this figure, and wants to learn more about her. In this
way the painting creates a contact, a dialogue with who observes that now at the moment of watching
seems to say: -don’t be shy and show yourself to me-. The second painting has a similar intention. The
title is Sad Ballerina, and shows us a woman while undressing. She seems to do that with modesty and
fear, as if she doesn’t want to be seen during this action. The artist in this occasion is able to describe us
also the emotions of the painting’s protagonist. The third painting represents something different from the
two already presented. The composition is a representation of Van Gogh’s artwork, and with this citation
the artist wants to recreate the same atmosphere of the Van Gogh painting, at the same time she preserve
her peculiar style and she choose the element that fascinates most her sensibility. As if she wants to say
this is my perspective from which I see the art of this great artist. This formal choice communicates with
the message of this international art exhibition’s concept. The idea is to reveal to the viewers a new
perspective from watching the world or maybe the art. 

Luciana Barbieri 

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Madcake is without a doubt, an artist with an unmistakable style. Her works share a number of common
features that are impossible not to notice and that make her creations explosive. Something extremely
magnetic glues the viewer to her works. It may be the strong, irreverent colours, the disruptive lines or the
subjects somewhere between graffiti, cartoons and street art. The cheerfulness, light-heartedness and joy
that Madcake's drawings emanate is indescribable. An explosion of colours and lines that become
immediately iconic and empathetic. As in 'Edward' where a cute koala appears to skate merrily. The lines
are spontaneous, without programming. The artist moves over the surface, letting the subjects bring the
artwork to life. Using a mixed technique of spray and felt-tip pens, she creates eye-catching graphic
designs that often, as in this case, have animals as protagonists. When drawing, Madcake gives voice to
the automatisms in her psyche created by her imagination. Elusive creativity is trapped in brushstrokes of
colour. Thoughts take shape, emotions manifest, everything makes sense. In 'Watson' an owl is born from
intuitive lines. The few black lines serve to give support to the drawing but are not limits imposed on the
colour, which is instead free to drip, expand and blend. The eyes are wide open, cheerful and playful.
They observe the viewer and take him by surprise. The contrast between the colour spread by the spray
can, evanescent, and the sharp lines of black outlining the figure is interesting. Everything exudes grass
and happiness. Madcake takes the viewer back to the world of childhood, where everything appeared
more colourful and simpler. In 'Crackerjack' she uses the same stratagem. Sharp lines, cute and
humanised subjects taken from the animal world, fluorescent colours and the inclusion of small details
such as the crown and the ladybird. The background is neutral, except for a few splashes of colour to
make the subject stand out. What Madcake does is to allow the audience to create a story for each of her
artworks, providing them with different symbols and stimuli that they can use to unleash their creativity
and let their subconscious mind do the work.

Madcake
 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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The Japanese artist, originally from Saroma, has been fascinated by calligraphy and painting since
childhood. He then turned to design, in particular the creation of logos and drawings. His strong passion
for calligraphy resulted in the totally unique and new creation, which has the peculiarity of not leaving
brush lines, defined as the 'New Japanese Ink Painting'. Thanks to this technique and the study of paper,
he paints the essence of Japan, tracing the country's traditions and expressing the beauty of the land.
Thanks to her familiarity with brush techniques, Makoto's works are sensitive to pictorial values where
the stroke is important. Works that are born with a purpose, full of feelings and sensations, but above all
bearers of tradition and respect. Observing the artist's works one regains the strength of time, the archaic
beauty of Japan's traditions, but at the same time one perceives the importance of environmental
protection themes, heedless of the subjects that animate the paintings. The beauty of the drawing and the
delicacy of the colours allow a peaceful contemplation of the artist's works in which warmer tones
contrast with cooler ones in a delicate colour balance full of beauty. In his works, Makoto lets us float in a
gentle tide of sensations, triggering anecdotes about his life in Japan, a kind of quest rooted in history and
tradition that has no intention of ending. All this leads us into a distant world governed by magical rules,
and magic cannot be explained, only allowed to envelop us. 

Makoto Ambo

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“If the artist has outer and inner eyes for nature, nature rewards him by giving him
inspiration.” (Wassily Kandinsky)
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Maria Eulalia is a Brazilian artist. She studied drawing, sculpture and art history in the past year but she
dedicated her professional life being a Mathematics professor. Maria Eulalia returned to art in the past few
years focusing on small-format watercolors. On the occasion of the International Art Exhibition “Orizzonti
Trasversali” at M.A.D.S Art Gallery, she exhibits three of these beautiful watercolors. The first one is
“Maritacas” which means “parrots”. In fact, we see many trees, two of which are larger and more robust in the
foreground where many green parrots are resting. At first glance, they may seem like leaves of a beautiful
bright green but looking more carefully you realize that Maria Eulalia has drawn with great skill and precision,
the rest of these small and nice birds. The second work is “O que percebe quando olha o horizonte?” , in english
“What do you notice when you look at the horizon?” is a completely blue drawing, with not very defined shapes
which, as the title suggests, represents the horizon. The artist has decided to represent an evocative, very strong
image that can bring to mind a memory. It’s a work that brings peace to the viewer thanks to the use of a single
color diluted in different shades. The question mark in the title leaves the interpretation of the work open: the
artist wants the viewer to identify with it, in this way each of us can interpret it differently based on their
experiences and feelings. The third and last painting is “Árvores são lares” which means “trees are homes”.
Here too, as in the first work, we find trees represented, but in this they are the protagonists of the watercolor.
Big trees with fluid shapes stand out against a white background, birds lean on them. Trees are home, they
recall a memory or represent a sense of familiarity that Maria Eulalia wants to convey. In all the paintings the
artist plays with the simple colors of nature, like blue and green. Maria Eulalia gives us works of great delicacy
and softness. It's the soul of the artist that we see in these little, gentle works gifted to us and that we are
privileged to admire. 

Maria Eulalia

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

“The artist must train not only his eye, but also his soul”
(Vasilij Kandinskij)

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/10269
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María Jaureguialzo, an Argentine artist, proposes "Laberinto Caleidocópico", an artwork very far from the
modern abstraction we are used to. Her artistic intentionality lies in the desire to play with the viewer,
inviting him to become an active part and to create a connection with the artwork. The numerous and
dense geometric textures speak to us of complexity, of the presence of numerous facets, as for the human
soul, but also of rigor, order and geometry of the forms. María Jaureguialzo's work acquires the shape of a
dead end labyrinth, as if to indicate the complexity of the human soul, within which one can often get
lost. Plurality of horizons, of visions, which coexist in us: visions, perceptions in reference to order or
chaos, it is up to each of us to weave the Arianna's thread, in reference of mythology, that helps us to
discover all the sides of the labyrinth in order to find an intimate connection and deep with one's being. A
balanced and analytical connection also from the compositional point of view, in stark contrast to the
chaos of the world.

María Jaureguialzo
"The mind is a labyrinth. The way we venture into it makes us understand the nature of our

thoughts. The way we find the exit makes us understand
the essence of our soul."

(Luca Doveri)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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The art of Marialuisa Sabato takes Nature in all its majesty as inspiration, as a starting point, to explore
and investigate those enchanted worlds still not populated and disfigured by human violence. The love for
nature and animals manifests itself in all its power and what the artist aspires to and the representation of
hidden worlds, not yet explored, which however need to be revealed, without disturbing or damaging
their mystical and ancestral aura. What Nature has managed to create most beautiful is represented by
Marialuisa Sabato with skill and power, thanks also to a strong and vibrant chromatic choice. Its oases of
peace, where plants and animals coexist and interact with each other, speak of tranquility, welcome and
lightness, but also of curiosity, enigmas and mystery. As, after all, it is also life itself, a life of connections
with the outside world, with the most remote particularity of things and, above all, with Nature, our real
home.

Marialuisa Sabato
"Looking at the beauty of nature is the first step in purifying the mind."

(Amit Ray)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Mariola Wróblewski is an abstract artist who creates works encompassing a mix of different
stimuli, cultures and styles. Inspired by her surroundings and her life experience, she encapsulates
emotions and feelings in her canvases that become symbols of human existence. She lets art speak
for her, transporting the viewer into unexplored universes and letting him or her give subjective
interpretation to her creations. Enchanted atmospheres, colours of nature, subtle light and contrast.
All enclosed in a canvas that holds a different story. Mariola's life experiences have allowed her to
accumulate memories and images that she incorporates into each of her creations. In 'Forest Light'
she creates an abstract landscape through the technique of fluid painting. Green is mixed with
black, blue and yellow. Giving light is the colour gold, often used by the artist. A fresh, original
artwork from which the love for nature transpires, described as something pure and at the same
time disruptive. The colour registers movement on the canvas and is free to wander, to create new
combinations. Small lights try to emerge like glimmers at dawn. A mixture of sensations make their
way through the tree canopies. Light and shadow chase each other, creating a translucent, iridescent
effect. Abstract art becomes concrete, tangible. The painting technique used allows the viewer to be
immediately enveloped in the warmth of colour. Mariola does not use concrete images but
evocative abstract visions that summarise the whirlwind of emotions that overwhelms us when
faced with natural scenery. A contemporary work in which nature is the protagonist, even if not in
the canonical vision to which we are accustomed. What surrounds us represented through the art of
emotions, before limits and made only of light and colour. Boundaries dissolve, dividing lines cease
to exist. We become one with the work. 

Mariola Wroblewski

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Masaki Hirokawa is a renowned Japanese artist whose wide range of activities includes
digital artworks, graphic design, smartphone app development, interactive movie production
and website development. At “Orizzonti Trasversali” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, Masaki presents two of his beautiful and deep artworks. "Glance" portrays a girl,
reproduced three times, covered by a black polka dot veil that hides, but also reveals, the
beauty and elegance of her features. The dark veil in fact enhances the woman's light eyes by
creating a chromatic contrast and enhancing the depth of the whole, deeply capturing the
observer. As the artist says, this artwork was created in an attempt to embody the depths of
the human psyche in society: every person has a soul in their eyes, the ability to perceive and
see past and present lives of all people, including themselves. All things are not "known" but
“remembered”. There are forward and reverse relationships in human encounters, and even if
the target person has a good relationship in this life, it may be good or bad depending on the
timing of the encounter. Even seemingly good friends are always playing games to adjust
their destiny in the unconscious world, and their relationship changes with time and
circumstance so that their souls will be on a path that is more conducive to learning. 

Masaki Hirokawa



The many eyes in this artwork can be frightening, or they can be compassionate. Whatever
the impression, the eyes are the mirror of the soul, and they are here now because of God's
love and design, all for the greater purpose of the soul's growth". “Gnosticism”, the second
work exhibited, is instead complex and we could even say provocative. The subject of the
work is in fact a rather young nun completely surrounded by hands sprinkled with pink glitter
holding equally pink apples. Referring to the story of original sin and divine temptation
towards Adam and Eve by means of an apple, the representation of the young nun appears
then in another light: tempted by sparkling and palatable apples, she looks us straight in the
eye, petrified and scared. "What will its end be?" we wonder. Again, the great artist well
known to M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, creates a deep and complex work: as he claims in fact, what
does wisdom mean to humanity? What has wisdom brought to humanity? Can greedily
developing civilization really be called evolution for humanity? Despite these questions, it is
our fierce desire to leave traces of our existence on this planet.

Masaki Hirokawa

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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In the beginning there was the one. An atom that then became a molecule that then became matter. A cell that then became tissue
that then became man. Although our brain is accustomed to observing things with a macroscopic perspective, the latter forgets
that, those masses and objects that it perceives with the naked eye are actually clusters of atoms that, united, form all things
existing in this universe. Solid bodies then, are nothing but atoms that cluster together and stay together because of energy fields.
We forget that we are composed of an innumerable amount of elements, we forget that we are composed of the same atoms that
form rocks, trees and inanimate matter. Mayu Sakamoto sheds light on the small element that gives life to everything we see in
this universe and gives us a taste, through her works, of the characteristics of a world of small dimensions. The artist's microcosm
is composed of blurs, of slow and silent transitions between shades of color, of unique and irreproducible forms. In "Birth" a wave
of warmth pervades our limbs. The orange-pink hue imposes itself with gentle character throughout the composition. Everything
is blurred, everything is illuminated by a suave diffused light that lends a remarkable state of calm to the entire composition. We
seem to stand in front of a filter, we seem to be inside a veil that protects us against the dangers of the outside world. Everything is
calm, peaceful and quiet. In front of our eyes, the light scenery almost reminds us of the inside of a flower or even, one can
perceive the feeling of a new birth, of a new life that has blossomed and is about to observe, with a view still blurred by the
sudden change, the outside world. If "Birth" warms the spirits and carries the vital charge of a new existence, "All" is principle of
everything, is that thing that underlies life itself. The origin of everything visible and unseen in this universe, the work is most
silent. One has the impression of floating in space and moving forward, slowly but surely, in the gravitational wake of the event
horizon of a black hole. Indeed, at the center of the work is a large circular silhouette with an extremely bright outline composed
of pure light. Inside, plays of light, shadows and color changes delight our gaze: it seems as if we are in front of a soap bubble or a
magnifying glass. Whether it is a magnifying glass, a bubble or a black hole does not matter. What is represented in "All" is
literally the whole, the beginning of everything and its end enclosed in the poetic image of the circle. "All" is before life, before
the creation of the world, the moment before the BigBang. It is the smallest and most indivisible element that, though invisible,
underlies all of us and everything around us.

Mayu Sakamoto

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Mediha Sevinç is a Bulgarian-born artist living in Turkey. Sevinç's academic and artistic career allows
her to be particularly successful on a professional and artistic level. The artist is, for the first time, the
guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of "ORIZZONTI
TRASVERSALI" she exhibits a work in which the geometric theme is particularly present. The work
entitled "Reflection" sees two almost perspective semicircles of two shades of orange and placed on what
appears to be the horizon line. The artist herself explains “This artwork is about what we live in our life
and how reflect to our inside. It’s sembolize inner journey that is very special for everybody ; what we get
in this life and how we leave from this life..”. Extremely iconic in the work "Reflection" is the pattern
placed above the two semicircles, which recalls the texture and patterns presented by plants and tree
trunks. The artist superimposed elements of Printmaking Collage that make the work particularly rich in
photos with an oriental vein. The natural pattern connected to the trees is used by the artist as a symbol
that signifies the connection between the sun and the world, the first incarnation of the representation of
life. For the artist, this form of realization of works of art has the ability to give her the ability to express
it and to make her tell the way she sees natural connections and the very essence of life and the way in
which being evolves and it remains thanks to elements such as the world, the Sun and the Moon. 

Mediha Sevinç

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Music and color are united by a deep bond at times: the voice that tells stories, instruments that alternate,
the rhythm that changes. All this makes us experience multiple moods that we show in different ways:
moving and dancing, lying down and reflecting or painting. Mel is a self-taught contemporary artist based
in Miami. For her, music represents a unique source of inspiration: her paintings, in fact, take their title
from the songs she listens to during the creative processes. “Be Here and Now” (2022, acrylic,
watercolors, spray, and oil on canvas) refers to the song by Tinlicker and Nathan Nicholson. The past
comes back to mind: people, happy and difficult moments knock on the door of the heart. Let's not forget
what we have experienced, but now let's think about the present. While she was painting “Just breathe”
(2022, acrylic, spray, and oil on canvas) Mel moved the brush following the rhythm of “Amman” by
Emmit Fenn. Sometimes life puts us to the test: the obstacles seem insurmountable; the suffering
oppresses us killing our dreams. We look for the light on our way and start walking again. “Moments”
(2022, acrylic, watercolors, spray, and oil on canvas) takes its title from the song by Kidnap, Ben Böhmer
and Nils Hofmann. When you feel alive and wanting to discover the world, don't stop: go ahead and make
your life memorable. The artist tells stories through delicate nuances and balanced chromatic
combinations. Her works are characterized by dynamism and harmony at the same time. Mel invites us to
delve into her works by discovering her precious inner world. 

“Art is not a mirror held up to reality, but a hammer with which to shape it.” (Bertolt Brecht)

Mel

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Merle Soolo deals with two-dimensionality in a three-dimensional context. Her works with epoxy resin
have the typical appearance of something that is trapped, stopped, blocked suddenly, before its
transformation, before perhaps its completion. A choice, therefore, to drastically intervene in a process of
which one theoretically has no command. The artist not only meddles in a mechanism but starts it herself,
generates it and then stops it at the right moment. These sculptural pieces are not assimilated as such,
although in some way they are. Their three-dimensionality is not taken into account, we are shown one
side of the coin and that one side only. Every detail of these works of art speaks volumes about the role of
the artist as the conductor and manager at the impassable lookout for her work. Art that by its very steps
and presence emanates a declaration. That of being there, and as such not allowing any kind of intrusion
other than its own. Each composition carries its own emotional and personal load of the object, the
ambiguity of the non-presence of the author's gesture is what makes the work of art of great interest and
contemporary food for thought.

Merle Soolo

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"You use a glass mirror to look at your face and you use works of art to look at your soul."
(GEORGE BERNARD SHAW)
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Messiah Brown is an American-born contemporary visual artist whose artistic research is rooted in the study of
color and the power it intrinsically carries. His artworks inhabited by characters wrapped in surreal settings,
shake the observer, originating contrasting emotions, as alienating as they are seductive. He portrays faces whose
physiognomy and symbolism recall mythological and ancestral tales, where the different color combinations
contribute to making the vision provocative and attractive. A common element we encounter in his works is the
eye, symbol of the divine that sees all. In antiquity, by virtue of its importance as an organ of sense, the eye
habitually appeared as a depiction of the Sun god, and in the Bible it is referred to as the 'eye of God' to represent
his omnipresence and omniscience. In the work "Their Eyes are always Judging", this element is repeated several
times, taking on multiple forms described in different colors and occupying the entire space of the canvas. The
red background allows the blues, yellows, greens and pinks to emerge with intensity, making the entire work
psychedelic and deviant. The often absent or spiral-shaped pupils floating in space surround two faces placed in
the centre of the work. The third eye on their foreheads contributes to telling of an unearthly world. Also known
as the inner eye, within certain religious and esoteric traditions, the third eye is believed to be an organ capable
of perceiving invisible realities located beyond ordinary vision. Through his art, Messiah Brown wants to
accompany the observer towards an inner universe, where only spirituality can reconnect us with the origin of
everything and help us discover an intangible reality. 

“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes.”
(Marcel Proust)

Messiah Brown

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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"All art is exorcism. I paint dreams and also visions, dreams and visions of my time. Painting is an
attempt to create order, order within yourself. There is a lot of chaos within me, there is also a lot of chaos
in our days." This is how Otto Dix described his work and research. Michael Davenport tells of his work
with the same passion and dedication. The apparent unruliness of the artworks unites the two artists at
first glance. The figures with emphasized, almost caricatured features and surreal compositions seem to
conceal with these dreamlike masks an important realism that moves the thought of the artwork. It speaks
of simple life, of popular sentiments however complex. It evinces the great contrasts that have found
fertile ground in art history, the duality and ambiguity of existence, tradition and appropriation, sensuality
and flatness. The artist looks within himself and reports with acrylic on canvas his own point of view.
Very large, huge canvases, that become rooms, that become houses, that become cities. A work of art that
fits into everyday life without hiding, without looking for a side street. A triumphal entrance that alters
the landscape and the landscape.

Michael Davenport 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Michela Vicentini presented on the occasion of the international art exhibition the artwork titled “Il
Bacio” “A new instant between fantasy and new sensation”. The composition is very complex and
it is composed of different shapes and elements. Every element used in the painting seems to stay
on the canvas for a specific reason. For Michela Vicentini the process of creation is not just the
representation of something instinctive like the practice of action painting. When she creates art,
she seems to be involved in a very lucid and conscious moment, in which she needs to say
something. The focal points of this composition are the two figures put in profile positions that are
drowned in the moment of the kiss. What is important to consider of this representation, is the
intention of the artist to give a movement and an action to these two figures. The viewer seems to
see in front of him, something that is happening at the moment of watching. So is not just a fixed
image, but a suggestive moment in which two persons are kissing. On the bottom of the
composition we can see two two silhouettes representing a man and a woman. As if Michela
Vicentini wants to figure out who is involved in this moment. The artist with this work
demonstrates to us how the abstract language can be a lucid representation where every element is
used to create a new story and a new transversal horizon.

Michela Vicentini

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Japanese artist Miho, originally from Tokyo, spent her childhood in Los Angeles and then returned home
aspiring to a career as a dancer and singer. She began performing on stage and at the same time
experimenting with the world of painting. Contaminated by these artistic forms and influenced by her
passion for Star Wars, she began making miniatures for charity. The resulting works are a combination of
all these elements, the artist tries to create a world of her own, full of love, dreams and happiness. Evident
is a taste for vivid colours and a sense of the fantastic; the artist does not represent visible reality but that
of the unconscious. MIHO uses an increasingly pronounced and personal style in his works; she breaks
away from surrealist technique to lose herself in fantastic and surreal visions. The artist aims to express,
through his painting, the real operation of thought or command of thought, in the absence of any control
exercised by reason, outside any aesthetic or moral concern. All the elements are elements of reality that
are transformed, giving rise to the pictorial vision, we can relate some figures to the escape from reality,
as a springboard that goes beyond it, towards fantasy. Towards a world animated by love, dreams and
happiness. Even the titles given by the artist contribute to the sense of the work, they complete it and offer
the observer a further key to interpretation, capable of capturing the attention and making the mind travel
far away. 

MIHO

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“I feel that there is nothing more truly artistic than to love people”. (Vincent Van Gogh)
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The art of Clarisa Pettanice, aka Mishacla, is a representation of reality out of the ordinary. The artist
places no limits on her imagination. The bright colours of her paintings are a symbol of her creativity, an
invitation for every viewer to break down their own limits and the self-imposed limitations they
experience every day in order to resemble others. Through the sometimes almost extreme colour
combinations, the artist wants to shake the public's conscience, breaking down the distance between work
and viewer. The public's gaze is immeidably captured by the strong colours, which arouse strong
emotions in everyone. Through the portraits, the artist tells true stories of relationships that begin and end,
of love, diversity and equality. The human face has always been of interest to artists, because in it are
enclosed the psychological characters of a person, the artist interprets it in an abstract and expressionist
key, so as to accentuate the emotional value. The work the artist is showing in this exhibition, entitled 'La
Fusione', is a hymn to the beauty of diversity. Every man has something unique that makes him different
from the others, but this should not be an obstacle for relationships; on the contrary, it is thanks to our
diversity that we are able to become one with others. This work, through its colours and meaning, urges
the viewer to react, to stop hiding his true self, because in diversity we become stronger. 

Mishacla

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Kant is inspired by the idea that rulers should behave according to the supreme moral maxim that the
human person should never be regarded as a means. Force, rather than an instrument of defense, is an
instrument of offense. Kant also says, further on, "The possession of force inevitably corrupts the free
judgment of reason." And it is to this thought of the most pacifist of philosophers that Miyabi Tanaka's
digital painting works refer. War, where everything becomes permissible, where the person loses his
value as such but becomes an expendable tool in the service of evil force. A desire for supremacy that
man has developed throughout history until it has become unstoppable and insatiable. Man seeks to tame
other man, then men, then, nature itself of which he should instead be a servant of peace and harmony.
These images on a yellow and blue background typical of contemporary issues are meant to suggest a
reflection on other possibilities of life on earth, of survival perhaps, but above all of life understood as
permanence in synergy with the world that hosts us. Human figures are housed in these artworks, though
singular in number, they represent a whole humanity, and a desirable trend in their popular aesthetic.

Miyabi Tanaka

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Art does not reproduce what is visible, but makes visible what is not always visible."
(Paul Klee )



What have we done to the earth?
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Mizuki Nishiyama

For many people in our societies, vulnerability is seen as a weakness. It’s considered a chaotic moment
for the self, in which all the emotions are at the surface, exposed to the uncertainty of what could happen
and that could possibly cause harm. However, vulnerability should be seen with positive valence. It
should be seen as a moment of courage in which you let the emotions exposed to the chaos, allowing
yourself to introspect your reactions and the self. Moreover, for some, the experience of these moments is
fuel to create something bigger, to investigate this inner condition through painting. 



The artist Mizuki Nishiyama uses painting as a way to embrace vulnerability and the chaos that comes
with it, turning it into a meditative way to make sense of her feelings. The complexity of the human
condition is of a central role in her art, partially due to her first-hand experience with tempestuous periods
in her life. The entanglements that constitute human life are evident in her practice: strong brushstrokes
compose tumultuous shapes that seem to resemble human figures while still holding the uncertainty of the
identity and the situation. Nothing is certain and everything is unpredictable. But Mizuki uses chaos as a
strength and shows us the positives of it, how the uncertainty characterises the human condition and
human life in general while still elevating us to bloom.

Mizuki Nishiyama

Art Curator Francesca Mamino
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German artist Mona Schafitel, once undertaken the artistic path by studying its didactic in her
hometown, she decided to deepen it in Paris, where she obtained an artistic degree and studied
"Trompe l'oeil" and mural painting techniques. Then, later in Munich she had deepened the
psychological aspect in relation with artistic creation. The artist ranges between figurative and
symbolic art, influenced by illusory painting. Her artworks take us into a space of mental
states, where the unconscious becomes a mystical and spiritual dimension. The faces, which
we grasp harnessed between bright colors and abstract shapes, convey their own
expressiveness and what the artist wants to communicate. The most explicit one of the three
artworks exhibited for the "Orizzonti Trasversali" exhibition, held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery,
is entitled "Baptism of fire". The title recalls the vigor of the flames suggested by the
chromatic shades of orange and red. The faces of the paintings in general seem distant, as if
they’re spying on the observer from behind an invisible veil. In "Window" rather than veil, as
the title of the work suggests, it seems that the main figure is right behind the glass of a
window. Besides, if in "Facades" and "Window" the gaze of the faces defies the beholder, in
"Baptism of fire" this is represented in profile with closed eyes, in an expression mixed of
calm and resignation states. In general, the brushstrokes are linear and broken. The color is
moist and well blended between the various chromatic shades. The most used colors are the
warm tones which when combined with the cold ones they result in harmony.

Mona Schafitel

Art Curator Angela Papa
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The main intent of the art of n33fti can be considered the ability to create and arouse wonder. This
is an ambitious goal, which is nevertheless easily achieved thanks to a fascinating imaginative
verve. Digital tools thus become the privileged means to give life to bewitching, enchanting images
and fantasies of extraordinary visual impact. The artist manages to share excerpts of his whirling
and prolific mind with the observer, motivated by the ardent desire to establish a dialogue between
himself and others. Linternas de la Luna projects the gaze into a dreamlike dimension, suspended
between the real and the unreal. The silent nature of art thus becomes the most powerful and
eloquent of the dialogues, since it does not limit itself to probing the superficiality, but goes into the
deepest ravines of the heart. Wrapped in a flurry of soft clouds, some lanterns float in the sky,
following the swirling trend of the wind. n33fti has made the lanterns with paper, and in this way
accentuates their three-dimensionality and enhances their importance with a bright orange, creating
a mesmerizing chromatic contrast with the delicate tones of the rest of the composition. The
artwork is based on a wise balance between opposites: between materiality and immateriality,
between the rigor of geometric lines and the indefiniteness of forms, between reality and metaphor.
The artist seems to symbolize his creative intent with an image full of positive momentum, and
"photographs" the metaphorical ascent of the spirit that rises to the sky beyond adversity to touch
the stars which, like luminous heralds, announce a new awareness of himself.

The imagination is the golden pathway to everywhere. (Terence McKenna)

n33fti

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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J.H Cha(a.k.a NAC) was born in 1992 and is a collage graphic artist who lives and works in Seoul, South
Korea. “Modern society passes by turning a blind eye to many things. Because it's not mine, my family,
my situation, and my love. But don't other things that aren't mine have meaning? Don't those who don't
have an answer have an answer in themselves?”. The compositions he created offer the viewer a distorted
vision of reality that follows the geometric shapes. The elaboration and overlapping of elements give
confusion. There are elements in black and white, which gives the observer the idea of   darkness: a
tangible hand that supports the buildings and a mountain in the background, representing a mysterious
tale. On a dark night, the light of streetlights spreading over the river next to the city center was
considered the definition of an angel, and it was produced from the perspective of looking at the food
chain of various lives in the river as evil. The hand On the river where the moon cannot be seen, Dark
malice descends. The angel removes his wings and floats them on the water to purify them. However, the
sleeping creatures are busy ignoring each other. The men who are about to die shake the malice. The
night passes when malice tries to cover malice. When the angel's labor loses its light, surviving justice
lays eyes upon civilization. All the while shouting thank you. Men are still waiting for the night.

NAC

Art Curator Maria De Marco
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The unspoilt landscapes of South-West and Central America have inspired and shaken the artistic soul of Nadia Tarlow,
an abstract artist since the 1990s. Like Paul Gauguin in Panamá and Martinicia, in these places she regains her primal
strength, her purity free from prejudices and her astonished enthusiasm. There are many ways of seeing nature and many
ways to perceive and interpret it and through her artworks, the artist currently living in Costa Rica invites viewers to
deepen the connection with the world. The three works under examination have as their subject the forest, the ocean and
the relationship between them, and yet Nadia Tarlow is not limited to a naturalistic reproduction of them, but she goes
deeper; her works are symbolic, they are meditative, they are conceptual in the sense that they have a strong idea behind
them. Through the colors, bright but not violent, and through gestural but not material brushstrokes, she carries on the
canvas the complex of sounds, scents and sensations that only the jungle and the ocean can emanate. Like the artists of
Color Field, she divides her paintings into two or just over two parts, visually balancing them with different intensities of
colors thanks to a previously careful study. The care with which the artist creates her works, finally, is resolved in an
almost extreme synthesis, in a search for the essential that ends up enveloping the viewer in a meditative silence.
Looking at the works, the viewer feels the embrace of fresh water and unspoilt nature, all his worries have suddenly
vanished and a strong awareness of being alive and an irrepressible joy of being part of this world envelops him. Nadia
Tarlow shows in this way all her skills; in her wonderful canvases she manages to convey all this and much more. In a
geometric but not rigid dance between greens and blues, she transports us into a world where the human being becomes
small and almost insignificant in comparison to the greatness and beauty of Mother Nature.

Nadia Tarlow

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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The works of artist Nerys Levy are a tribute to nature, its forms and strength. Making the best use of
water-based mixed media on paper, the artist manages to express herself with personality and delicacy.
Her paintings are entropic and subjective, with each painting telling a complete story. The works show
the transition from a rarefied gesture to a tighter one, where dense, dark backgrounds give way to vibrant,
darting colours. The shapes, realised in harmonious colours, create an effect of disorientation in the
viewer's optical perception. Yellows and reds dialogue to realise that material and nostalgic encounter that
the artist wants to present. Not just real images but memories of a collective thought. The flowers thus
mark the importance of one's own memories; memories that have faded, forgotten but which, in one way
or another, have characterised our experience. 

Nerys Levy

“If I could say it in words there would be no reason to paint.” (Edward Hopper)
 



From seemingly figurative works, they are actually moral icons, bearers of a message and a memory that,
although negative, gives us hope. The images are a firm means of restarting and not objects locked away
in a drawer of memories and forgotten. Instead, they have a strong social charge, a continuous struggle
between good and evil where hope is always present and makes itself felt. Nerys goes further, inserting
himself in the middle as he creates works where the stylistic trait is perfectly recognisable and where
reality is first recorded and above all analysed in order to devise a future, the best possible. The artist does
not stop at the evidence of facts, but goes further. By presenting images with a strong social impact, he
does not criticise society in a negative sense, but in a positive sense. Presenting the current state of affairs
for Murri is a positivist impetus to send out a reassuring message. The pandemic is bound to end, and we,
aware of our mistakes, will be ready to welcome the new golden age that is none other than the one before
this one.

Nerys Levy

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi
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Nicholas P. Kozis is an artist with a long and successful career in digital animation, illustration and production of films and
commercial products. Evident is his taste for colour combinations and his ability to encapsulate captivating and interesting
subjects in a few lines. Few elements within his artworks but enough to create a story, a plot often left in the hands of the viewer.
His art ranges between different genres from figurative to abstract. Often the protagonists of her creations are female subjects with
sinuous forms, or taken from Greek mythology and history. A career in illustration and animation has enabled Nicholas to develop
a critical and professional outlook on the photographic cuts he gives to his artworks. His compositions are captivating, full of food
for thought. In 'Amanda9,Frazzeta' he celebrates the female body. She skilfully uses light and shadow to give three-dimensionality
and volume. He also inserts fantastic animals with long claws, elaborate wings and scary snouts. The colour is spread as if it were
an acrylic heart, the brush strokes are sometimes fluid and amalgamated, sometimes more subtle and precise. The proportions of
the young woman's body, with her orange hair recalling the colour of the sky, are well studied and perfect. The composition is
well balanced as in 'Artemis1' where the sinuous body of the young woman is perfectly placed in the centre of the composition.
Nicholas succeeds in rendering the materiality of the red fabric on which the woman is leaning. The background is animated by
fantastic, mysterious and sometimes frightening creatures. The reference to Johann Heinrich Fussli's 'Nightmare' is evident. The
theme of the woman, this time from behind, we find again in 'Grow' and in 'Rise 3'. In both cases, the beauty of feminine sinuosity
is celebrated, curves are accentuated and light contributes volume and three-dimensionality. The landscapes to which the two
women in the paintings are addressed are different, but in both cases, the sea is present, immense and disruptive. Nature meets
man and dialogues with him. In 'Shapes 2' , the artist shows another side of himself, one more influenced by abstractionism and
cubism. Lines of different thicknesses intertwine I believe different spaces that are coloured in cold tones of blue and Iola.
Everything finds its place, every shape fits together to perfection. Nicholas experiments with art, he does not just explore one
discipline but likes to dare in artistic processes and push the boundaries. Another example that demonstrates his versatility is the
depiction of landscapes as in 'Capture1' where the afternoon sun reflects majestically on the sea and the helpless beach where
some birds have found rest. The drawing is so accurate that it looks like a black and white postcard. Also in 'Wharf Sunrise,Moro
Bay' the theme of landscape and sea returns. Nicholas takes care of every detail but also inserts obvious references to his style,
such as the strong light shining from the sky and the surreal, bright colour of the clouds. Nicholas once again proves himself to be
a skilful artist who incorporates all his artistic skills into his paintings, developing them in different directions. He is fascinated by
his surroundings, revisiting the images through his unmistakable and original artistic flair.

Nicholas P. Kozis

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Wharf Sunrise,Moro Bay



Nizako's artistic research sets itself a higher goal, and aims to probe the tragic nature of the human
condition, so changeable and fleeting in its fragile consistency. A conception that alludes to the
fundamental questions of philosophy, and seems to recall the dramatic events of the Greek tragedy, above
all by referring to a descending parable of life, which transports man from serenity to an inevitable destiny
of ruin. This perspective finds a splendid realization in The End Times, which well encapsulates the
feeling of an impending chaos, reaching out to drag everything into an inextinguishable fire. The superb
use of digital art makes it possible to create a work of great visual and conceptual power, which leads the
gaze into the sumptuous spirals of fire (real and symbolic), ready to touch every sign of humanity. With
Dagon the Avenger, NIZAKO creates a stunning composition from a technical point of view, which
requires a more meditative approach. What apparently looks like a fabric folded in on itself, reveals itself
as a fascinating source of images, colors and faces, which blend with each other in a hypnotic whole, rich
in details and shades that change with every glance. The artist takes us into an inexhaustible vortex of
extraordinary color contrasts, and once again underlines his original perspective, which takes on even
more personal contours in The Punisher. Halfway between the sensitive and intangible world, NIZAKO
creates a deconstructed portrait, overflowing with irrepressible energy, which immediately touches the
emotionality of the beholder. The artist proposes an enigmatic work, alluding to a new beginning: the gaze
of the man portrayed (perhaps an alter ego of the artist) reveals a fierce determination, which radiates far
beyond the confines of the work itself, and summarizes admirably the semantic richness that distinguishes
the art of NIZAKO.

NIZAKO

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

The keenest sorrow is to recognize ourselves as the sole cause of all our adversities.
(Sophocles)

 



Dagon the Avenger

NIZAKO



The End Times

NIZAKO



The Punisher

NIZAKO



Art tells. A work can tell about a feeling, an emotion. It can, through its colors and forms, revive a memory that at first existed
only in our minds. It can have the character of denunciation as occurred in the experiments of the twentieth century or again,
through its figurative and allegorical declination it can literally tell history, making us experience episodes dated centuries ago.
Take, for example, Roman art with its friezes and columns decorated in bas-relief. In this case, war splendors, battle scenes, and
ascents of new emperors were narrated. Sculpted matter was transformed into history, and history took on the guise of art and
architecture. Yet, there is another type of narrative related to art. It is a narrative whose protagonist is the artistic medium par
excellence: chromatic matter. Human beings, ever since they became aware of the inexorable passage of time and the importance
of passing on knowledge began to produce material-books, artworks, manuscripts-to pass on what had been learned and what had
been experienced. Noriko Ikebe, in these works, does not want to narrate knowledge, she does not want to narrate the smallest
details of her life. In the "Chronicles of time" series, the only protagonist is time, which, together with color, forms the backbone
of this triptych. Time is impossible to stop, it travels inexorably in a straight line and one can do nothing but go along with its
path, gently navigating the river of events. What happens when pigments from 50 years ago and 28 years ago coincide in the same
work? We are faced with a temporal inconsistency. What is more, we must add the fact that these works were made only two
years ago. Therefore, to what era do these works date back? Are they six hundred days old or fifty years old? The pigment is
shaped directly on the canvas. The oil color is shown in its most beautiful and textural chromatic sheen. It is spread on the suport
in large strokes and trowels creating a variegated magma of pigment. The work is heavy, extremely heavy, it is laden with color
and all the years that this work holds within it. The various hues mix, amalgamate and make acquaintance with one another
escaping the linear temporal view. Side by side they smell of different eras, of differentiated instants of life. They are living
works, welcoming the old and the new by constituting a soft heart. Noriko Ikebe's art embraces eras and celebrates them in these
small works of no small weight. They are a mirror of experiences, of life lived and phases of a life amalgamated into one work. If
we think about it, "Chronicles of time" presents characteristics that are extremely close to what happens in our minds. Memories
are added on top of each other but never lose their integrity, their physiognomy and their precise moment in time. This is what
happens with oil color: the pigments come close on top of each other but all the layers, all the encrustations present tell of
something unique and inevitably unrepeatable.

Noriko Ikebe 

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Chronicles of time III



The artworks by Olga Oprits Adam, a contemporary American visual artist, arise from a profound
reflection on the meaning of beauty, resulting in magnificent portraits of refined and elegant female
creatures that seem to come from an enchanted world of myths and fairy tales. Sensual faces that embody
the fragility and at the same time the strength inherent in women are surrounded here by neutral,
sometimes muted colors, with the intention of letting the subject, usually more defined in the
composition, emerge. In the "Sirens / Muses of the sea" collection, the artist chooses to represent the
depths of the sea by inhabiting them with beautiful mermaids gliding gently through the space. Their
faces and shiny hair almost cannot be seen as they vanish into the deep blue of the water. Blue has always
been the color of the sky, of the sea, of the infinite space; a symbol of purification that induces
introspection, sensitivity and serenity. The sirens, on the other hand, according to Homer are creatures,
like the muses and the sibyls, who know what will happen or what has already happened on the Earth and
their song leads the listener to absolute knowledge. The artist not only emphasises the concept of beauty,
but by transforming her works into fairy-tale settings, she wants to detach herself from phenomenal
reality, to reach new spaces where her spirit can express itself without limits. The fascination we
encounter and the wonder we feel in front of her works is therefore not directed towards a mere
superficial beauty, but is a rhetoric that the artist uses instead to speak to us about her inner self and the
depths of her mind. 

“Your visions will become clear only when you can look into your own heart. Who looks outside,
dreams; who looks inside, awakes.” (C.G. Jung)

Olga Oprits Adam

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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The merit of contemporary art is to have removed from artists the prejudice that in their works they simply had to copy what they
saw exactly as they saw it. The works of Olivia Stocheci, Romanian artist aware that art is much more than this, are not in fact a
simple description of a landscape or a subject, but wonderful inner expression. Whatever she chooses to paint in her canvas, she
represents it filtering through her eyes, the eyes of creativity. She also attaches great importance to the way she places colours,
one in relation to the other, thus creating an agreement that acquires a unique and unrepeatable meaning. An essential feature in
her works is the starry sky that always serves as a background for her compositions. The dark blue typical of deep night is
therefore the predominant color, however it is constantly, but not excessively, interrupted by bright points that are strongly
imprinted in the eye of the observer. With the same luministic strength, Olivia Stocheci represents the subjects of the three works
under examination. The brushstrokes are subtle, like small dashes, reminiscent of the technique used by Paul Signac and the
Italian Divisionists, and the colors are so bright that they overwhelm the viewer’s thoughts and come to dominate him
emotionally. In "Celestial Drift" and "Celestial Woman", moreover, the viewer is surprised by the depth of the faces of the women
represented. These works were made in difficult moments in the artist’s life and in them we can read both the fragility that Olivia
Stocheci felt, and the achievement of the desired peace and tranquility. The faces appear tired, stressed and a little apathetic and
yet their being surrounded by lush vegetation, on the border between real and imaginary, puts the work in an optimistic
perspective: even in the darkest moments something bright can bloom. The green and fuchsia fluorescent, symbols of hope and
carefree, make everything more joyful. "Shaking stars into the sky" is a work that emanates light and optimism. A dog, the man’s
best friend par excellence, is the protagonist of the work and he, shaking his body with an expression of bliss on his face, seems to
give birth to the stars. "Painting is not what I do, it is what I am!” says Olivia Stocheci and we can only see the truth of these
words since in her works we see not only her skill, but we see her soul. In them she pours all of herself on the canvas through
colors.

Olivia Stocheci

Art Curator Francesca Catarinicchia
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For Plato, cicadas are musicians reincarnated as insects: so strong is their passion for art that they even
forget to feed themselves and end up dying singing. It is said that cicadas were once men, those who lived
before the Muses were born; when the Muses were born and singing appeared, some of them were so
affected by pleasure that they no longer cared for food and drink while singing and without realizing it
died. From them later arose the race of cicadas, who received this gift from the Muses, that they did not
need nourishment from birth, but immediately began to sing without food or drink until death. Olivier
Riviére accompanies us through the beauty and rawness of this image of a passionate, bewitched cicada,
at one with his art. A journey, that of the artist's work, which transports us to a possible world open to
pleasure in its purest and sweetest version, in harmony with nature and the soundtrack of life so
exquisitely earthly, so exquisitely heavenly. The journey through art then takes us towards the fearsome
truth of the living being, death, a certain death, which arrives inexorably and perhaps, before time,
precisely because of this spasmodic search for pleasure, of consuming oneself perhaps in order to obtain
an ever greater, ever more intense pleasure. 

Olivier Rivière 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

"Art is not a mirror to reflect the world, but a hammer to forge it."
(Vladimir Majakovskij)



L’euro en tête

Olivier Rivière 



Three Red "Tryptologie”

Olivier Rivière 



Clamart bois du Carr aux pièges

Olivier Rivière 



Palina Kasino è una giovane artista che ha molto da dire, è evidente guardando le sue opere
suggestive. Le atmosfere sospese che crea, le forme bizzarre ma accattivanti, i colori cupi che si
contrano con la luce. Lo sfondo nero che spesso utilizza per i suoi collage da risalto agli altri
elementi e favorisce la totale immersione nelle sue opere e nei significati più reconditi. Ciò che
caratterizza le sue creazioni sono l’inserimento di ritagli di riveste di diverso genere che insieme
formano accostamenti inediti e originali. Palina spesso utilizza anche materiale di riciclo, da vita a
qualcosa che è stato scartato, dando loro nuovi significati. Il suo concept si focalizza su temi sociali
ed esprime i suoi punti rivista in maniera provocatoria e diretta, attraverso l’uso di forme
naturalistiche e con la pittura. In “Parcels” prevalgono il bianco e nero, i colori del contrasto per
eccellenza. Applicati alla tavolo con il rullo, creano un effetto di trasparenze e sovrapposizioni
interessante, I colori si adattano alla superficie, seguendo le venature e le linee. Le versatilità
dell’artista sta nell’aggiungere un dettaglio inedito, come gli elementi neri e glitter che risaltano
sulla superficie, creando giochi di intersezioni. L’opera appare astratta, su più livelli, come una
stratificazioni dei sentimenti dell’anima. Palina porta lo spettatore a riflettere su ciò che ci circonda
su come la natura parla agli uomini e su come potrebbe aiutarli a risolvere i problemi della
quotidianità. È necessario assecondare i ritmi della natura, entrare il relazione con lei, eliminando
gli eccessi non necessari e raccogliendo solo ciò che di positivo ha da darci. La pittura di Palina è
strettamente connessa con il suo essere e con la sua anima. Rivela la volontà di emanciparsi, di
realizzarsi e di far sentire le sue idee. Lo spettatore è sicuramente colpito dalle sue creazioni astratte
che presentano tratti di affinità con la propria anima e il proprio essere.

Palina Kasino

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Paolo Pomarico is a multidisciplinary artist from Mid-Hudson Valley, New York, whose
practice engages with anthropocentric concepts surrounding the relationship between the
human-built environment and the contemporary human condition. At “Orizzonti Trasversali”
exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Paolo presents their most recent body of work in
which they experiment with the medium of painting: focused on materiality and physicality,
they are using process driven methods to explore the intersection between painted image and
material object. Through the very existence of their being, humans are so embedded with the
material environment they inhabit: they interact with it, impart themselves into it, and decay
among it. As a witness to the Anthropocene – whereby humans, the human-built environment,
and the materiality of the earth are so deeply entangled – Paolo sees an immense sublimity in
the nature of the environments we build. Infrastructural, industrial and urban environments do
not stand outside of nature: they are conceived, designed and built, only to flood, burn, erode,
deteriorate, and fall. We are capable – through the power of our being – of instigating
reactionary, entropic and deteriorative processes in the nature of the environment that are
beyond our control. Processes that reveal the humanity, entropy, and nature inherent in all that
we conceive and create. 

Paolo Pomarico



These concepts are objectified within Paolo’s work through the physicality and materiality of
their creation: the works they create are not only products of themself, they are products of
nature. They only instigate the work’s creation, whereby it is driven by material and entropic
processes that they are a part of but also cannot fully control. Their most recent body of work
and exhibited at “Liquid Arsenal” exhibition consists of oil paint on various industrially
manufactured materials (steel sheet, acrylic sheet, glass, and polyurethane foam). The oil
paint is mechanically printed on the surface of the material through a multilayered stenciling
process, which effectively forms perspectival deep space within the image. This stenciling
process is used to construct imagery of industrial structure systems, before they are then
disrupted by the physical instigation of entropic processes: the image is touched, walked on,
rubbed away, dissolved, and deteriorated. What was once a figurative image with illusionary
deep space is now exposed by its materiality and physicality. What could be considered a
painting is also just an object: a piece of thin, dented, and warped sheet metal with a smudgy
mess running off its surface after being subjected to natural entropic phenomena and human
interaction. In effect, the work reveals a contemporary sublimity in the nature of these
industrial materials by the humanity that is embedded within them. 

Paolo Pomarico

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Paolo Vignati was born in Sant’Angelo Lodigiano in the south of Milan (Italy) in May 1976
and lived for years in San Colombano al Lambro. Later he moved to nearby Livraga, a village
in the Lower Lodigiana surrounded by the countryside where he currently lives and works. In
these places, from a very young age, he embarked on a conscious artistic path, developing it
both at a scholastic level with the attendance of the art school (Liceo Artistico di Lodi), and at
a later time with the first experiences in training internships regarding digital graphics. After a
working interlude applying himself to different experiences, Paolo returned to work in the art
sector and its market, exhibiting in small exhibitions in the Milanese area. At “Orizzonti
Trasversali" exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Paolo presents two paintings.
“Countryside life”, as the title suggests, represents a bucolic scene in which a woman, facing
a dirt road, observes two white horses not far from her. The colors are those of the earth,
warm and suffused: the work is in fact a clear reference to the rural life that the artist knows
well, given the country places where he lives and works. The perspective of the picture is
constructed from the size of the figures. The sterile environment does not build a perspective
plane in itself but emphasizes the sensation of depth by highlighting the shapes of the
components and leaving them free in the space. 

Paolo Vignati



The technique is always very recognizable: strong brushstrokes, marked and material, without
however leaving a trace of any defined outline: everything is as if suspended, giving the
whole an extreme dreamlike and almost metaphysical sense. An image that looks like a
dream. “The Mission is to put as much as possible an infinite desire to search for shapes,
colors and materials and with them all its most hidden varieties of expression” Paolo says. "In
the rain", the second work presented by the artist is, almost complementary to the first, all in
cold shades of blue. A figure on the left, covered by an umbrella, walks along an undefined
road. We can feel that it is raining and the drops that stop on the concrete create a mirror that
allows the constructions around the figure to duplicate, increasing the sense of depth and
three-dimensionality of the painting. The scene is represented with quick and imprecise brush
strokes and is built on a perspective plane that is perceived in the greater intensity and
mellowness of the color: apart from the figure on the left, the only vertical element,
everything is extremely squared and developed horizontally. Once again, Paolo Vignati
demonstrates his great ability to construct geometrically but harmoniously constructed scenes,
with an intense and material painting, and at the same time suggestive and profound.

Paolo Vignati

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Colors are a very powerful form of expression: fantasy comes to life around them and a great light shine.
Park wu is a contemporary artist based in Seoul, Korea. In his works, the absolute protagonist is undoubtedly
color: research and experimentation with different chromatic contrasts characterize the creative process that
leads to the birth of the artist's paintings. For the exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI Park wu has
decided to present three works from the “Windows” series. They were made in 2022 with mixed media on
canvas and all have the same sizes - 117x91 cm. Inspiration knocked on the artist's door after seeing a photo
of the Notre-Dame du Haut chapel located in Ronchamp, France designed by the famous architect Le
Corbusier. It represents a precious and unique example of modern religious architecture. The south wall of
the building has 27 cracks of different shapes and sizes through which the rays of light enter. In every season
of the year, at every moment of the day, the light with its different shades and intensities creates a magical,
sometimes surreal atmosphere inside. In the works analysed, it is as if these small windows were transformed
into objects or natural elements that release their splendour for different reasons: the flowers illuminate green
meadows, the golden crown glitters on the king's head, the butterfly colors the sky with its rainbow wings.
One might think that the various subjects of the canvas are not linked by a thread, but in this case, we must
remember the quote from the famous Spanish painter Picasso, who invites us not to stop on the surface of
things, but to look at them from different points of view. Observe the Park wu's works, get involved and tell
the story that your imagination has suggested to you.

“Others have seen what is and asked why. I have seen what could be and asked why not.”
(Pablo Picasso)

Park wu

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Colors tell stories and convey emotions; colors are the mirror of man's inner world; the colors shine and
enlighten us. Pat Chanarattanubol is a contemporary artist based in Thailand, who to give life to her
works takes inspiration from the universe that surrounds her, from the facets of the personality of the
people she meets, from the landscapes at sunset, from the flower petals in spring. "The Colours of Life"
was created in 2022 with the technique of acrylic pouring on canvas. The painting is intended to be a
representation of nature from the artist's personal point of view. It is often believed that the natural
elements - air, water, Earth, and fire - are four totally distinct elements. We think of the wind, the oceans,
and the mountains as if they have an independent life; they, on the other hand, live together in the same
universe and the existence of each is conditioned by that of the others. Pat through "The Colours of Life"
represents the uniqueness and importance of this indissoluble bond in nature. Orange and red, green, and
blue in different shades are juxtaposed to each other creating a curious chromatic effect. The famous
Spanish painter Joan Miró claimed that he tried to apply colors as the words that shape poems and as the
notes that shape music. For Pat, painting means giving voice to something that, expressed in words,
would lose its true essence: art is universal, art is energy on canvas.

“I try to apply colors like words that shape poems, like notes that shape music.” (Joan Miró)

Pat Chanarattanubol

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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The international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI gives a warm welcome to Pia Dressler-
Theis.  ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI is the new exhibition hosted by the international art gallery
M.A.D.S. Pia is a universe of broad, bold and dense backgrounds, Pia is the magic of colours representing
the motions of the soul, Pia is pure poetry. It is no coincidence that the artist feels she expresses herself
and the meaning of her works through poems or extracts, this is because her works have different levels
of meaning, the deeper ones can only be described by poetry. She herself feels she defines herself through
a poem: The Panther by Rainer Maria Rilke. Our German artist works mainly with acrylics. In her works,
colour plays a fundamental role in terms of expression. Her paintings express her soul in exactly the same
way as the poems she feeds on and uses to describe her works. This is as peculiar and unique as her
figurative art is unique. In the wake of Gauguin and post-impressionism, Pia delights us with Giving a
name to the nameless takes voice with a poem by Rainer Maria Rilke, Darfst das leben mit würde
ertragen. The expression, the lines of the subject's face and the choice of colours are very communicative
and extremely expressive, it is the truth of the man that emerges from a portrait that makes the drafting of
colour its strength. Portrait of Joachim Ringelnatz, as the title implies, is a portrait of the well-known
poet and painter, not by chance our artist chooses one of his poems to represent him in words,
Malerstunde. Finally, Dylan Thomas describes the work The bear as "Dark is a way and light is a
place/heaven that never was/nor will ever be is always true..."

Pia Dressler-Theis

“Art comes from the soul and is always visionary!” Pia Dressler-Theis

Art Curator Mara Cipriano
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The artist Pierre creates works full of energy and positivity, a work that embodies the great power of color. The
artist manages to condense an infinite series of emotions in his works, color is the main element, it is the real
protagonist, decisive brushstrokes affirm the value of color, chromatic spots that occupy the space and inside the
work they move, it almost seems like they want to get out of it to get in touch with the surrounding environment
and with the observer. In the work "No change" it is evident how the artist is able to give value to the color
structure, he creates shapes that, although abstract and that do not immediately refer to contingent reality, create
vitality and dynamism and at the same time make the extremely peaceful work. The color is lively, bright and
gives a feeling of great vitality, colors that complement each other and give peace and tranquility to the viewer.
Through his works, the artist wants to express thoughts and emotions, he gives us the gift of reflection, his works
are undoubtedly a starting point for each of us to understand and investigate existence. It is equally true that the
viewer is pervaded by a strong feeling, the works certainly cause a leap in the heart, in fact Pierre's artistic work
is able to impact the soul of the beholder, it is suggestive and full of power. His works seem to want to talk to us
and tell something, the viewer can do nothing but listen and let himself be pervaded by this strong wave of
emotions. The color and the essential shapes that the artist celebrates in his works, become, in some way, the
elements through which he frees himself from any preconception and prejudice, the artist expresses himself
without doubts and without fear, Pierre puts in his artistic work all his thoughts and ideals without any fear. The
artist Pierre gives us the gift of freedom to express oneself and to feel emotions, Pierre's artistic work is the
starting point for reflecting and getting to know ourselves. His work becomes a means, a bridge that can connect
reality with thoughts and emotions, in it both the real and the abstraction of emotions coexist in a perfect way.

Pierre Mon Frere 

Art Curator Vanessa Viti

"Colors, like features, follow changes in emotions" (Pablo Picasso)
 
 



Pierre Mon Frere 

 No change 
 



Pierre Mon Frere 

 No curiosity 
 



Pierre Mon Frere 

 No ocean 
 



The life of R. Burak Tekelioğlu is a life consecrated to the creation of beauty. His successful
career as an interior designer led him to approach art, and in particular to photography and
painting, to found the Deburky Concept Art Studio. His extraordinary journey in the world of art
has underlined Burak's imaginative verve, characterized by a symbolic and metaphorical
language, which has its foundations in some of the most meaningful questions of humanity. Mind
Hunter - the work exhibited on the occasion of the event Orizzonti Trasversali - seduces the
viewer with its vibrant chromatic apparatus, and above all with unique representations halfway
between what is real and what is symbolic. The observer is projected into a universe and allusive,
which recalls the expressive modalities of Surrealism. The artist tries to concretize with painting a
reality made of irrational and dream, to reveal some of the most hidden aspects of the psyche. The
object of the representation thus becomes a vision of the human mind, seen as a labyrinthine
interweaving of shapes and colors in oxymoronic contrast with each other. In the right part of the
composition, the artist seems to tear the veil that hides the mental universe, understood as a set of
geometric and spiral shapes, of fantastic creatures and allegorical faces. R. Burak Tekelioğlu
creates a daring work, in which the indisputable technical skill is placed at the service of an
artistic vision of mesmerizing complexity, which captivates the eye and the mind from the first
glance.

The human psyche shows that each individual is an extension of all existence. 
(Stanislav Grof)

R. Burak Tekelioğlu

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



 Mind Hunter

R. Burak Tekelioğlu



Schopenhauer traced a barrier to suffering through what he called 'the ways of liberation from pain',
divided into three moments: aesthetic experience or art, moral experience and ascetic experience.
Aesthetic experience allows the human being to rise above pain; it is a free, idealistic, contemplative
form. However, the philosopher considered it to be a fleeting comfort: the only one capable of thriving
through art and fully liberating himself from pain is in fact, according to Schopenhauer, the genius, the
artist, an individual who is naturally predisposed to this experience thanks to his gifts. Raisa Mariam
Rajan seems to deviate from the philosopher's following thought where, for him, to free oneself from pain
one has to find oneself almost in an apathetic state, where serenity or happiness comes from non-
excitement, from tranquillity. The artist, on the other hand, seems to almost physically navigate the
murkiest and most agitated waters, unafraid, seeking her way to serenity precisely through disturbance
and the enjoyment of it. These images almost create themselves out of whirlpools and eddies of river
inspiration. Landscapes that take possession of the space to which one devotes one's gaze, aberrating the
typical overview of the panorama to focus on the particular, on the micro that becomes macro by force of
power. The painter finds solace in her own chaos and shows it to us in all its beauty.

Raisa Mariam Rajan

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



Omnipotence

Raisa Mariam Rajan



Depth of Existence

Raisa Mariam Rajan



 ‘E’Motions of the Sea

Raisa Mariam Rajan



A definition of gentleness could be found in knowing how to be disarmed, in the lack of defences that
make one cautious in relating to others. The feeling of sweetness exudes warm and serene acceptance. Art
in all its forms is a great catalyst for sweetness. We can learn sweetness by surrendering to its pacified,
relaxed and welcoming feeling, with a discipline of gaze, which does not rely on what our scars see, but
seeks and finds confirmation in the world that nothing makes us as strong as knowing how to embrace. In
front of Rame Beqiri's paintings we are urged to embrace, all our hidden sweetness makes itself felt,
knocks us somehow and urges us to open our arms towards the colours and shapes that suggest the most
genuine feelings. Sweetness is proof of our non-inhibition, as well as proof of our maturity. The strength
of gentleness is the one that most reassures, the one that most protects. The range of blues and similar
colours that the artist uses do nothing but send us back to a dimension that is dreamy in its being real,
pleasant in its being naked, a scar, lollipops, a moon, the beauty and tenderness of human frailty. 

Rame Beqiri

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo

“Art has no epoch. It is the emotion that sleeps on eternity pillows."
(Antonio Aschiarolo)



La couture - The sewing

Rame Beqiri



 Les sucettes - The lollipop

Rame Beqiri



La couture - The sewing

Rame Beqiri



Raouf Fallah's pictorial works speak of humanity, of human frailty. The brush is dedicated to empathizing
with the souls of people in times of trouble, souls that are too often invisible, remain on the margins, in
the drawers of thoughts of those who are not in the same situation. This artist makes himself available to
show what these people may be feeling and devotes his time and part of his production to them.
Compositions that travel between styles and movements freely, emotional and emotional compositions
that aim to shine a light on the thoughts of those who are suffering. Each image, according to
neuroscience, the moment it is received, generates a neural response capable of triggering in the viewer's
brain the same circuits that would be activated if he or she were himself or herself to make the
movements depicted in the work or those necessary to produce it, or to feel the emotions intuitable in the
faces of the painted subjects. Taking this concept for granted, in speaking of these paintings we are thus
speaking of empathic images and can understand even more the immense value of the artist's work, as
capable by its being usable, of generating thoughts dedicated to the otherwise invisible other. 

Raouf Fallah 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



El cáncer no es el fin del camino

Raouf Fallah 



Chica tejedora de alfombras de Nichkuhi

Raouf Fallah 



Shahriyar

Raouf Fallah 



Ric Conn is a famous American artist whose artistic production focuses mainly on the representation and
communication of socially relevant issues, which mainly concern women. According to the artist, it is
important to be a vehicle of messages that push the observer to reflect and to place himself in an empathic
position towards the subjects who are represented. Ric Conn is a permanent artist at the exhibitions
organized by the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" exhibits
four works of art that have as their common thread the theme of change and transformation, so there is a
great attention to the concept of personal travel and self-awareness. For the artist, the woman holds a
great potential that, due to society, preconceptions and discrimination, it is difficult to develop. 

Ric Conn



"Duoble take" recalls the concept of double, as if there were two identities in the same person, one that is
projected outside and one that, instead, represents the essence of the individual. At an interpretative level,
it is possible to imagine the artist's vision according to which we are forced to hide our true identity for
fear of the judgment that society may have towards us. The same theme would also include "inside out"
which recalls the theme of interiority and exteriority. "Metamorphosis" focuses, however, on change and
transformation, destruction and new creation of oneself. Finally, "uphill battle" represents the strength and
the desire to be able to overcome existential problems and complications that can arise in anyone's life.

Ric Conn

Art Curator Martina Viesti



double take

Ric Conn



inside out

Ric Conn



metamorphosis

Ric Conn



uphill battle

Ric Conn



Works that smell of silence. Pigments that blend in unison producing extremely ethereal and limpid gradations of color. Figurative
elements wonderfully sparse, simple and reduced to the bone compose works with a calm, quiet and composed spirit. A large
moon reveals itself to our gaze. It is white, its milky color mottled here and there with evanescent orange and bluish spots. It is
high in the sky and full. The energy flowing from the satellite is enormous and at the same time imperceptible. The eyes remain
mesmerized looking at that white circular shape silhouetted in the center of the work. The soul remains enchanted by the magic
evoked by that great mass in the sky. And so it is that the darkness of the night is dissolved by the reflected light of the moon.
From the horizon line grows a dark, bluish atmosphere that slowly changes and transforms into a red-orange vision. It is the
energy of the moon that also bewitches the night. It is the energy of the moon that reveals itself to us - viewers - and to the
delicate female figure in the center of the work. The viewer of the work stands exactly behind the woman and, like her,
contemplates the moon as she looks up into the sky. "At the Time of Promise" is charged with energy, you can feel it in the color,
in the depth of the browns, blues and reds, in the hue, so melting and at the same time delicate. Rieko abandons her fears to paint a
painting as silent as night and charged with mystery. Nothing can escape the moon's spell, not even flowers. And so it is that in
"Someday flower" a shy white flower observes the moon. It would like to reach it and seems to stretch its stem as far as it can in
order to reach the snow-white satellite. The small leaves verge upward and, painted a silvery green glow in the night light. The
milky petals open, have sensed the light and are ready to receive the energy of the star. The star of the sky, in this case is not
visible. However, it is possible to smell its presence by sensing the yellowish glow that stains the night sky. From midnight blue
the color slowly veers, imperceptibly toward a moss green and then turns a yellowish hue. It is there, we know it is beautiful, there
is no need for it to be represented. The woman as well as the flower as well as the viewer of the work become spectators of the
nocturnal spectacle. Silent spectators on a warm, windless, dark night. Rieko succeeds in conveying the magic of the moon, the
energy that only it can bestow on our planet by regulating the tides, the crops, the shoals of fish and even our mood. We are all
addicted to the presence of the moon and can do nothing but welcome its milky, pure presence every night, all our lives.

Rieko

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Rieko

At the time of promise



Rieko

Someday flower



Rieko

To far flower 



The idea of time travel, a time machine, living through a Sci-fi vision of life. Writers and cinema have
made it a real genre; philosophers have analyzed its passages; science has studied them. The possibility
that the direction of time can be achieved and subverted has thus become a veritable icon of popular
culture and beyond. In these visual and non-visual narratives, a further element comes into play: the
rethinking of utopian spatiality. A place that can be reached only by thought, such as the past or the future
becomes instead a space where one can rest one's gaze and point the rudder. Riikka Korpela's digital
paintings make direct reference to this world where time travel is possible. The relationship created in the
image takes on a deep, concentrated, unique, almost otherworldly aspect. Figures that are fully
experienced. In utopias, in fact, it is possible to observe a particularly fruitful situation, because free from
external conditioning, behavior, development and the true essence of human being. The set of voids
created in the composition produces lines that go to open a portal that invites the viewer and allows entry
into this parallel universe.

Riikka Korpela 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



A portal to unknown

Riikka Korpela 



Paint to express your inner world in color; look around and give shape on the canvas to what our eyes and
our sensations perceive. Rino.y is a Japanese contemporary artist who has cultivated a strong interest in
art since she was a child, but only during the period of the pandemic that hit us in recent years she decide
to show her creations to the public. After discovering alcohol ink, she experimented with this technique to
the point of becoming passionate about and creating numerous works with it. "Outer Space" was created
in 2022 and, as the title itself says, is a representation of space from the artist's personal point of view.
Rino.y is a dreamer and during the moments of meditation her imagination leads her to distant places:
between the waves of an ocean, between the wind blowing in the clouds, between the stars and the moon,
or right into space. The protagonist color of the work is blue which in some places is illuminated by
yellow and in others combined with purple. Pablo Picasso argued that colors, like features, follow
changes in emotions. Rino.y - as the quote from the famous Spanish painter states - dips her brush into
the palette and lets herself be guided by the whirlwind of sensations. Her works are thus identified with
an emotional map of the artist's life: dive into them and swim in her rainbow world.

“Colors, like features, follow the changes of the emotions.” (Pablo Picasso)

Rino.y

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi



Rino.y

Outer Space



Romi Maegli is an artist who uses digital photography to explore the nature’s world. She dives deep into these
microcosmos, analyzing their mesmerizing textures, shapes and patterns, pieces that together pay homage to a
communication that goes beyond the surface. By creating an intimate relation between the viewer - the human - and the
nature, Romi thrives to showcase a world that is not often noticed by human beings in their daily lives. It’s a tiny world,
that she puts in focus by zooming with her camera, showing us the various microcosmos that live with us in the same
universe, but are often ignored. Analytical, eclectic and spiritual are the adjectives that best describe her work. A work
that is simple yet detailed, calm, but full of life and gives voice to the nature by making it a protagonist. An outstanding
work that, despite its simplicity, invites us to reflect on how wonderful the world is around us.

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy

Romi Maegli

"I continue to work with different subject matter but always in search of the journey towards deeper connections and feelings. " (Romi
Maegli)



Suculenta Doble

Romi Maegli



Suculenta Verde y Rojo

Romi Maegli



SunFlower

Romi Maegli



The international art exhibition ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI gives a warm welcome to Rüdiger Carius. 
 ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI is the new exhibition hosted by the international art gallery M.A.D.S. and 
 Rüdiger Carius. He does not miss the opportunity to show one of his thousands of artistic facets. In Rüdiger's
work we find great continuity but also a lot of diversification. Rüdiger tells new stories, always in a different
way but keeping his unique and original style firmly in mind. This time, our beloved artist decides to return to
his roots with M.A.D.S., his absolute most abstract and unstructured strand. In his works, following the
cornerstones of Split Art, images take on geometric shapes that are fragmented.  Rüdiger Carius creates an art
form that is intuitive because it is a child of our time, the beginnings of which can be discovered in Cubist art,
which can be defined as its progenitor, although conceptually relatively distant. The artist frees himself from
figurative constraints (especially in the first three works) and creates his own new space-time dimension. It
should be remembered that Split Art develops as a mix of colours linked to psychology and neurobiology in
combination with 'destroyed' forms. Magic, Playtime, Showdown, and The game are the first four works showing
dynamism, colour, and rigorous forms that do not lack the emotional aspect. Indeed, if the emotions of today's
man could take shape and colour, they would be exactly as our artist describes them, influenced by a digital and
binary component belonging to the reality of our times. There is no artist who could better represent the concept
of ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI: looking at the universe from different and innovative perspectives. Universe
introduces an innovative and surprising element, Rüdiger speaks the language of a parallel world that uses
symbols to communicate. 

Rüdiger Carius

“The source of art is being” (Rüdiger Carius)

Art Curator Mara Cipriano



Rüdiger Carius

Magic



Rüdiger Carius

Playtime



Rüdiger Carius

Showdown



Rüdiger Carius

The game



Rüdiger Carius

Universe



Contemporary Indian art is a combination of culture, history and creativity.  The works of artist Sandhya Jathar,
encapsulate cultural, philosophical and psychological allusions from her life experiences and her many business
trips around the world. The artist likes to experiment with various techniques: landscape, abstract and figurative,
overlapping various styles to create unique works. Each of her works tells a story, a set of images and colours
that provoke intense emotions. Her art is spontaneous and creative, but at the same time faithful to Indian
culture, especially in the choice of colours in her works, which play a primary role in the religion, culture and
everyday life of the Indian people. The work that the artist presents in this exhibition is a symbolic
representation of the events of 2020, from contagion to the path to healing.  The work consists of several circles,
each depicting a salient event. Starting with the first circle at the bottom left, the artist depicts: the onset of
contagion, human-to-human transmission, mental fatigue due to the Lockdown, and the vaccine cure, a symbol
of hope. In this work, one does not read sadness or terror, the artist's way of painting, the separation of the
images, and especially the use of certain colours, disorientate the viewer who, looking at the painting for the first
time without knowing its meaning, thinks he is in front of a joyful painting.  The viewer is not immediately
struck by the meaning of the work, he gets there slowly, deciphering the various images. But even when he
comes to understand its true meaning, he is not frightened by it, he knows that there is hope. This work should
not only be read as a tale of unpleasant events that still have not found an end, but a symbol of hope and rebirth.

Sandhya Jathar

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane



Sandhya Jathar

Maskage



Sara Bresolin is an artist who creates artworks connected to each other, linked by an indestructible red
thread. Her oil painting, which allows her to play on the various chromatic tones, is simple but expressive,
full of details and symbols of great personal value. What interests the artist is the manifestation of her
own inner world, of her own more distant ego through the representation of the eyes and hands, deputies
as key elements for the understanding of her entire artistic poetics. For Sara Bresolin, creating, making art
means analyzing oneself, getting involved and showing the world who she really is, in order to establish a
deep connection with those in front of her, to share her emotions, reflections, her love. The human figure
persists within the artworks, but the real protagonists are the details, the little things that in people, as in
life, make the difference. Sara Bresolin wants this: to wrap herself in the silence of the soul, to understand
herself in order to be able to get in touch with the outside world.

Sara Bresolin
 

"What we know about us is only a part, and perhaps a very small part, of what we are without
our knowledge."

(Luigi Pirandello)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck



Sara Bresolin
 

Metti in circolo il tuo amore
 



Sara Bresolin
 

Nel deserto appoggiati all'amore
 



Sara Bresolin
 

Chasing horizons
 



It happens to us at home, at work, in front of a book or television, alone or in company. For a few seconds everything else
disappears and only our thoughts exist. On average, we spend between thirty and fifty percent of our day fantasizing. During this
time we lose contact with external stimuli for a few moments, while our mind suddenly becomes populated with "wandering
images" that follow our intimate stream of consciousness. According to psychoanalysis, the simple act of fantasizing is capable of
satisfying psychic needs that if put into practice in reality would clash with the need to submit to social rules. One of the key
advantages of daydreaming was identified as early as Freud: the father of modern psychoanalysis argued that everyone, in his or
her own mind, "Can take legal action without consequences or, more generally, imagine places and situations which, in reality, it
would be difficult or dangerous to experience." Wandering with the mind, without focusing on a specific goal, also contributes to
the development of creativity. Time spent fantasizing would in fact constitute the so-called "incubation interval" of creativity, at
the end of which the individual is more predisposed to break out of the box and devise alternative strategies. And this is how
Sayaka's art comes to life and is shaped on the medium. It is instinctive, changeable, sometimes lucid other times more ethereal
just like the imagination. Sometimes it presents spaces of pure color, soaked in pigment yielded by pastel, at other times it is
evanescent, almost shy and transparent. The juxtaposition of intense areas and areas where the color is so subtle that the texture of
the paper can be glimpsed, produces works that reach directly to the viewer's mind. Indeed, the viewer perceives the sudden
changes of scenery, the different phases that the artist's mind is going through. He hears, through the colors, the melody of
Sayaka's thought, which at times becomes aggressive and at other times becomes gentle and suave. The artist throws a myriad of
feelings onto the medium, and it is up to the viewer to decipher them and connect with the artist's soul. The creative instinct
produces clouds of soft, vaporous color interspersed with rivulets of color with knife-sharp contours. The shapes and opacity of
pigment are, in Sayaka's art, the favorite expressive tool for shaping what is in one's mind. And so it is that creating art, from a
practical act is transformed into a cathartic exercise having the function of distilling and purifying worries, desires, emotions and
feelings that plague, for better or worse, our soul. The inconcio makes space for itself among the narrow fibers of the paper and
unwinds, producing totally unprecedented and entirely personal images. The act of catharsis is accomplished. Sayaka has healed
the wounds of her soul and, as a splendid side effect, has produced the works that we can, at this moment, observe.

Sayaka Muto

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Sayaka Muto

Between the Clouds



Sayaka Muto

Old Tale



Sayaka Muto

Sweet Valley



To witness the truth in different perspectives. Sayako Anzai, presents “Summer Air” for the “Orizzonti
Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. “There is geometry in the humming of
the strings. There is music in the spacing of the spheres. ” ― Pythagoras. There is geometry in truth. The
artist creates a solemn rhythm to evoke the stillness of summer with light bright colors to react with the
different tones of happiness, brought by summer gazes. A background filled with orthogonal shapes
following a pattern, presents light green, yellow and magenta tones, on top of the orthogonal composition,
it is traced a group of circles following an organic design to build a unity of thought across stablished
patterns. Sayako Anzai creates an ephemeral map to organize different perspectives from one truth, same
pattern and different tones. If Sayako has created a map of air, it means the artist has bottled ephemerality
in order to expose it and acknowledge its relevance in the universe’s unity. Air, carries the responsibility
to bring new changes and discover new paths to follow. An air map to pursue the stillness of happiness.
Relativism has never looked so bright.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Sayako Anzai



Summer Air

Sayako Anzai



Nature has always had a fascination for man, finding in her an invaluable source of inspiration. Artist Seo
Wan, after graduating in Korean painting, focuses her art on nature and animals, creating unique works. 
 We all look at the outline of a mountain or an unusual-looking set of rocks and play with our minds by
associating these images with figures that are familiar to us, the artist matches animal figures with
naturalistic landscapes. Thus the tiger lying on its side recalls the outline of a mountain, its striations the
narrow roads that run through it, its head sticking out of the water as it swims recalls a small island.
Unlike the ancient Greeks who represented man as the absolute protagonist to whom nature was
subordinate, the artist presents us with works in which the natural balance is respected. Animals have
always lived in harmony with nature and associating them with natural landscapes does not create any
kind of unease in the viewer. Looking at the work, the only emotions that are conveyed are harmony and
serenity, thanks also to the use of soft, delicate colours.  These works do not aim to represent reality, but
the individual feelings of the artist, nature is seen as a place where one can escape from everyday life to
find harmony and freedom, the viewer takes refuge in this world of harmony and well-being and for a
moment manages to escape from reality.

Seo Wan

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane



Seo Wan

Doong Doong Tiger



Seo Wan

Forest Of dreams



Seo Wan

Freedom in nature



Sergei Tchoban, a Russian-born German architect, represents in his works his gaze of reality, keeping explicit a
reference to the architecture of the past and to that of the present and, we dare, of the future. Being an architect
and architectural draftsman, whose works have been exhibited in collective and personal exhibitions all over the
world, all his production aims at an "other" restitution of what surrounds us, managing to give us back, through
a meticulous reproduction, elements that most likely we would not be able to grasp, allowing us to see, with
other eyes, what we may not perceive, not understand, not notice. Freehand drawing is one of the characteristic
elements of Tchoban, considered an essential tool to transcribe and understand reality, or alternatively to support
the visions and constructions of one's imagination. Tchoban is in fact one of the few architects who continue to
master the art of hand drawing, through sketches and perspective visions that, proposed by computer-aided
design programs, would not convey the emotions and sensations felt by the creator himself. For example, in the
exhibited works, including "Green street with built trees" and "Green cathedral and bionic towers", the typical
European architectural elements alternate and merge with surprising components and visions of imagined cities
and possible worlds, celebrating the complexity of classical structures from an architectural point of view,
emphasizing the evolution of the most modern construction techniques and always maintaining a strong focus
on sustainable practices. The focal point of this production is the continuous expansion of cities and the sharp
increase in population density and, consequently, a corresponding decrease in green areas. Nowadays
"environmental sustainability" is a key concept, indeed urban ecosystems are under pressure and uncontrolled
urban expansion and soil sealing threaten biodiversity and increase the risk of flooding and water scarcity;
precisely for these reasons the artist imagined what the urban landscape would be like if the unregulated
expansion were “green”, if institutions and buildings were completely made of sustainable materials, designed
according to a green imprint, supporting the idea of sustainable architecture. Sergei Tchoban reminds us that
reality is inevitable, but interpretation is subjective and that therefore for the human being there is no single
reality. We speak of a multiple perception, emphasizing how every thought, and then every perception of reality,
is the result of a particular position of the subject who interprets it and for that reason "true" only in those
specific conditions.

Sergei Tchoban 

Art Curator Giulia Bresciani 

“Our intention creates our reality”
(Wayne Dyer)



Sergei Tchoban

Green cathedral and bionic towers  



Sergei Tchoban

Green street with built trees  



Sergei Tchoban

Green square  



The artist Shannon Egan draws out her deepest emotions through intuitive painting, trying to understand deeper parts of
herself that she cannot grasp. Through her works she processes her experiences and expresses them creatively, including
subjects of celestial shapes, bohemian styles and retro vibes. Her works explore emotions, fears, fantasies, reworking
them through the creative process. For the artist, art is a therapeutic tool that can heal, accessing the most hidden aspects
of the self. The five works that Shannon exhibits in this exhibition explore, different emotions and feelings, each with a
different painting style. The artist ranges from pure abstractionism, to figurative art with ease and skill. Each style is
used to best express the emotions that the artist explores when creating the painting. This, combined with the skilful use
of colours, gives rise to works that can be understood by the viewer even if they don't know the true meaning of the
work. These are works that evoke unambiguous feelings. The dark colours in the two paintings in the series Outside
Looking in, in which the artist explores the feeling of being an outsider and the ability to stand up for oneself in
uncomfortable situations, and in Sorrow, in which the artist explores the feeling of loneliness in the company of people
and the importance of understanding what makes us truly happy - evoke feelings of sadness and loneliness. In contrast,
the bright colours of Buzzed, in which the artist explores the feeling of first love, and Rising Sun, in which she describes
a different perspective of the universe, make the viewer experience feelings of joy and happiness. Art can take on
therapeutic value not only through creation, but also through contemplation. Shannon Egan's works help the viewer to
heal by helping him to experience deep feelings that he may not even have known he was experiencing.

Shannon Egan

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Buzzed



Shannon Egan

The Outburst



Shannon Egan

Outside looking in



Shannon Egan

Rising Sun



Shannon Egan

Sorrow



Dutch artist Simone Boon has lived since childhood in different environments, from Borneo to the
Netherlands, Venezuela, Belgium, Malaysia, Austria (Vienna) and Hong Kong. The contaminations of
these different countries and cultures have influenced her personality but also her inner paradigms. These
perceptions were transformed into artistic creation, into a true projection of feelings through artistic
months. Her artistic journey started with sculpture, then moved on to ceramics, then video and
photography, to which she has remained most attached. Simone thus creates exceptional photographs,
with colourful, non-homogeneous bodies floating in an undefined environment, leaving space for figures
to disperse in space. The photographs depict a rather simple but surprisingly magical and beautiful
phenomenon, and the artist is able to capture in an instant the philosophy of becoming that is blocked by
photography. The artist's diptych is in fact an interplay of light, colour, material forms and movement of
the human body. The other works play on nuances coloured by chromatic variations, the artist best
renders the strength of emotions, of feelings. She floods the paintings with light and life in a perfect
balance of shapes and colours. A veil that transforms, moves and takes on different shapes and sizes
depending on the light effects spread across its surface. 

Simone Boon

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“Art evokes the mystery without which the world would not exist.” (René Magritte)
 



Simone Boon

SIRENE - a Diptych



Simone Boon

Tanzt tanzt...



Simone Boon

Ripples in the Wake of Your Wings



Sisko Määttä is a versatile artist with a style somewhere between abstract and figurative. There are different
influences in her works: they often start with a realistic subject and then expand towards magical and spiritual
perspectives. She finds her inspiration by looking at the world around her to which she then attributes meanings
and visions through the use of colour and shapes. Nature communicates with her in an energetic and powerful
way and the artist feels compelled to show these connections to the public through her vibrant and engaging
works. The colours she uses are bright, intense and always connect to the natural world, the shape of nature, the
four seasons and their characteristic colours. Diversity becomes beauty, uniqueness. In "Psykedeelinen etana /A
Psychedelic snail" she is inspired by the twisted, sinuous shape of a snake and its colourful colours, which she
decides to distort by creating unrealistic colour istes. She thus creates a continuous cycle, something that never
ceases, that goes on forever. Curved brushstrokes are enclosed in decorative elements, so that the shape of the
snake disperses and becomes one with its surroundings. Sisko draws an enthralling movement, a rhythm that
envelops the viewer and draws her into a close connection with the work. The alternation of coloured lines and
the different sizes of the dots are also interesting. In "Ilmestys / Apparation" against a naturalistic backdrop, at
dusk, a fantastical creature appears in the guise of an angel who illuminates the entire surroundings with her
light. Its power, its energy is so strong and disruptive that the spectator's gaze is captivated. The brushstrokes that
paint the creature are only watery, transparent and allow plays of light, transparencies and superimpositions. The
creature awakens, summoned by nature, manifests itself, still emphasising the power of the world and its
surroundings in comparison. With human frailty. In "Erämaan Rauha - The Peace Of Willderness", Sisko focuses
on the representation of a landscape. The technique she uses to recreate the flowery field that makes everything
magical is bewitching. The lines are soft, sinuous. The water is crystal clear and blends in with the vegetation.
Everything appears harmonious and governed by stillness. Sisko has the ability to convey peace through her
artworks that are like a gentle breeze in the turbulent everyday.

Sisko Määttä

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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The works exhibited by artist Sixue Yang for this exhibition, 'Glow' and 'Surge', depict the stark reality of
the destruction of nature by man. The artist has witnessed the drastic change in her hometown, where all
the greenery has been converted into an industrial zone. Even the lake where she played as a child has
disappeared, new buildings have sprung up in its place. We have now reached the point of no return
caused by the strong anthropocentric view of nowadays' man compared to his ancestors.  For millennia,
hunter-man lived in harmony with nature, taking only what he needed to survive. Nowadays, with a
population of over seven billion, about 100,000 kmg of forests are cut down every year, leading to the
extinction of species and a drastic decrease in biodiversity. 

Sixue Yang



All this is due to man's immoderate consumption, which will eventually lead to extinction. Through her
work, the artist wants to convey an ambiguous and alarming vision of nature. Neon colours and ink blend
to create an unreal, almost catastrophic landscape, a representation of a lifeless future world. An abstract
painting in which we find no trace of harmony. The viewer, observing the work, is concretely immersed
in the disorder and chaos caused by industrial development. The artist wants to highlight the uncertainty
of life in an environment that can no longer find a balance. The public is confronted with the existence of
conflicts between nature and man and is called upon to take a stand in this regard. 

Sixue Yang

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Despite her young age, Sofia Passetti is an artist who has made art her primary necessity. Art, which has
always been present in human history and life, guides it not only through the emotional sharing of one's
thoughts, but also manifests itself as an aid, an authentic medicine. The act of artistic creation becomes
what Sofia Passetti aspires to, a liberating and sanitizing act of the soul. An act that immerses her in a
timeless space, which in turn is reproduced on the canvas. The artwork "Nel BLU" talks about her, about
her moments of inner understanding, about the sensations experienced during the creation of an artwork,
about how much art can be salvific, how much art helps you to immerse yourself in it yourself, to find
yourself. This is the key to interpreting her poetics, centered on the rediscovery of the therapeutic role of
art in view of sharing these emotions with the observer.

Sofia Passetti
"Each artist dips the brush into his soul, and paints his own nature in his images."

(Henry Ward Beecher)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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The artist Sophia Openshaw is particularly interested in using her art as a tool to explore the intersection
between psychology and spiritualism. The contamination of her Italian, American and Austrian origins
have contributed to the creation of her works in an artistic quest oriented towards examining spiritualism
and the representation of emotions in their changing manifestations. Her work focuses on telling stories
that can connect everyone, without boundaries of time and space. Stories in which we can identify with,
which is why the realisation of the works has a strong social charge, each action is born to structure
society and the environment and leads the artist to use concrete artistic tools. Art is the bearer of a strong
will and intrepid moral coherence, and lately Sophia is interested in telling stories through her art that
challenge the notion of secularity and authorship. The works, in particular, are inspired by the 12th
century mystic nun Hildegard von Bingen. The representation of a woman in search of her identity, her
talent, following her own path. A struggle to assert herself, to find her identity in the world. The motifs
the artist uses to represent these conflicting emotions and aspects are the junction between these two
perspectives, the hinge between the divine and the human.

Sophia Openshaw

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“The true use of art is, first, to cultivate the artist’s own spiritual nature.” (George Inness)
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Favus Distilans
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To pursue a reckoning overdue. An artist has obtained fully awareness of ephemeral horizons ready to
create new paths. Stephen Durden, presents “Crossing Horizons”, “City Blue and Green” and “Snow
Sky” for the “Orizzonti Trasversali” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. After exploring
different ways to discover new horizons, it is imperative to understand that no matter the wait, our goals
will eventually present themselves after solving previous obstacles. The first artwork depicts coexisting
realities from different perspectives. “Crossing Horizons” carries the responsibility to present a snapshot
of an ephemeral thought. “City Blue and Green” is the stillness of an urban landscape mirrored in the
shoreline, depicted as a reminder that calmness will always come back. “Snow sky” exists to look at it
while we are lying down on our side, it is required the participation of the beholder. Listen the trees. The
artwork invites a calm position to witness the tones of a season, which has just begun. “Time passes.
Listen. Time passes. Come closer now. Only you can hear the houses sleeping in the streets in the slow
deep salt and silent black, bandaged night.” ― Dylan Thomas, Under Milk Wood. Houses, cities, listen
the trees. Stephen Durden listens life itself, is aware of the quintessential moment in life in which
sublimity has to be pursued.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Stephen Durden

“You cannot swim for new horizons until you have courage to lose sight of the shore.” 
(William Faulkner)



Crossing Horizons

Stephen Durden



City Blue and Green

Stephen Durden



Snow Sky

Stephen Durden



For Stephen Linhart, an American contemporary visual artist, what surrounds us and what we can see
with our gaze is simply the surface. In fact, his works, combining photography, mathematical algorithms
and post production, aim to push the visible beyond limits, with the aim of discovering new worlds and
creating new interpretations and points of view. The material of which his images are composed seems
alive and vibrates before our eyes, wrapped in psychedelic colors. The original image decomposes until it
disappears, leaving room for something new and never before encountered. He pushes the image beyond
the barriers of experience to generate new knowledge and awareness, forcing the viewer to put himself to
the test. In the five works ("Chaos"; "Dragon Pass"; "Night Thing"; "Wrapped"; "They Return") on
display at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the exhibition TRANSVERSAL HORIZONS, bright colors and
contrasting tones accompany the entire vision, while unpredictable textures weave through space like tiny
rivulets of water. Stephen Linhart's works are not meant to be observed only in their entirety; on the
contrary, the deeper you go, the more immersive the experience will be. In fact, when observed very
closely or enlarged, every single detail leads to a multiplicity of possible forms and interpretations, which
continue to change as one enters the work. Almost like fractals, his pieces are structured in a way that
breaks through the mere surface to challenge the laws of physics. He alters the perceptual system by
allowing us to pass through previously non-existent passages.  

“By turning from the surface, one comes closer to the inner laws of matter, which are also the laws of the
Spirit.” (Piet Mondrian)

Stephen Linhart

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Stephen Linhart

They return



Stephen Linhart

Wrapped



Steven Eaton is an extremely original and talented artist from Brooklyn, NY. His profession as a
photographer has allowed him to develop a passion for combinations of light and colour, which he pours
into his abstract works. He creates patterns, reproducing an often geometric motif, repeated several times.
His creations are all about balance and harmony between the parts. Taking inspiration from his
photographs, he estranges himself from the real world and detaches himself through the production of
abstract and imaginative works, an expression of his interiority. It is impossible for the viewer not to get
lost in his colour combinations and captivating patterns. Steven applies an unprecedented world view,
where light and colour dominate the laws of the universe. Abstract art allows him on the one hand to
escape from the photographic view of reality and on the other hand offers a development beyond realistic
and objective forms. In 'World on Fire' small brushstrokes are placed next to each other. Colours are
placed next to others that allow them to redeem. Blues, yellows, oranges, reds and greens chase each
other neatly to create rhythm and balance. Geometry rules the world and order gives balance to reality.
Impossible not to notice his inspiration drawn from great masters of the past. The reference to Neo-
Plasticism is especially evident in the swarming pattern of gods and colours inscribed in the rectangle,
reminiscent of Mondrian's compositions. To the latter's primary colours, however, Steven adds a personal
touch, enriching the work with oranges, greens and blues. In works like this one can also read a return to
the world of childhood, inspired by Miró. The play of juxtaposing small elements to create a harmonious
whole is also reminiscent of 'Ad Parsassum' by the master abstractionist Paul Klee. The punctiform
brushstroke is a means of imparting transparency and breadth to the colour structure. Steven is inspired by
the history of art, taking up certain elements and techniques that he makes his own during the artistic
process. He thus creates original, fun and creative works that bring together avant-garde art and the
contemporary.

Steven Eaton

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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From classical art to the NFT art of the future (which is actually already here): this is how we could
describe the artistic career of the Saudi artist Sundus Al Ibrahim. Right now we are in fact in an era
and a historical moment in which past and future coexist at the same instant and we can see this in
every aspect of daily life and therefore also in art. Sundus has decided to open an extra door to the
future already by creating NFT, while always maintaining the artistic style that distinguishes it.
Colors and energy characterize all of her works, in which the real and the surreal meet and merge in
perfect harmony. For Sundus, art has always been a way to experiment and explore the unknown
and so it is also for these new works of art. Her works express emotions, moods, ways of being,
they must be the means through which to observe reality with another gaze, new, but above all
subjective and personal, letting ourselves be carried away by what we feel inside us in that instant.
A splendid example is the work presented here, entitled "The Spirit of Serenity". Here the
undisputed protagonist is the gaze of the woman who, with her expressive power, which
characterizes the women represented by Sundus, immediately attracts our gaze. Expressionism and
the energy of colors meet abstract forms mixed with realistic elements, giving life to a continuous
movement and an energetic vibration that pervades the work and consequently also those who are
observing it, giving us precisely this sense of serenity and delicacy. This work is a real dialogue
between different realities transported in shapes and colors: different visions of the world meet in
the works of Sundus, they talk and listen to each other, creating unique connections. The artist's
entire NFT project is based precisely on the principle that, never forgetting where we come from,
our traditions that have shaped us, we can build, through new visions and new experiences,
connections, dialogues, new realities.

Sundus Alibrahim

Art Curator Silvia Grassi
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At “Liquid Arsenal” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the Korean artist Sung Geun
Lee exhibits three of his works. “1859” represents an individual portrayed frontally up to the
bust of which we cannot see the somatic features or the generalities that identify him. In fact,
his face is made up of a large explosion of concentric stripes on red and orange that blend
with some more external blue and with the man's blue robe. A large white writing in front of
the man justifies and explains the great explosion of colors: "Big Ben London" and below
"GBR 1859". With this work, the artist hides a profound meaning: he in fact believes that
everything starts by chance. The face of the shabby old man, the unknown number of the
license plate, sweet ice cream, and the sounds that run through everybody head. After drawing
the picture, he suddenly found the number 1859 on the license plate and discovered that it was
none other than the day Dawon published ‘The Origin of Species’. 

Sung Geun Lee



Everything is a combination of various images in a coincidence he thinks a story is created.
The unknown image in the picture his own. It might be a projection. “Traveler”, the second
artwork exhibited in “Orizzonti Trasversali”, represents a boy looking straight at us,
surrounded by road signs and a background made of splashes of blue. Everything is
impregnated on our skin and affects our experience and memory. The work is intended to be a
hymn to the act of traveling, discovering new lands and always having new eyes to savor
everything that life puts in front of us. “A t-shirt, a bag, and my car as a friend I want to go
somewhere without end” Sung Geun Lee hopes.

Sung Geun Lee

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Susanne Walser is a special artist that is able to express in every piece of her art a new way to
intend the artistic creation. At the international art exhibition Orizzonti Trasversali, she presents the
paintings titled Order-Disorder. The work seems to be divided into two specular parts. The entire
composition shows its deepest meaning in the centre. Therefore the visitor can see a vortex that
completely captures his attention and seems to take him to another dimension. That of the art and
the creativity of the artist. Maybe this is the real mission that the artist Susanne Walser gives to the
artistic language. The capability to connect who is watching with a fantastic imaginary. The bright
and vivid colours used stay on the canvas to highlight this peculiar atmosphere and in this way the
vortex becomes the door opened towards an horizon that wants to be different and transversal. This
message reveals us the perception of the artist’s reality, and helps the viewer to look at the world
through the art in another way, in another perspective. The title of the painting becomes the key to
understand the intention beyond the construction of the composition. What gives us order is the
power of the imagination and the possibility we have to create another dimension able to substitute
the disorder of the reality around us. Thanks to the artist Susanne Walser we can go beyond the
borders and enjoy the horizon of the art.  

Susanne Walser

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Suzanne Harkhoe is a Dutch Surinamese conceptual artist and technologist active in
installation, painting in mixed media, technology based art, sculpture, photography and film.
Her dystopian world view towards contemporary society is born out of her belief in equality
and freedom: being an artist who identifies with marxist critique of political society, her anti-
capitalist and anti-imperialist sentiment is enforced by her identity is reflected in her works of
protest and diaspora art. At “Orizzonti Traversali’ exhibition, Suzanne presents two videos.
“A priori” records a painting on which a white filter is applied, characterized by the presence
of many small spots of different colors that alternate each other recalling themselves on the
canvas. The recovery is slow and, like an eye that wanders on the surface of things, captures
small details of the canvas, in an autonomous journey that forces us to follow its gaze. This
work examines if augmentation reinforces fragility. Does the related augmentation lead to
saturation? Does it disguise anything beyond the designated colour? Is the subject aware of
this? To what extent does it impact our perception? Does it exist without our observation?
Does anything? 

Suzanne Harkhoe



The second video exhibited instead, “Dis-ease”, takes up more quickly the details of a
painting which, unlike the first, is characterized by the presence of bolder, faster and more
instinctive colored brushstrokes, which blend together. Between them, stylized figures stand
out here and there that do not seem to be narratively connected to each other, but rather to be
fragments of many stories. This work has a strong socio-political intent. With figures almost
dehumanized due to their extreme figurative synthesis that alternate with each other, “Dis-
ease” refers to the fact that everything is a social construct, attempting to conceive the
complex dialectic nature of reality and our participation in it beyond the shared collective
understanding that creates perspectives. One approach is that capitalism is a societal
construct, but in daily life that notion is obscured. It superimposes the conception that
capitalism’s erosion of morality might be the dis-ease of this postmodern society.

Suzanne Harkhoe

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Syl's artistic work is for the viewer a gymnastics for the soul, she somehow puts us in contact with
mystical entities. The figures it represents, every element, every single detail seems to aspire to something
transcendental. Syl Sevonne's works make us lose our sense of reality to catapult us into an otherworldly
world, where the absolute protagonists are emotions and feelings. The work "Inner landscape" is an
example of the great ability of the artist, of the chosen ones who seem to connect two different worlds, the
external one and the inner and more intimate world, the colors that the artist uses are wisely balanced,
lights and shadows, light and dark perfectly cohesive. Syl's artistic work tends to come out of any scheme,
it escapes from reality to enter a more delicate sensorial sphere and where we can discover the most
intimate emotions. In fact, the artist's works are full of details and often meanings that the viewer is free
to interpret. Syl's works evoke memories and emotions, observing one of her works often means bringing
to the surface forgotten moments, or even dreams, this is precisely the great power of the artist's art. She
gives us the gift of unique moments, she makes us savor dormant memories and makes us travel through
space and time. Meeting Syl's work is always a unique moment for the soul. Syl Sevonne gives us a
moment of lightness accompanied by reflection, her works are always the starting point for reflecting on
us, on the world, on existence.

Syl Sevonne 

Art Curator Vanessa Viti

"Music is for the soul what gymnastics is for the body" (Platone)
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Nobody can decide to be an artist. Being an artist is part of the essence of the creative individual,
it dominates the mindset and pervades the spirit. Art is therefore a vocation, which waits to
manifest itself at the right moment. Sylvie Wylie was able to recognize her vocation in adulthood,
bringing out in action what was already within her in potential. She was already an artist, she just
had to prove it to herself. The veracity of this statement is evident from the style of Sylvie herself,
which in a short time has taken on traits of originality and uniqueness. An admirable example of
Sylvie Wylie's artistic growth is represented by Rites of Spring, the artwork exhibited during the
international exhibition Orizzonti Trasversali. From a backdrop painted in a soft shade of blue, the
emblematic figure of a girl emerges, striking for the sweetness of her face. Her head, slightly
reclined, suggests a moment of absorbed meditation, and her large eyes are the mirror of a subtle
melancholy, which seems to involve the rest of the composition as well. The painting embodies a
fateful meeting point between the sensible and the symbolic world, which materializes in the face
of the sun, in which the young woman seems to reflect herself. The representation transports the
viewer into an almost dreamlike dimension, reminiscent of the surreal suggestions of Chagall's art.
Sylvie Wylie thus asserts herself as a complete, mature and fascinating artist, a precious discovery
for the present and a promising star for the future.

All that we see or seem, is but a dream within a dream. (Edgar Allan Poe)

Sylvie Wylie

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Tama Shizuku was born and raised in Tokyo. She realized her works mostly in digital but sometimes she
paints on canvas, on request. Her art is focused around the concept "I'm alone, but not lonely”. Tama
believes that living is a solitary experience, but the presence of "something overwhelming" can alleviate
our feeling of loneliness. She’s mother of four children and, in their world, Tama has found a way to
leave out all the outside adult world by letting herself be guided into "fantasy" or "imagination”, so easy
for the children. In this way, thanks to art, Tama creates a place where the spectators can identify
themselves in this feeling. So, with her work she wants to ask to herself and to others how to deal with
the "loneliness" that is with us during our lives. On the occasion of the “Orizzonti Trasversali” exhibition
at the M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, she presents the work titled “I know raindrops, you come from rainbow”. A
work of cheerful colors, which recalls the drawings of children with simple and colorful strokes. We see
a figure under a big rainbow from where colored raindrops are falling. The work takes its meaning
thanks to the text that accompanies it. Tama used to put short poetry next to her works to tell her story.
Thanks to this, we are able to best interpret the work that we discover to be a message of hope. The artist
wants to say that often after the rain there is a rainbow, so it is as if the rain falls from the rainbow itself.
The drops that fall are not sad and empty but they are colorful and full of hope. Everything is in the point
of view we have in looking at the world: it is we ourselves who create and shape our world. And this is
the purpose of art: to give a message to those who observe it. And Tama succeeds perfectly in his intent
to create a word that takes us away from everyday reality. 

Tama Shizuku

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

"Art is a line around your thoughts”
(Gustav Klimt)
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Tatiana Alban

Memories can be seen as places in our minds in which we are able to walk, live again past events and feel
emotions that once we experienced. This past reality is able to recreate a new reality by re-living these
moments that are locked into the brain, seeing everything with a different perspective, a different context.
The Romanian artist Tatiana Alban uses her memories of physical places, feelings, objects and living
beings to recreate a new reality on the canvas. Her interaction with everyday items, beings and people are
sources of inspiration to create and share with others. The depiction of the new reality from the places of
her memory is a vivid representation of every detail of these objects and animals. 



The vividness of the imagery of her memories is evident in the colour palette, every shade and blending
as well as the shape of her figures. The translation of memories into the canvas is so detailed that we have
the impression that she feels those moments through painting and because of it, Tatiana is able to bring us
into her memories a journey into what she defines as reality, and together we re-experience and see from
her point of view. By including this viewpoint in our perspectives, we empathise with her and with the
subjects of her art, thus also becoming our reality in everyday life.

Tatiana Alban

Art Curator Francesca Mamino
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Tatiana Alban



Teresa Cowley is a Canadian artist whose artistic production focuses on the creation of digital works of
art that are deeply reminiscent of psychedelic art due to the vivid and brilliant patterns and colors. Teresa
Cowley is again the guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of the
exhibition “ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" she exhibits five works that bring to mind the lively
kaleidoscopic representations and vaguely those of mosaics. Each work on display has a predominant
color compared to the others, accompanied by different shades of the same color and different colors.
"Dividing Horizons" is particularly reminiscent of mosaics but not only, even the windows of churches,
although the artist has created this work thanks to the use of digital tools and techniques, the
representation is absolutely real and concrete. The prevailing color is blue which transmits calm and
tranquility, accompanied by different shades of red and yellow, which instead recall strength and
brightness. In "Dividing Horizons" the lines and shapes are sweeter and softer than in "Earthly
Alignment" which sees sharp geometric lines and shapes, in this work the reference to the earth and
nature is evident thanks above all to the choice of color, the green which in addition to being synonymous
with hope and a symbol of the element of earth. "Fuchsia Quadrants" has fuchsia as its prevailing color
accompanied by shades of purple, the work is vibrant, dynamic and extremely lively. The work seems
pierced by light and this gives this piece an aura full of pathos and visual charm. The artist's aesthetic
taste is also perceptible in the work "Traversing Many Lines" the colors are more delicate and calm, in
this case it almost seems to look inside a precious stone, the choice of color looks exactly like the play of
colors that comes from casting a light on a diamond. Finally, "Victorian Elegance" which brings to mind
the patterns of elegant fabrics such as silk, also in this case the artist's aesthetic predilection is evident.

Teresa Cowley

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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According to Buddhism, emptiness and nothingness are not the same thing. Quite contrarily, they are the
opposite: emptiness refers to the interdependence of all phenomena, both mental and physical. In order to
create emptiness, any sort of surrounding space should exist.  Thus, the two concepts coexist and depend
on each other. By investigating this coexistence, the Dutch artist Thomas Dekker research possibilities to
create new realities and new worlds. These minimalist worlds are constituted by basic elements such as
colours, shape, line and composition, that open up infinite scenarios when combined together. Viewers’
perception of the spaces contributes to the infinity of possible combinations, in which the observer can
lose themselves while exploring it. It is a way to translate previous experiences, schemas, emotions and
thought into a physical space, creating unique points of view in which size, depth and space become
relative. Thomas fills in the infinite emptiness of the canvas in the same way painting helps him to cope
and fill in the emptiness left by personal loss in his life. By sharing his view with the rest of the world,
Thomas hopes to transport you into another world.

Thomas Dekker

Art Curator Francesca Mamino

"Form is emptiness, emptiness is form.
Emptiness is not separate from form, form is not separate from emptiness.

Whatever is form is emptiness, whatever is emptiness is form." (Mahayana Buddhism)
 



Work 1: A Pink Parallel Vision

Thomas Dekker



Work 2: Blue composition V

Thomas Dekker



Work 3: Green Composition 0

Thomas Dekker



Art makes it possible to reach unfathomable truths, to ask universal questions, and to advance
reflections of extraordinary complexity by communicating them with the immediacy of the blink of an
eye. Thomas Olze's approach aims to tear the veil on the surface of reality to probe its very
foundations, its deepest aspects. And he realizes this in an original and multifaceted perspective,
which also ranges in music. In particular Glider - the artwork exhibited during the event Orizzonti
Trasversali - alludes to an effects pedal, the use of which is frequent in Shoegaze, a musical sub-genre
of alternative rock. The artist takes up the basic idea of the Shoegaze in a pictorial key, and creates a
multi-level work of great expressive power: just as in music the melodies overlap one another to create
a cohesive harmony, so in Glider the acrylics are stratified, making the whole more dense and
material, with an almost three-dimensional depth. And this is how the different veils of colors stand
out against each other on a black and blue background, including gold, pink, white, black and gray.
Thomas thus creates a composition that leaves room for ambiguity, for doubt for what can be
glimpsed behind the more superficial levels, thus conveying a message of great conceptual maturity.
Beyond the purely compositional aspect, the artist seems to suggest to the observer not to limit himself
to the contemplation of what is easier to draw, but to dwell on the fragments of reality that lie below
the obvious. A message that is more current and meaningful than ever, especially in a contemporary
society destined to remain imprisoned in a vacuous superficiality. A message that everyone should
make their own.

Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow; 
He who would search for pearls, must dive below. (John Dryden)

Thomas Olze

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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The stream of consciousness is a narrative technique that consists in the free representation of an individual’s
thoughts or as they appear in the mind, without being logically rearranged into sentences and without being
introduced by graphic signs or ligament syntagms. When we look inside ourselves, when we travel in the world
of dreams, the images appear to us without precise order, the chronology of time does not exist and people
normally very far or extraneous find themselves together overcoming temporal and spatial barriers. Our
interiority is the most authentic version of ourselves, the one that we struggle to show to others and that we
regularly meet again when we are alone. The German artist Tim Waleschkowski investigates these aspects of
interiority to create works that return a chaotic and spontaneous image of his interiority. In the work
"Wonderland" Tim guides us to the discovery of his conscious subconscious; a real world of wonders where
everything flows in harmony. We find anthropomorphic objects, floating figures in an authentic stream of
consciousness. The cool colors help to strengthen the feeling of alienation and the various overlapping planes
give the composition depth and dynamism. It is in effect a whirlwind of emotions and artistic impulses. In "Sir
Shrimpfish" the subjects are more recognizable without losing the ironic and surreal connotation. Red prawns
follow one another on a complementary turquoise background. The work pays tribute to the fascination of sea
creatures and to the nature that has given us every wonder of which we too often forget. "MeTaMe" finally
denounces our digital addiction. The word Ego comes from Latin and literally means "I", so it generally
represents one’s person and the consciousness of being who we are. Our ego in this digital age is split in two: our
existence in the web and the one outside the web. Digital has infiltrated our existence so much that we are
struggling to separate from it. As the artist states: "That ego that revolves around the virtual space, tries to
control the infinite dimensions and instead becomes a dependent part of it".

Tim Waleschkowski

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Tina Toth is an Austrian artist who also works as a photographer. This passion has allowed
her to approach and experiment with the technique of cyanotype, with which she creates
striking images. Inspired by her surroundings, especially nature, Tina tries to look at things
from a different point of view, exploring every inch of reality in search of the extraordinary.
Photography has helped her by training her eye in capturing fleeting details and suggestive
angles. Her artistic process also involves a study of both the technique and the subject she
decides to represent. In 'Wilder Wein' she experiments with a close-up view of a plant. The
subject in question is seen in an original way, not through the usual aseptic view of reality.
The element is explored, passed through, as in an X-ray scan. Tina is fascinated by the perfect
forms of nature, its interlocking, sinuous lines and unexpected shapes. In this artwork, she
focuses on one element, which she decides to explore further by creating a cyanotype on
metallised paper and sharing the beauty of nature with the viewer. The result is a true work of
art. The canonical plant forms we are used to seeing disappear, becoming an artistic and
harmonious whole. Everything blends and becomes balanced, elegant and refined. Tina is
very skilled in using the technique that allows her to freeze an elusive moment in time,
making it eternal. She passes through the object providing a different vision, from another
point of view that departs from reality to approach magical and astonishing visions. 

Tina Toth

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Over the course of the centuries, the floral element in art took on greater symbolic importance. Flowers and nature no
longer play a marginal role, placed as decoration on paintings, but become the protagonists of the work of art.  From
Caravaggio's 'Canesta di Frutta' to Van Gogh's 'Sunflowers', nature takes its place in art by combining symbolic value
and beauty. Artists are captivated by the vision of nature and capture their resulting impressions and emotions on canvas.
For artist Tomoko Inomata, flowers represent the fleeting nature of life and the transience of time, but at the same time
their beauty gives comfort, the sight of a flowering head conveys a full feeling of serenity and well-being. A still, almost
dreamlike atmosphere reigns in her landscapes. Her works are inspired by mythological stories and novels that best
describe her emotions and thoughts. The work 'Bottom of the Valley' is inspired by the story of Aphrodite and Adonis
and the creation of the anemone flower after the young man's loss, 'Forest of Flowers' is inspired by the story of '虞美
⼈'s poppy, 'Blooming Garden of Margaret' is inspired by the novel The Lady of the Camellias. These are stories that tell
of the sadness of loss, the melancholy of separation or the longing for solace in nature, all painted with extreme delicacy.
In Tomoko's works we find no abrupt changes of colour or dark landscapes, no sadness or gloom. The anemone flowers
created with Adonis' blood, mark the birth of a new life, the still landscape in Forest of Flowers, seems ready to welcome
our anxieties and give us comfort, the colourful flowers in Blooming Garden of Margaret, remind us of the transience of
life, but at the same time invite us to enjoy every moment. Flowers have the ability to teach a lot to those who know how
to observe them, and artist Tomoko Inomata manages to capture every aspect of them. 

Tomoko Inomata

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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A multitude of colors stands out before our eyes. It takes a few moments for the eyes to get used to this wave of color. The
pigment is so charged with expressive energy that it almost seems to interfere with our soul. Those colors enter us, flooding our
being with brightness. A chromatic curtain rises from below. It is graceful, ethereal; one has the impression of being in front of
amoebas anchored to the seabed or a school of jellyfish. Indeed, one has the feeling that these patches of color move
imperceptibly under our gaze. A large pinkish blob is the beginning of our journey. Dyeing without delay the right corner of the
stand, it starts the color chain that slowly goes to form. After the pink is meadow green and then moves on to guttural brown,
blood red, and so on. Each pigment recalls the natural world, and this is no accident. Such soft, cornerless shapes with uncertain
physiognomy are found exclusively in nature. In fact, man tends to create geometric and angular artifacts that are more
advantageous and consonant with our daily living. Buildings, our houses, our cars all present a physiognomy that resembles a
geometric solid: square, rectangle and so on. In this way, space is exploited and occupied profitably. But nature, this does not
care. She creates soft, gentle forms and has every right to do so. She creates ethereal and almost transparent bodies that blend their
being with their surroundings in the most natural way possible. And that is how Tomomi borrows natural imagery to express joy
and the possibility of healing. Our eyes have become all too accustomed to a man-made world. We forget to look at the sky, to
smell the damp, musky scent of morning; we forget about day and night, forgetting that we were and still are animals. And that is
how "Longing for Abudance" comes to our rescue. The chromatic multitude enters the interior of our spirit, which, together with
her, returns to shine with its own light. The purples, earthy browns, and bright yellows ignite at the sight of light and, illuminating
with their own light, also brighten our souls, drawing us away from everyday thoughts and problems. A large white area occupies
the central part of the composition, and the color curtain sets up in the shape of a U. It seems as if the colors are on the verge of
wanting to embrace us, squeezing us into their chromatic tempore. One gets the impression that they want us to feel the sensation
of feeling light flaps of silk moved by the wind, of floating in space - or water - at will, without constraints or rules. Tomomi's art
is a breath of fresh air in this too gray and too angular world. Let us surrender to the soft, ethereal forms that have the power to
heal our souls. 

Tomomi

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Paint to express yourself; painting to cope with pain and take refuge in a safe nest; paint to tell the world
its own history. Ursula McCormack is an Irish contemporary artist for whom art has been a great point of
reference since her childhood. Sometimes life is unpredictable, and it is necessary to change the path we
set out to follow: crossroads and detours appear before us and we have to choose the right direction.
Ursula and art are united by a unique bond which, despite the obstacles, has never broken. "Fluid in
motion" was created in 2020 with the fluid acrylic technique. White, blue, and green color the canvas
creating a pleasant chromatic contrast. The work is characterized by dynamism and, as the title itself
suggests, conveys the sensation of movement. Stormy ocean, waves that animate the sea and break on the
rocks, the foam that wets the sand: the painting and its shades make us travel with the imagination and
lead us in front of a seascape that arouses different sensations in us: at times it floods us with energy and
strength, at other times it fills our souls with peace and serenity. Art is special because it is unique and
universal: each work has unrepeatable characteristics and at the same time can be interpreted by everyone
from a personal point of view. Ursula invites viewers to immerse themselves in her works, understand the
artist and get to know themselves better.

“Art is a line around your thoughts.” (Gustav Klimt)

Ursula McCormack

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Vaida Kacergiene is a self-taught artist who creates works in which she lets her emotions
overwhelm her, lets her heart and her impulses speak for her. Art is a therapeutic tool through
which the artist relives and traps fleeting moments of joy, making them eternal. It represents
the connections that bind man to the world, the relationships, the feelings triggered by a
certain vision or even dreamy and unrealistic visions. The reference to surrealism and
abstractionism is evident. In his artistic journey, Vaida does not preclude himself from
anything. She lets her subconscious create the images, lets her colour and brush draw forms
without limits, free from the constraints of the real world. She tells her vision of the world and
shares it with the audience so that the viewer too can freely express his or her emotions,
without limits or constraints. In 'ISLANDS OF DREAMS' he creates a surrealist landscape of
dreams and hope. A world that one can only imagine and that lives a life of its own.
Imaginatively shaped elements occupy all the available space, arranging themselves as if they
were skyscrapers in a city. Between them they create connections. The two contrasting
colours are blue, the colour of mystery, magic, instinct, and pink, more subdued and familiar.
The colour yellow stands as an interlude between the two. 

Vaida Kacergiene



The colours blend perfectly, giving perspective and depth. Each element can be read as an
unrealised dream that will sooner or later come true, leaving the island of dreams and
approaching the world of humans. An imaginative and surreal vision that captivates the
viewer and takes him into parallel, new universes. In "A DUCK IN THE SUNLIGHT", the
choice of the round format is not accidental. Vaida gives the sense of a continuous cycle,
something that repeats itself and never ceases to exist. She chooses muted tones that mix with
each other, creating new combinations. The central figure stands between the sun and the
water, in deep meditation on her existential state. Around her, nature does not cease its
constant flow. What flows from the reflection is peace and harmony, ready to be distributed to
the world. Vaida once again allows her interiority to manifest itself, creating images that bring
peace to the soul of the viewer, who is forced to detach himself from the frenetic
contemporary world to immerse himself in atmospheres that are decidedly quieter and more
peaceful.

Vaida Kacergiene

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Vaida Saudargene's artwork allows us to get in touch with the experiences, feelings, and emotions
experienced throughout the journey of our lives. It seems to be in front of a track that becomes a beaten
path from which to draw to retrace one's steps. Knowing the power of one's thinking along the path
traveled and its connection to the emotions and results to which it leads us is essential to begin a process
of change. Vaida's art with its story is concerned with showing the complexity of movement and change.
It is also the artists' work that makes us gain awareness, know our inner self, make decisions and deal
with change. Art as a path. Angularly described, inevitably destined for memory, a metaphysical
investigation of one's emotional scenario. A position transversal to the space described as one's own.
Mechanisms that function perfectly as systems of restraint and release at the perfectly right moment,
perfectly timely. It is no accident the moment in the artist's history when this painting occurs and the ideal
of art as life is revealed to her. A new birth perhaps, a new mechanism can happen by repeating it all over
again, this we will find out.

Vaida Saudargiene

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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What do I see in this work? What shapes or elements can I recognize? Or why can't I recognize anything
familiar to my gaze? Who has never asked these questions when faced with a work of art? At least once
we all have. Indeed, the artist known as Variuz Art tells us that if we think we have seen everything in a
work, that we have seen every single detail, we have to look again, because there is always more than it
seems. As a line is an infinite set of points and therefore there can be infinite ways in which it can be
traced, to give life, in turn, to infinite shapes, intertwining, combinations, thus the possibilities that open
up to an artist in front of a canvas are infinite. In fact, in the creation of his works, Variuz simply keeps
himself open to these infinite possibilities: one line after another, these flow on his canvas, meet, collide,
unite, distance themselves, until they give life to the artwork. Here we see three splendid examples of his
unique artistic style, which through lines and colors tell three stories, three moments, three moods. In
“The Clown” through the vivacity of the colors and their instinctive and energetic movement on the
canvas. All this brings us back to the world of childhood wonder, dreams and lightheartedness. Instead, in
"Creature of the past" we just dive into an even more distant, ancestral past, a past in which spirituality
was dominated by the sacrifices of creatures, whose spirits still hover among us and have been captured
in this canvas and stuck in time. Finally, in "Up-Side-Down" the artist makes us understand that nothing
is never as alone as it seems, if you just change your perspective, everything can change, you can always
discover something new.

Variuz Art

Art Curator Silvia Grassi

"Paint flows, colors mix and mistakes happen on purpose. Nothing is really wrong. It's always
meant to be chaos on canvas. " - Variuz
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Variuz Art



Among the many benefits that can be attributed to art, one is particularly recognizable in the
works of Verneda Lights. It is about the healing and therapeutic power of art, which draws
strength and inspiration from the artist's experiences as a family caregiver. This personal
perspective has allowed the creation of fascinating works of great visual and - above all -
emotional impact. One of the artworks - titled Tribal reality - presented by the artist for Orizzonti
Trasversali - is part of the Gullah Me series, a collection that contains portraits of the artist and her
family in a digital version. Tribal Reality in particular depicts Verneda herself, in a symbolic
perspective, full of meaning. The artist's intent is not that of a realistic portrait, but she aims to
capture the essence of her soul. In the soft play of chiaroscuro, the white paint on her face
catalyzes her gaze, and seems to allude to the warrior spirit that moves the artist. It solemnly
combines with the true focal point of the work, that is the calm and proud gaze, inspiring a
profound wisdom and a new awareness. Verneda uses the universal tool to reflect, establishing a
relationship of empathy with the observer, who thus becomes capable of not limiting himself to
the external aspect of the work and of observing it in its substantial form. The evocative power of
Tribal Reality goes hand in hand with the semantic efficacy with which the artist describes herself
and her inner journey, and allows each of us to draw from it an illuminating exhortation for the
present.

He who conquers himself is the mightiest warrior. (Confucius)

Verneda Lights

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Just like Klimt, it takes an attentive glance at Veronika Weberová’s paintings to recognise what she is and what she wants.
Painting is a multifaceted form of expression that, far from closing the doors to new horizons, allows Veronika to experiment
and express herself by taking the visible and surrounding reality as a starting point. The more she observes, the more she
elaborates and expresses her personal vision on the canvas. Experimentation and attentiveness are the keywords of her art; she
is, in fact, engaged in a personal research and renewal of the old artistic language of the ebru technique. This beautiful, ancient
art consists of drawing on the water with colours and paints and then transferring the shapes or motifs onto sheets of paper or
other canvases. Working with water makes this technique peculiar and difficult to manage as it requires an incredible precision
of movement. Veronika makes hers the ebru technique by giving her paintings a distinctive striped, swirling and scratchy
aesthetics that, like a mirror, reflects her intentions, feelings and creative skills. The painting “Meadow” is a beautiful
representative combination of Veronika’s main artistic signatures: thin, black lines on one side and the overlapping of colours
using the ebru technique on the other. Here, the artist draws, defining lines and shapes. The blue, green and red colours become
the background for a thick, wide and white stripe upon which Veronika draws different flowers with a black line. With this
painting, the artist tries to capture the joy and vitality of flowers, which are not represented through the flowers themselves but
through the colourful and dynamic background. The standing flowers, on the contrary, painted with a personal ‘black on white’
technique, resemble a beautiful and subtle embroidery work. Here, the meadow is subject to no specific season, no changes of
light and tones; however, the scene is presented as eternal, changing, dynamic and static at the same time. Veronika’s art is an
aesthetic trespassing where colours, black lines and the ebru technique meet to create something extremely original and
distinctive, something deeply personal and universal, something that is Veronika’s and ours. 

Veronika Weberová 

“Whoever wants to know something about me, they should look attentively at my pictures and
there seek to recognise what I am and what I want.” (Gustav Klimt)

Art Curator Martina Lattuca
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Passion for art has always been part of Victoria Knipe. It represented a pivotal point in the life of the
artist, who recently decided to devote herself fully to experimenting with her creative flair. In particular,
Victoria has found her ideal dimension in portraiture, to explore the infinite possibilities of facial
expressions, often more eloquent than any word. The artworks presented for the exhibition are portraits,
and belong to the series The 3 faces of Eve. It is a fascinating experiment, which admirably combines the
portrait with chromatic ranges that enhance different moods. Black represents the most emblematic of the
works of the triptych, and catalyzes the gaze in a singular composition. In a frame of dark hair, the
features of her face are "erased" by two bands of beige and blue acrylic, surprising the viewer with an
unpredictable visual element. From Black's most enigmatic notes, the artist creates a balanced opposition
with White's ethereal delicacy. The soft shades of pink surround the lovely face of the girl painted in a
dreamy cloud, and induce the mind of the beholder to contemplate an almost otherworldly vision.
Between these two works, juxtaposed between darkness and light, Jane's natural spontaneity emerges.
The painting immediately emanates a fresh spontaneity, and for this very reason it immediately
establishes an emotional connection with the viewer. The reason probably lies in the intensity of the
painted gaze, which for the first time turns to the observer. The eyes, which were absent in Black, and
transfigured in White, become not only the focal point of the work, but also the fulcrum of the entire
triptych. Victoria Knipe elaborates a real "story", which guides each of us between darkness and a
celestial harmony, to bring us back to a more earthly and familiar level in which we can reflect ourselves
with a new knowledge.

The mind is exercised by the variety and multiplicity of the subject matter. (Quintilian)
 

Victoria Knipe

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Violet Artist is an interior designer with a fervent passion for art and artistic creation. Thanks to her
strong creativity and the digital fusion of images, she manages to generate an artistic poetics that is close,
in part, to the surrealist movement for the approach of unrelated elements that generate curiosity and a
sense of strangeness in the observer. Violet Artist's works are deep, visceral works, which feed on her
inner self and reflect on the multiple visions that the artist has of the surrounding world. The observer
plays a crucial role within artistic creation, as it is invited to get in touch with artistic thought, to generate
connections with what its eyes see and to be free to interpret what is in front of him. We are active
observers and her art is an invitation to let go, to explore the numerous juxtapositions between the
elements and to delve into our depths, to find possible connections and answers that have not yet
managed to emerge.

Violet Artist
"To be a surrealist means to banish the already seen from the mind and seek the unseen."

(René Magritte)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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X-Gen is a long-time musician, composer and guitarist who uses his knowledge in music to compose
fascinating artworks with a sense of mysticism. Fascinated by the hypnotic elements in music, he uses
them in his art to create rhythmic paintings that mesmerize the viewer. He believes everything is energy,
and tries to transmit this energy flow through his masterpieces. The artworks reflect something that we
cannot see, feel or hear with our normal senses. It can best be described as a universal rhythm, a wave
motion or energy. Just like in music, he uses visual arts to express the different emotional states and
views of the world. His artworks are a perfect visualization of music, a true synesthesia, just by looking at
the artworks one can hear their melody. X-Gen uses different techniques to depict the energies in his
paintings. Even though the end result of his work is digital, the beginning is a handwork. The original
sketch can be anything from colored pencil, watercolors, wax chalk or ballpoint pen. The process depends
on letting go, trusting the process and allowing the universe to guide his intuition. The end result is not
known beforehand, although it describes an experience sensed by the artist himself. Through his work, he
hopes to transmit to the viewer the same feelings and states of mind he experience.

X-Gen

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy

”The most beautiful and fascinating emotion is the sense of a mystical.” – X-Gen
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Mind over matter 

X-Gen



Japanese artist Yone uses watercolours to colour faces and images. If the fruit of the actions performed by
each living being determines a different rebirth in the hierarchy of living beings and a different destiny of
subsequent life, Yone manages to convey this through his watercolours. Evanescent images in pastel
colours, shades of colour that free the imagination, 'Nemo' can always turn into someone, depending on
who is looking at them. The watercolours do not depict simple faces, but souls in search of their place in
the world. These works are characterised by a strong material presence but also have the ability to be
light, fluid, always taking on a new form. The colours, diluted in water and spread in very fluid veils,
even repeatedly create different faces, new expressions and discovered feelings. In fact, the artist uses
these nuances to arouse moods and capture the viewer's attention on the different facets the painting can
take on depending on the view. Some patches of colour are more full-bodied and draw the eye, anchoring
the composition to itself, the arrangement of the marks gives meaning to the composition. All colours are
harmonious and create, through shading, an arrangement of forms that questions the observer. In 'Nemo'
one can find oneself, one can lose oneself, one can recognise oneself and meet again. They are a
suggestive tool for questioning us about our nature, about the relationship between man and man, and
about the impressions that change according to people and moods. Yone reminds us that somewhere there
will always be someone who can identify with a shade of watercolour. 

Yone

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“The principles of true art is not to portray, but to evoke.” (Jerzy Kosinski)
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In the work of Japanese artist Yoshi, there is a reminiscence of photography but something that
goes beyond it. In fact, the artist is able to create his own image that can move him like the vision
of a graffiti that struck him when he was young. The work 'A Rusty World #2' seems to reflect the
world captured by the eye of a camera. Truth and expression merge, become an instant captured by
the camera lens, a moment of truth, visible for a moment but fixed in memory. Colours merge,
there are no shapes that can be linked to reality but only emotions, the world is blurred and
shapeless, it is a snapshot of a decisive moment. Yoshi expresses an unrealistic and simple world,
he does not stop at the evidence of facts but goes beyond them. He presents images with a strong
emotional impact, his language is able to unite the rational and irrational dimensions. Hence, no
longer a gesture that transforms itself on the canvas into a metaphor for emotions, but a gesture that
becomes a sign on the surface. A sign that has both emotional and aesthetic value. The artist, like a
photographer takes a snapshot of current society and captures it through his lens, leaving the
observer the benefit of imagination, of research that does not stop at the screen but goes beyond it. 

Yoshi
 

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“There are no rules. That is how art is born, how breakthroughs happen. Go against the
rules or ignore the rules. That is what invention is about.” (Helen Frankenthaler)
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Yuki Han is a Chinese artist who studied in Canada. His artistic production has mainly focused on
interactive installations, collages and videos. Yuki Han is for the first time a guest of an exhibition
organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of "ORIZZONTI TRASVERSALI" she exhibits
"No ideal ideal ideal" a video work with very bright colors that is fully part of what is defined as
conceptual art. From a certain point of view, the work seems to want to denounce a profound lack of
values   and ideals present in today's society. The lack of connection and bond between people, the little
importance given to the roots and places from which they come, the little consideration given to the earth
itself as the home of the human being who too often is taken for granted. On a technical level, the artist
proves to be extremely dynamic and fluid, thanks to the use of digital technology that allows her to
combine contrasting elements in order to convey the desired message that reaches deep and straight
towards those who look at the work. The artist herself explains “My focus areas are image collage,
interactive video and video installations. I tried to push the boundary between nature and technology by
applying glitched, digitized noise, and 80s sci-fi effects on human bodies, animals and plants.
Experimenting with a variety of effects helps activate my design process.” Yuki Han therefore
demonstrates that she has the ability to manipulate the image in a masterly way in order to convey her
vision of the world and her perceptions. 

Yuki Han

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Etymologically speaking, "naut" is the second element of compound words and means "sailor, pilot." Astronaut, Cosmonaut,
psychonaut are all words meant to signify the action of embarking on a journey to unknown shores. Whether it is in space, in the
dark depths of the sea or in the depths of the mind does not matter, what matters is the desire to heal that desire for curiosity
inherent in the soul of every human being. And so it is that, the desire to know, lends itself as a driving force for departure by
nullifying fear of the unknown and replacing the latter with excitement for new discoveries and new worlds. The human being is
by nature curious. He has always fantasized, thought and imagined things and situations, trying to unravel the greatest "why's"
that have always troubled him. He has created roads, sailed seas and even created aircraft that would allow him to fly. All this to
satiate his own desire for knowledge of the unknown, to discover what lies beyond his own little garden. We human beings have
gone everywhere, to the point of discovering every remote corner of our planet. Curiosity pertains to the life drive. Everything
that is alive manifests curiosity, or, in the case of the plant kingdom, a blind groping, which interpreted with our way of thinking
closely resembles curiosity. The dimension of exploration-an alternative way of alluding to curiosity- belongs to everything that
lives. It is extinguished only when an idea of imminent death takes over in the individual. This is the case with major depression
or extreme old age. And that is how "Let's Sky Diving" takes shape. The color is moved by the desire for knowledge, the
physiognomy of the work feeds on that thrill that runs through our bodies whenever we observe something we have never seen.
The cosmonaut, fully dressed in a helmet, respirator and spacesuit, hovers freely in an atmosphere saturated with color. Pinkish
waves are substituted for purple spots and then go to merge with an aquamarine blue backdrop in a play of overlapping and
blending that is reminiscent of something psychedelic. Contrasts and saturation are high. The orange is highly expressive and that
ultramarine blue that colors small portions of the work stands out without ever getting swallowed up by the other colors producing
remarkable depth in the work. Where is this astronaut? We do not know. It may be that he is on earth. If so, the location is
evidenced by the presence of flowers peeping out of the lower part of the work. It may be that he is wandering in the atmosphere-
free sky of a new world or even in open space. We cannot know for sure. However, there is something we are sure of: curiosity as
the driving force and at the same time the purpose of this work. The instinct to seek the new typical of every living being is
distilled here in "Let's Sky Diving."

Yuya Ogata

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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An atmosphere of semi-darkness characterizes the entire composition. One gets the impression that light manages to enter the
room with difficulty, through the gaps in the shutter. Perhaps it is late afternoon or perhaps it is still morning. Time is not
important in "Suppression"; day and night, in that room, are the same thing. A large bed with an antique feel welcomes a young
girl. She is lying sideways with her head turned toward us. Supported by a large amount of pillows decorated with lace, she drops
her soft arms to the side of her head. The girl is in a resting position therefore, and her body is covered by a black blanket,
seemingly made of velvet. The air is warm, there is warmth and warm light in the room, all of which make for good rest and quick
relaxation. Yet, the girl does not sleep, does not seem the least bit interested in closing her eyes and abandoning her consciousness
for a few hours. Her eyes are open and her gaze, although rather tired, is alert and well anchored in the present. What must this
girl be thinking about? Is there something perhaps troubling her? There is no comfort and no cozy bed that can cure the invisible.
What we can assume the girl is thinking about is inversely proportional to the cozy reality enveloping her body. If the room is
warm, the girl's mind is freezing. If the atmosphere is pleasant and relaxing, the girl's thoughts are a violent whirlwind composed
of sensations and emotions. There are too many waits, worries, commitments and expectations that mark our daily life. Our soul
cannot keep absorbing stimuli from outside without ever rejecting them from outside. And here comes the mechanism of
annihilation, the suppression of any externally visible emotional state to arrive in a catatonic state. Finally some peace. Finally
silence comes, having swept away all thoughts. The girl's gaze is lost in emptiness, there is no spark of light within her large
brown eyes. She is there, lying on the bed, wishing that moment would last forever. It is for this reason that although time flows
inexorably, day and night in that room are undone. She is the girl who has the power to stop time at will when she feels
overwhelmed and a lost soul in the contemporary world. And so it is that the oil color softens, calms, makes calm and suave this
feeling so cold that springs from the protagonist's eyes. Zuzu's is a painting made of contrasts. The external environment with
opposite characteristics to what is inside the girl's mind; the oil color used to express a sense of unbridgeable emptiness, the use of
pop imagery to sweeten a psychophysical condition that is not at all easy to handle and put into words. Zuzu's art is splendid for
this very reason: it gladdens us with its formal and chromatic wonder and then plunges us into nothingness, into this girl's eyes.   

Zuzu

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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